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ORGANIZATION OF AFRICAN UNTTY , 
CO-ORDINATING COl\ll\'!ITTEE FOR TijE LIBERATION. OF AFRICA 

~!Jg_:'.'.:_~-~ EIG~EEN). 
.. . I ·, 

'. . /' 
~~~ OP T~ ... )'AGT-FINDING dOMMISSION TO THE SO-CALLED 

FTIENCH SOJYIALILAND (DJIBOU!fL 

PAR'l':..l, 

Ba.okground information 

1 At . . 
' , its 26th Ordinary Session, the Council of Ministers 

endor6ed the re-0o d t· . T . mmen a ion of the 26th Regular ·Session of the 
LibeIJtion Commi tt~e, to send a Fae~'•-Finding Mission to the 

~led French Somaliland (Djibo•lti). The followiirg-Memb · 
States\ were elected· to ~:ofi tl:leCM;i.sricm: ·· .. eJ\\' 

1, Egyp-~ ~ (Chairman) 
2. Guinea 

3, Mozambique 

4. Liberj_a 

5. Senegal ' ' 

6. Tanzania ., 

7. Uganda 
8, Zaire -. ( Rapp.~rter.;.··) 

;,_ ··- · . .,-. . , ' 

the -~er:L'i tory by underGaking con t'.acts, 

impEJrtan·l; places and by in.vi ting views from the presen.t-- . 

. leadership o:f the terri-~orial government, and LPAI; 

and :from such other organ~_sations and groups, including: 

leaders of' ccrnmuni ties, as the l. - .Miimion. 

useful to provide relevant in:formation. 
may consider 

(b) To as~ertain ·!;hr,'.;Ugh close ~'onsu.1 tations with, the 

leadership e>f the ter:i:i tori~l gcvernment, LEU and 

su<;ih other poli+.ical groups asr::ay have significant 

f'ollowing in their respective positions on the p.roosa.e--. 

of independence, and maintenanca of French bases in, 

the territnry. 
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(c) To hold consultations with the two liberation 
movements recognised by the OAU so as to assertain 
their views regarding the future of the Territory 
and the role they intend to play in the independence 
process. 

(d) To hold consultations with the Government of 
Ethiopia and Somalia" with a view to fiml°i-ng ou't
frOl!l them what measures they can individually and 

.;· 
together take in order to enhance the sense of 

( 

security of the pe<)ple of the so-called French 
Somaliland (Djibouti) and respect their territorial 
integrity and independence. 

(~) To invite the French Government to create the 
necessary conditions to allow the free expression 
of views by all groups to the Commission. 

(f') In the light of the infermation that it may be in 
a position to acg_utre to draw up conclusions that 

will include its views on. the attainment of 
independence and national political unity. 

3.. Mter ·the necessary consultations with the Fr:ench Government 
and with the :gartic.a. concerned,;_·-. the .Mie..sion:-.. met in Addis Ababa 
on 26th April, 1976 to prepare j_ts work. Names of the members of 
the ·r~ssion are attached to this document • 

" 
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4. The following questionnaire prepared by the Mis~ion 

formed the basis of the discussion with the :pqrties concernedi 

a.. 

Guidelines to Terms of Reference of OAU 
Fact-Finding ·. Miruiion~,. to so-called 

French Somaliland (Djibouti) 

-
Interviewees' Credentials 

Interview~es will indicate their names, the organizations 
they reJ:Jresent,\the objectives of the 9rganizations/parties and 
the popular suppqrt they enjoy among the territory's population. 

\ 

1i.. Independence 

i) · .. hat is your position regarding the process of 
independence as proposed by the French Government? 

ii) ··.'ould you be willing to accede to independence in 
coalition with other political trends? 

iii) Y{hat do you think should be the French Governmen 1; 's 
role in the independence process and after? 

.:0. Referendum 

i) '.hat are your proposals on the holding of a referendum? 

ii) 1.':ha t conditions do you recommend for the holding 
of a fair referendum in the territory? 

iii) Do you think that there will be a need for external 
supervision of the referendum e.g. by OAU or UN? 

d. Elections 

i) How soon after the independence referendum should 
the elections be held? 

ii) '!ould you be prepared to go into coalition with other 
parties to accelerate accession to independence? 
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iii) Do you envisage a need for international 
supervision of the elections e.g. by OAU ~r UN? 

iv) What facilities would you like made available 
to ensure the full participation of the people of 
the territory in both the referendum and elections? 

a-. Re"l?urn and Participation of Refugee~ 
Referendum and Elections 

f, 

i) 
I 

1:.hat are Y«Ur views on the return of refugees to 
Djibouti and their participation in both the referendum 
and elections? 

Guarantees \ 
I 

i) Do you see any danger or threat to the sovereignty 
and territorfal integrity of an indepen3.ent Djibouti? 

\ 

ii) If so, wh!j.t kind of guarantees wollld you wish to .. 
have and :9-om whom? ' 

g, Poli tic al Unij!;0 
I ' 

i) How do jou view the question of political ~nity 
before ab~ after accession to :tnd-;pendenee, among.· 
the partie~/forces fighting for independence? 

h. French Jl/lili tary Presence 

i) Is continue~ French military presence in the territory 
after independence acceptable to your movement/party/ 
organization or not? Why? 

~'i.. Security and Respect for Territorj_al ~ptegrity 
and Independence 

i) Vihat measures can your government individually and 
collectively with the neighbouring state take in order 
to enhance the senee of security to the people of the 
so-called French Somaliland (Djibouti) and reepect 
for their territorial integrj.ty and independence? 
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Co.ticl.i t_ions for Expression of Views before OAU Miss.J:on,_: ..... 

i) '.!hat material arrangements has the Jo'rench Government 

made to create the necessary conditions to allow 

the free expression of views by all groups to the 
Missio_n? _: _,_ 

·1 k. French Government's Independence __ Progr~ 

i) ' .. hat is the French Government's programme for 
preparing the people of the territory for their 
independence? 

1'(1.. Popul.?1-tion of So-Called French So]!lal.~la_nd (Djibouti) 

i) 'iihat, according to you, j_s the present population 

of the Sc,-Called French Somaliland (Djibouti)? 

' 
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I 

I 
ADDRESSiID TO 

Liberation Movements and Parties/Organizations 
in Djibouti. 

I 

Liberation Movements and Parties/Organizations 

in Djibouti. 
f 

Liberation Movements and Parties/Organizations 
. ' I 

in Djibouti. 

Liberation Movements and Parties/Organizations .. . 
in Djibout:j.. 

• I 

Liberation1Movements, Parties/Organizations 
in Djibouti, Ethiopia and Somali Governments. 

Liberation Movements and political parties/ 
Organizations in Djibouti. . 

Liberation Movements and political p~rties/ 
Organizations in Djibouti. 

Liberation I~ovements and political parties/ 
Organizations in Djibouti. 

Ethiopian and Somali Governments. 

' 

Liberation Movements, political parties/Org8;nizations 
in Djibouti and French Government. 

French Government. 

Liberation Movements, political pa~ties/Organizations 
in Djibouti and French Government. 

\ 

\ 

\ 
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'· The Mission's .. ~ Report which is herewith at1;aohed is in 
three parts, Part I gives an accurate account of the discussions 
held with all the parties who, in the opinion of the M;l.s..iion:L: · 

could provide relevant information regarding the decolonisation 
process of the so-called French Somaliland (Djibouti). 
Part II deals witll the findings of the Mission 

eontains the recommendations of the Mission 

and Part III 

7, Although the proposal to send a fact-finding Mj.ssion 

was initiated by the Liberation Collllllittee, the appointment 
o.f the .M:j.ssioll and the terms of reference of the Missiion 

was the nark of tlle 26th OrdinaJ:Y Session of the Council of 
Ministers. Consequently, the ·~:l.otL ·· .·, recommends that the 
Liberation Comm:i.~tee should only take note of the report and 
submit it to the 27th Ordinary Session of the Council of Ministers 
t-0 be held in Jlllauritius from 24th-29th June 1916 for consideration• 
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PART I 
RB., ORT OF THE -OAU FACT-FINDING MISSION TO 

THE SO-CALLED FRENCH SOJ\f!ALILAND (DJIBOUTI) 

Meeting wi ~-the representative of the lVl.L.D. - 26th April, 1976 

8. The Secretary-General of the MLD, Mr. Abmed Bur~an, read out 
- a prepared text which outlined the objectives and programme of 

action in the struggle for the independence of the territory. 
The memorandum was officially submitted to the ·. 'Mis&f6n- ·. and 
hereto attached to the Report. (see Annex I). 

9· After the general statement made by the representative of MLD 
-

the Mis.siol\ in accordance with its programme of work invited 
the representative to give his party's views on the points raised 
in the Miss~on Questionnaire. 

io. On the question of independence the MLD representative said 
that his party stands for the total and unconditional liberation 

• of the territory. The JY!LD is fighting for the establishtD.en t of an 
indepenlient and sovereign nation committed to peace and concord 
within the framework of the national well being and_ development of 
its own culture, the democratisation of national institutions and 
tlre promotion of interI>.ational relations. The i\'iLD, which has fought 
for the politicisation of the masses, inside and outside the 
territory has unequivocally spoken against the atrocities of French . ' 
oppression and in· the struggle has solicited and obtained external 
~up_;;iort. The IV!LD is favourably disposed to close collaboration 
~ith the other parties as it believes that unity of action is vital 
to avert hatred, civil war and disintegration. The need for a 
common front is underlined by the fact that no single movement can 

-· ' liberate the territory or for that matter guarantee its independence 
and security without tp.e support of all the people. In the view 
of the Tu!LD, France sho~ld not be given. a free hand in· the territory's 
accession to independencfl since as a colonising power she would 
like to see the people-divided and MLD has 1no confidence in France • 

. ,. 

" 
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11. In regard to the referendum he is agreeable to the holding 
of a referendum if its specific objective is to prepare the people 
of the terri toryi'<:i:l:'. genuine independence with the full participation 
of the genuine representa .. tives of the people. In this exercise 
all the national liberation movements and interested parties must 
be ~ully consulted and the referendum should be supervised by the 
OAU and the UN, The MLD has obviously emphasised that any 
referendum held in the territory must be supervised by the OAU 
or the UN to ensure that the colonial administration does not 
mani~ulate the results. 

12. The HLD position on the elections.is that they should come 
immediately after the 
the party is ready if 

referendum and before ind'ependence. 
the other pa:rtj.es are so disposed to 

Moreover, 
go into 

coalition to speed accession to independence, As in the oase 
of the referendum the MLD would welcome international supervision 
of the elections by the OAU and UN because as long as France remains 
in the territory she will empl<tY every kind of machination to divic1e 
the people of the territory. T~e Tu!LD, among other facilities, 
would like that their party be allowed to carry on normal political 
activities to enable them prepare for elections. In this connection 
the MLD solicited the support, moral and financial assistance 
from the OAU. 

13. On the question of the return and participation of the refugees 
in the referendum and the elections the MLD stand is that the 
refugees should be allowed to return and participate fully in the 
politic al fl:Ctivi ties of preparing the e;ountry fox independenr>e. 

14· In respect of guarantees for the sovereignty and territorial 
integrity of an independent Djjbouti th" Tu!LD reprE!sentative said 
that although Ethiopia and Somalia had at one stage or another laid 
claim to the territory, an independent Djibouti would like to 
maintain friendly relations with both neig!J.bours. He als& ~tressed 
that the .OAU should use its good offices to bring pressure to bear 
upon Ethiopia and Somalia to respect an j_ndependent Djibouti, whic4 
in any case has traditional, ethnic and economic links with 
both countries, 
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15 . On the question of continued French military presence in the 

"territory MLD stated that when France leaves she must leave 
completely. However, lVILD would have no objections to maintaining 
economic and other links with Frani;ie while completely excluding 
any military ties. In MLD's opinion the existence of the French 
military base in the territory will cr,eate a dangerous precedent 
to the territory itself, the Indian Ocean, the Red Sea and the 
Suez Canal. 

16. The MLD estimated the territory's pGpulation at 250,09-j to 
300,000, No· exact figures ·exist because the population fluctuates 
depending, among other things, on the prevailing economic conditions 
i.e. whether there is a boom o:c- a depression. 

17. In re~ly to supplementary questions the lVILD representative 
replied as foll~ws: On the question of the number of the refugees 
and the percent~ .. · e of the voting popula·i;ion :r:JLD stated that most 
of the refugees who at one time numbered 30,000 were in Awash, r 
Assab and Dire Dawa. Some of these refugees are already back in 

. ' 

Djibouti. . The MLD explained to the.· Mi.a~;,~.:.:•:. that it wa_s rather 
difficult to give a·precise figure ~f the number of refugees from 
the territory, but undertook to prepare a comprehensive list and 
make this available to the Mj.sl"l.on. before the 13th Summi't. 
According to the territory's laws, all above the ag~ of 21 have the 
right to vote. Nevertheless, this right to vote has never been 
exercised and since France is the sole administrator~f the elections .. 
it should be the administering power to give the percentage of 
the voting population. 

18 • The BLD informed the M±.ssion that their party has a member-
ship of 80,000 in the territory. The Ethiopian Government has 
extended facilities for the training of cadres to execu·t;e an 
effective armed struggle in the territory. The Executive Secretary 

I 

of the Liberation Committee visited one of the training camps 
on May 22, 1975. 

- 19. With regard to political prisoners held in the colonial prisons, 
the illLD stated that they have rendered assistance, for instance 
legal aid, and they would like France to release· all of them 
unconditionally and allow them to participate in ,both the 
referendum and the elections.· 
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MEETINJ WITL THE ETHIOPIAN GOVERNivillITT 

Morning Session 

20. The meeting with the Ethiopian Government was held in the 

Office of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs on April 27, 1976, at 

11.45 hours. Du:i;ing the opening session the Minister of Foreign 

Affairs of Ethiopia, H.E. Ato Kifle Wodajo welcomed the ;_,M;i;.'lftian·· · 

and expressed his government's wishes to co-operate fully with 

the work- of the Fact-Finding J:!issl-i:i:\'!t.·~·!1. 

l:li: In reply the Chaj.rman of the N;Lssmn '· expressed his thanks 

on behalf of the M:Lss:ianc:. for the welcoming gesture of the 

Ethiopian Minister of Foreign Affairs. Subsequently, after the 

Chairman informed the Ethiopian authorities that the object of the 
,· 

lir&lii~ ta'.,· ·, ',~ visit to the Ethiopian Government was to receive certain 

clarifications with regard to the So-Ca.lled French Somaliland 

(Djibouti). Following this the Chairman -of the .Mission_ · requested 

the opinion of the Ethiopian Government i:1 particular with ~.ega.J:'.d· j;o: 
(-a) thlll returI). and...part.±n..!.pation of :i;ef;vgee~ j.n 1'.Ef~rendum and. el_:>0t;ions; 

(b) the security and respect for territorial integrity and 

indepen_c'cence; (c) the need for international supervision of 

the referendum and elections; (d) . the French J!lilitary presence 

in the territory. 

22. The Ethiopian Minister of Foreign Affairs while welcoming.the 

above mentioned questions of the Mi:ssiQn: .. requested if he could 

first give a general remark on the So-Ci:illed Frensh Somaliland 

(Djibouti) and then return to answering the questions. 

23. The Ethiopian Minister stated that the territory was an artifi

cial territory and that all the inhabi_tant.s were new arrivals.. The 

territory started its origin when the por-1; of Obock was first used 

as a port of call for ships navigating be·~ween Europe and the Far 
·~·~.· 

East._ As th<: importance of this port started to grow; people .of 
.• 

... various tribal factions moved into the area and consequently decided 

·to establish themselves in the territory. In the opini.on of the 

Minister the.present p~pulation of the territory is approximately 

285,000; 30% out of which is composed of expatriate non-residents. 

The Minister emphasized a fact that there does exist population 

movements 2.cross the borders with Somalia and Ethiopia. This 

-· 
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population movement is further enhanced by the economic ups and 
downs of the territory. The Minist'l_X.: stated that the population 
was evenly distributed between the two ethnic groups, namely, the 
Afars anCI. ·bhe Issas, who at the same time have organic links 
with the··pe.ople o:t: Ethiopi_a ~nd Somalia. 

24. On the ;oli tic al development, the .Minister mentioned the vario·,!s 
referenCl.a ana. elections held in the territory. In' the outcome of 

r 

~~s.e referenda and elections the overwhelming majority wished to 
rem.a.in ':Ii th France, According to the .Minist.er, the peo:ple of the 

,,,!l"te.lt'!l'.:.:i;;J;)ry expressed their wish to stay with France because of the 
at were created among the peo:ple on the· basis of the claims 

the eighbouripg states had over the territory. The Minister 
was of t:t:re opinion that the major :political fact:i..ons of the territory , 
are still willing to have some SPJrt o:f a guarantee from the 
neighbouring states for the safe-guarding of their sovereignty 
and territorial integrity, 

25. On the policy of the colonial power, the Minister stated that 
it has of late recognized the righ~ of the peo~le to self
determination. Ha further stated that the said colonial power had 
on two ocqas:i..ons (1958 and 196'7) given this opportunity to the people. 
The Minister stated that since there are no political part;i,es in 
the territory that are created by the history of their own struggle, 
the colonial power can only resort to referendum and elections for 
the tr2.nsfer of power. The existing two major j_Jolitical partier:i 
are basically formed. on tribal affiliations. 

26. The Hit1ister stated that the future status of the territory 
was linked very much with the peace in the region. He further 
stated that Ethiopia did not have· a~y .. ol!rl:ms ·• · : to the terri tor-y 
but that it will not remain passive if ,forces inimical to her 

·interests are established in the territory. The Minfster emphasised 
that Ethiopia had made it clear in Kam:pala at the 12th Sullllllit of" 

· the Heeds of State and Government of the OAU and in so many other 
places that she had no territorial claims·, 

27. The .Minister stated that there was a lot of inter-dependence , 
•' 

between Ethiopia and the territory and that 60% of Ethiopia's external 
trade was passing through Djibouti. He· further stated that these 

" 
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interests of Ethiopia were growing· just as much as the i~terests of 

the people of the So-called French Somaliland(Djibouti) in Ethiopia. 

According to the Minister the independence of the territory has to 

be compatible with the vital interests of Ethiopia. 

28. The Minister requested that the Mission while it is examining 

the problem of independence, should as well soe into the future of. the 

·territory. While oommenting on Somalia's position, the Minister 

stated that even though on many oocasibns the Somali Government has 
' 

affirmed that it had no annexationist intention, there were still 

provisions in her contitution for the annexation of the territory. 
\ 
\ 

29. On the question of security and respect for territorial integrity 
I 

and independence of t'he territory the Minister stated that it was 

the Ethiopian Government that raised for the first time the question 

of guarantees, In the ~pinion of the Ethiopian Government, membership 

of the territory t0 the OAU will be a guarantoe by-:Lts<':lf, Tho M:ilni>stllr 

stated that the OAU can provi;de tangible and' specific guarantees though 

these may not be military guarante~s. The Sthiopian Minister then 

proposed the following four points to serve as a basis of tangible 

guarantees for the independence and territorial integrity of.the 

territory:- (a) the OAU to request Ethiopia and Somalia to enter into 

an agreement under its anspices in which both governments will undertake 

as a matter of legal obligation to withdraw all their claims and to 

refrain from all acts of violence which may hamper the smooth transition 

to independence, (b) the OAU to request· and obtain specific undertakings 

from Somalia and Ethiopia to respeot the sovereignty and territorial 

integrity of the territr,ry and ~efrain from altering the independence 

and the demographic set ·up of the territory; .(c) the OAU and DN must 

in addition to this secure the necessary guarantees from all states 

with respect to the independenoe and territorial integ~ity of the territory; 

(d) the international c~mmunity to oonsider the territory as a special case in -

reg8l!Xl. to its economic devel.,pmont since the only means of economic 

viability are the port wit~ its traditional traffic towards and outside 

Ethiopia, the railway and the French military establishments. Unlike· 

other African states th9JJ<>-called French Somaliland(Djibouti) has no 

viable economio resources. 
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30. On the supervision of the referendum and elections by 
international organisations the Ethio)ian Minister stated ~~ 
desire that the OAU be associated with the colonial power in the 
organization and conduct of the referendum. On the j_ncltision of 
the Arab League the Minister stated that the question of the 
territory being essentially an African ques·tion the OAU must have 
a primary role in the decolonization p:r:ccess. However, the Minister 
expressed that members of the Arab League could on individual 
basis be associated. Jin the_ view of t.he MiniBt&-r, to in:-:11..a'.e:.. th~· 

Arab League as an ins·t;i tu ti on will be~ a~j.. tting the existence of 
interests of other countries in African questions, Concluding his 
remarks on this qu.es-t;ion, the Minister statec~ that however much 
desirable is the inclusion of the OAU in the supervision of the 
refarendum and elections for the acceptability of their outcomes 
by a larger group of thg p0puJ..ation, such an association of the 
OAU should not be n sin<)-qua-non to the hold±.ng ::. of the referendum 
and elections. 

31. On the ques·t;j_on of the French mi1:i.ta~y presence, the Minister 
stated that the g,_,vernment of Eth:i_opia has publicly stated that it 
does not favour the presence of the French military base in the 
territory. However, ha stated that the pr.esence of such a military 
base should not ~ea condition_ for independence. 
Minister the presence of the military base is to 

According ~o the 
som~ people'in the 

territory a kind ~f guarantee after independence and whereas the 
Ethiopian Government understands this concern ~t does· not think 
the existence of this mj_litary base is a necessity. The Minister 
stated that such fears must be supplan~ed by tangible OAU guarantees. 
The Minister added that it was the hope of the Ethiopian Government 
that a:fter independence the authorities of the territory will not 
aepart from the principle of Non-Alignment and invite foreign powers~- -.,, 
~2. Before the morning session was adjourned, the Ethiopian Minister 
·of Foreign Affairs gave the Mis_sion 00pies. of the document 
stating the position of Ethiopia (see Annex II). 
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_ Evening Session ·' 

33, The evening session was resumed at Africa Unity House at 18.30 hours. 
' • 1'he leader of the Ethiopian delegation, H.E •. Ato Kifle Wodajo, Minister of 

! 
·Foreign Affa1rs, informed the.~ssion that he wanted to make adaiti~nal statements 

on the following·points• 

(a) on Somalia's policy of introducing violence for the disruption 

of the smooth transition to independence; 

(b) on the continued territorial assertion by Somalia; end 

(c) on the recent discussion· Ethiopia had with the Minister-of state 

for Foreign Affairs of ·France. 

The Ethiopian Minister requested if he could answer the two questions 

raised in connection with the discussions held during the morning sesgion 

and proceed thereafter to give the additional statements as indicated above. 

This was agreed. 

,34. On the question of the French military presence in the territory 

the Ethiopian Minister stated that the Freno~ military presence was never .. 
justified. According to him, the presence of a big power in the area will only 

invite any other big power. He further stated that his objection to the French 

military presence in the territory applied to the period before and after independence. 

He stated that when Ethiopia asks for immediate independence it means that the 

French military presence in the ~erritory m~st end, 

35. On the possibility of the formation of a ~oalition and participation of 
1" 

all parties in the politioal process, he stated that ha strongly supports the 

resolving of the differences between the various parties and the creation of 

a united front. 

36. Clarifying the previous claims of Ethiopia over the territory he stated 

that there has never been a legal or constitutional provision laying claim over 

the t_erri tory and that the new Ethiopian Government had made it clear · that whatever 

claim it might have had was withdrawn. 

37. As to further information on the Somali claims based on a ~onstitutional 

_provision, he referred to Article 6 of th~ old.Somali constitution whose objectives, 

- according to the Ethiopian Government, were the unification of all the territories 

inhabited by Somalis, 
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. first constitution the objectives of the unification of the Somali 

territory remained in the first Charter of the Revolution. He 

further made reference to an official Somali publication (Our " 

Foreign i1elations) and quoted passages from pages 63 and 39 • . 
To substantiate. matters ~he Minister produc ea.. maps printed in 
aomalia and quoted statements-made by ~resident Siad Barre on 

• October 21st 1975 (Rev~lution Day). 
\ 

•, 

3n. The Ethiopian Minis.ter referred to the recent violence and 

incidents in the ~erritory and commented on the kidnapping of 

children and th8 twa:re:.<Ent attacks. on the life of the territory's 

Chief Minister, I11r. Ali Aref Bourhan .. ~he Minister :alse1:.~. made 
reference to ·th'.3 hostile broadcasts 'fr.on Sood.in. ,·- - -

The Minister informea. the UiaSibllc::·. that it should ask questions 
. ·I 

•• I " 

as to wby. !here were so many incd.dents .. and vii:.d;;l'ence recently., .. .- by whom 
they were generated and staged and for what.purpose. Referring to 

the· Lusaka Manifesto, the Accra Decl.aration and the Dar-es-Salaam 

strategy and the dictates of tl·.ese documents for resorting _.to 

armed struggle the Minj.ster stat,ed that the recent developments 
.. in the territory were rather inc'onsisten t. . 

39. On the discuzsion the Ethiop!.an Government had with the French . 

!Vlinister of State for Foreign Affairs, Mr. PONCET, the Minister 
informed the M.ims:!.o::\.· that France. was to convene all political 

' . 
factions of the ter;~i tory for the appreciation of their views. He 

further stated that France had confirmed that in its opinion military 

presence in the territory should noi; be a pre..:condition for 
indepencence. ThG Minister further stated that France was willing 

' to invite observers from the OAU and the Arab League for the forth
~oming referendum and elections. Fran~e had as well informed the 

, . Ethiopian Government that she was int el) ding to hold e],ections 
immediately after the referendU:m. Further, the Minister stated that 

r France was intending to convene a cons~i tutional conference for the 

preparation of the new constitution. 

40. On the number of refugees residing in Ethiopia, the Minister 

stated that it was difficult to give the precise number, though·' 

the number of the refugees at the moment is estimated at 5,000 
to 7,000 

,• 
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The Minister stated that the Government of Ethiopia would be glad 

to take the Mission to the ple.c<Ss where the refugees are located0 

41. On the question of ·the refugees and ways of solving the 

problem the Minister stated that there should first be a realistic 

definition of a refugee. Referring to the OAU Convention on 

Refugees the Minister quoted Article 1 of the said Go:1J.Ventio~ and 

stated that before det8rmining a person, a refugee, from Djibouti 

it must be ascertained that Djibouti is the natural habitual 

residence of such a person. At the end cf his intervention on 

this ~uestion the Minister renewed the Ethiopian Government•s 

invitation to the Mission to visit the areas in Ethiopia whare 

re~ees from Djibouti were temporarily residing. 

42 0 Accepting the invitation, the Mission subsequently visited 

two refugee camps in Assieta and Dubti in Wolle province. In 

Assieta, the Mission saw about 4,000 refugees. Only a small number 

of them had French identity cards or work permits. Asked to explain 

this, the Administrator of the region said that those people were 

Afar nomads who had their homes in Djibouti but who had also relatives 

in Ethiop~a. These nomads do not usually bother to carry identity 

papers because of their frequent movement to and from Djibouti and 

also for fear of being refused employment in Ethiopia. The refugees 

carried placards some of which read "we want to return to our homeland • 

Djibouti," "we are against the annexation of our territory by Somalia." 

At Dupti, the Mission saw about 2,000 refugees, mostly Afar nomads 1 

As i~ Assieta, only a handful had French identity papers. They carried 

si:milar placards. 

43, After dis~ussions with LMD and the Ethiopian Government in Addis A.baha, 

the OAU Fact-Finding Mission left for Mogadiscio on 28th April, 1976 where 
it held discussions first with' the FLCS on the same day and on the 

following day with the Government delegation led by the Director-General. 

of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Somali Democratic Republic 

Dr. Abdurahman J. Barre. 
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44. After the Chairman of the Mission had outlined the terms of reference 

wf the Mission to the FLCS, the memorandum outlining the position of the 

movementc, was read out and presented to the Mission by the leader of the 

movement. The memorandum in brief rejected the p:rllposal of the French 

Government as declared in the statement of 31st December, 1975 in which 

France expressed readiness to lead the So-calle~ French Somaliland1Djibouti) 

t"wards independence. FLCS rejection of the proposals were made on two 

mail'. grounds 1 

(a) FLCS insist on necessity of negotiations ooncerning the 

process of decolonization between the colonial power 

France, and the legitimate representatives of the people~ 

as opposed to the leadership nf the Loyal Government. 

(h) That the legislative elections were based on colonial 

system ~isregarding the political realities, humane 

problems and dem .. graphic charaoter ~f the country. 

Full text of the memorandum is attached to the Report 

(Annex III). 

45. The Mission then q~estiwned the ~eadership •f FLCS on various 

aspe&ts Qf the process of accession to indepen~ence ~f the territory 

as 60ntained in the ·Missi.on..'s, questionnaire. On the question of 

pr•~ess Df independence, FLCS leadership reiterated their position 

as 'contained in their mem~randrun. It was emphasi~e~ that the declaration 

o;,f France was against the interest of the people of Djibouti, On 

whether FLCS wttuld be willing to accede to independence in coalition 

with other political trends, the leadership said that the movement 

was prepared to go into coalition with authentic representatives of the people 

and not with representatives of the colonial government and.by 

that they meant ·FLCS would be ready to go into coalition with LPAI. 

The FLCS further stated that the movement would be prepared to 

work with all parties fighting for genuine independence and liberty 

and WORld at the same time fight the French Government and her boot

lickers. They stressed that the movement could not work with allies 
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of France; it would only work with LPAI. As regards the role 
France could play in the process of independence and after, FLCS 
had the folloWing collllllents:-

(a) France should recognize the legitimate rights 
of the people to accede to indepenclence. 

(b) 'France should create the necessary conditions 
for the people to participate in the political 
evolution of their cGuntry. 

4•. On the question of referendum and the conditions of holding it, 
and whether international supervision by OAU or UN would be needed, 
FLCS cate&;orically stated that referendum should be preceded by a 
constitutional conference which should lay down all the necessary 
rules and regulations which will guide the holding of ~uch referendum. 
Conditions should make it possible for all adult men and women to 
participate in the referendum. Refugees should be allowed: to 
return and participate in the referendum and elections. If 
necessary international organizations such the OAU an~ 9N should 
take part in the preparation of the electeral roll. 

47. On whether FLCS sees any danger or threat to the sovereignty 
of the territory and whether it needed any guarantees, the movement 

' thought there was no danger. If there was any danger that would 
be the same as could be applicable to any country. "We cannot 
imagine any specific danger, we have the Charters of the OAU,and UN 
and those are our guarantees. There would be no threats from our 
people, ariy threat would have to come from outside and hence we 
may aek for guarantees. International iaw, Charters of the OAU, 
UN-and i.rab League are the best guarantees. No foreign presence 
would be tolerated in Djibouti. Djibouti would need no guarantee 
form anybody. Guarantees provided in the OAU and UN Charters 
are enough", they said. They added that_ should aggression take 
place against Djibouti the people of the country would defend 
themselves. And if need be they will ask assistance from whomever 
they wish. 

., 
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48. On the quest:l.on of unity, FLCS said there were only two 

movements fighting for the true independence of the So-called 

French Somaliland (Djibouti). T])e Movements are FLCS and LPAI. As 

to the French military presence, FLCS objected to this very strongly. 

49. FLCS estimated the population of the territory to be.500,000 

broken down as follows: 450,000 living in the territory, 30,000 

refugees in Somalia and Ethiopia and 20 ,000 nomads. There were 

differences of opinion among the leadershil_) of FLCS on the number 

of refugees. This necessitated the setting up of criteria of 

determining citizens of Djibouti when the need foi: drawing up the 

electoral roll for referendum and elections arose. The FLCS 

leadership could not give the approximate strength of their Movement 

but said that they had great f.ollowin.g and 1,m:fo:r.tunai;ely did not 

have a membershin register. The leadershi]), however, claimed that 

the 30,000 refugees from Djibouti :Living in Somalia were members 

of FLCS whereas they had earlier stated that there were 30,000 

refugees living in both Somalia and Ethiopia. They further stated 

that there was an agreement between FLCS and LPAI to negotiate for 

ind8])endence together. They :fur·ther said tha,c armed struggle had 

started in Djibouti under the' leadership of FLCS. , 

50. On 29th Aoril, 1976 the Missio:::i held discussions with the 

Somali Government offj_cials. Both the welcoming address and the 

memorandum of the Democratic Republic of Somalia stressed the stard 

of the Governrnen-t on the question of accession to indeuendence of 

the So-called French Somaliland (Djibouti). It also touched on 

the consultations carried out by the French Vice-Minister of 

Foreign Affairs with Somali Government. The memorandum covered 

questions of the French.Military base, the role 0£ France in the 

l_)rocess t.6 independence, referendum, elections and constitutional 
I 

conference. It also mentioned the return of refugees and 

demolition of the harhed wire fence. The memorandum rejected 

the idea o:f 

by the OAU, 

international supervision of the nronosed J:eferendum . ... '• 

United Nations or Arab League saying that such 

supervision would only serve to further France's diabolical plans 
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calculated to deprive the people of their God-given rights to 
indepenGence. Both the address of welcome and the memorandum 
are attach~d to this Report. (see Annex IV) • 

51. The .Mission then posed a nUI!lber of questions to the Soma1ia 
authorities beginning with the question of.continued French Military 
presence after independence to which the Somali authorities said 
that, such presence after independence would only be considered as 
continued dependence. Independence should be unconditional. 

2 On the question eif security and territorial integrity of the 5 . 

so-called French Somaliland after independence, the Somali mrthoritiee 
said, if rrance were to put into operation the proposals of Somalia 
as contained in the memorandum, the country would be given genuine 
independence and there would be no need for guarantees. But if the 
demographic composition of the people of the so-called French 
Somalilo:nd v1c .. s interferred with, there will certainly be no security. 
Left to themselves, the peope of the territory would be responsible 
for guaranteeing and maintaining their independence. Threats of 
dangers which were being used as an excuse for seekir;g guarantees 
is depen&ent on the internal situation. The people of the territory 
are capable of self-defence once granted genuine independence. 

53. On refugees, the Somali authorities said from 1966 there have 
been continued outflow of refugees to Somalia and the number from 
the first referendum of 1958 is estimated to be close to 100,000. 
The Som2li authorities estimated the population of the territory 
to be 600,000 of whom 250,000 live in the city of Djibouti alone. 
It was further emphasised the.t the population figure was .(Lnere 

estimate and that there line never been a' census in the territory and 
France is not expected to undertake such an exercise. The question 
was asked on the difference of refugee figures between those given 

by FLOS - 30,000 - and those given by Somali authorities - 100,000. 
The M.ission wanted to know which was correct. The Somali 
spokesman said that the figures were just estimates and the 

Miss:i.6n C:-01lld l!la.ke its ·own estiihntes. "·' : ... ~. ;;_ · ........ :•, 
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'i4. As to which forces within the territory and outside the territory 

Somalia considered to be the rightful participants to the Constitutional 

conference, Somalia replied that these were the progressive organisations 

within the territory such as students, labour organisations, youth organisations, 

LPAI and FLCS. Asked why only progressive forces and not other trends of 

opinion ~hould participate in the constitutional conference, Somalia said it 

was a fact that the Local Government did not enjoy the support of the people. 

Members of the Local Government ~hould not participate in their.official 

capacity. Somalia was not against their participation as leaders of a movement. 

As to how _they viewed the participation of LMD, Somalia said no useful 

purpose could be served by the participation of that movement. It could 

attend as an observer, 

55. Since France was no longer a stubborn colonial force, the Mission 

asked whether armed struggle was not now negative. Somalia thought that the 
declared intention of France was welcome.. What mattered was the sort of 

independence to be given to the territory. Short of fair facilities for genuine 

independence, armed struggle should continue. A change of attitude on the 

part of France. and her positive response would render armed struggle unnecessary, 

56. The Mission wanted to know of the presence of foreigners and the ethnic 

groups of the territory, Somalia said foreigners are composed of French troops 

and in April, 1976, 2,500 Ethiopians had been transported into the territory 

to a town called Galafi, 

57. The Mission raised the question of territorial claims which are said to 

be found in the constitution of the Democratic Republic of Somalia and showed a 
map which outlines Somali ethnic limits, international boundaries and provisional 

boundaries, and asked whether these did not constitute a threat to the territorial 

integrity of the territory and hence justified the need for guarantees • 
. •.:.:.•. 
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SR. In ansv;ering this, Somalia said itwas a common international 
practice for any·country to guarantee its territorial integrity 

not 
_, and security and that there had/been any country whose accession 

to inde~enc~ence had to be guaranteed by other countries. Somalia 
wanted to l:now who wanted the guarantee. Was it another interested 
party or the colonial power? Somalia reiterated its position since 
her indeyendence 1960 that it had always called for an immediate 
and unconditional independence of the so-called French Somaliland 
(Djibouti). 

59. The Somali authorities informed the ... Mission: '~ that the provi
~ion in the constitution ·an union of all Somalis had been abolished 
in 1970. Referring to the map, they said that it was only meant 
to show the habitation areas of the Somali people. They went on to 
say that tl1ere were no provisional boundaries between Sgmalia 
and the so-called French Somaliland. 

fiO · Then the M:i,a13ion , .· wanted to know what would be the m'st 
effective ;iay o.r-. determining refugees since both Somalia and 
Ethiopia c1u:Ltied to have almost all refugees in their territory and 
none in the other. Somalia said, the deportation from the so-called 
French Somaliland had been a continuing process since 1958 and 
the refugees .:had~ been pushed into Somalia. Somalia added that, 
that v1eek alone, (week ending on 29 April 1976), nearly 100 people 
had been deported to Somalia. They went on to emphasise that 
Somalia hace never been aware of refugees from Djibouti being 
'deported to Ethiopia. But it had been an exclusive practice 
towards Somalia. As to movements of nomads, Somalia said it had 
not found it necessary to increase hardship on them by opening 
a register for their rebistration. 

61. Lastly, the Mis~:L.9!1- .. t' wanted "io knm1 the attitude of the 
Somali Government towards the OAU Convention on refugees as a guide 

t't>caeterminiiig refugees from the so-called French Somaliland. The 
reply was tha,t the Somali Government was still studying the 
Convention. 

'i2 · The .M:Lss.:i:on: .-:-._ was granted audience by His Excellency the 
President of the Somali Democratic Republic, and Chairman of the 
Supreme Revolutionary Council, Major-General Mohamed Siad Barre 
at his residence on 29th April, 1976, before leaving for Hargesia, 
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63. Tb~ ?resident welcomed the Mission to the Republic of Somalia 

and ooened his remarks by saying that the Mission had a mandate 

which was both delicate and histm:ic. He said. the decolonization 

process in the African Continent has been long, and now there remained 

a few countries under foreign domination in Southern Africa (Zimbabwe, 

Namibia and South Africa) and the So-called French Somaliland 

(Djibouti). 

64. The President said the fact that the Mission was being 

welcomed by France to Djibouti was a unique develonment. But non-

theless Somalia did not believe that the declaration of France to 

grant indeoendence to the territory was genuine. There were signs, 

he said, which showed that France wanted to involve the OAU so as to 

give credibility to her manoeuvres. 

are mature enough and can fight for 

But the peonle of the territory' 

their own freedom. He told the 

Mission that it would be able to get more truth of the situation 

from first-hand information on the soot. 

65. The •'resident asked the Mission to go dee'? into the i::>roblem. 

"I urge you to go deep in. your enquiry", he elll""hasised. The 

President advised the Mission not to acceot French manoeuvres and 

not to look at the French moves sunerficially. He further told 

the Mission that Somalia was not against France, and that she 

would wprk to st;?e th<.<t Ethiooian economic inte:i:ests were safe-guarded. 

Somalia, he ·said, would not nromote economic strangulation of other 

African countries. Somalia believes in African Unity and cannot 

go against that line. 

66. The Mission left Mogadishu late in the afternoon for Hargesia 

where.it snent the night. Jn the following morning, Friday 30th 

April, 1976, the Mission visited three townshii::>s where there were 

concentrations of refugees fr.om the ~o-called French Somaliland 

{Djibouti) by heliconters Drovided ':Jy the Somali Government. These 

were ARABSIYO, BORAMA and LOYADA, a village situated on the border 

with the territory only 16 K;n. from the City of Djibouti. 

ARABS IYO 

. 67. The Mission found a large gathering of neoy:ile; men, women and 

children, carrying placards some reading "'Ne have the right to be 

taken back to our native home in Djibouti" ·and many others. The 

number of refugees at this toon 1vas estimated at 5,250. Many. 

of the refugees had with them 'ilork ?ermits, Vacinnation Certificates 
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t~arriage Certificates, Birth C~rtif:'.cates and a few had real 

identity cards vTith ,..,ictures on them, all issued by the 

French Government in the So-called French Somaliland (Djibouti), 

BO RAMA 

6". The Mission was received by an enthusiastic crowd of refugees 

demanding to return to their home - Djibouti. The cr01>rd was 

estimated at 1,200. Besides the documents seen at Arabsiyo the 

l"-lission saw also two old soldiers who had fought on the French 

side in Djibouti during the last :1Jorld -~ar who had been deriorted 

very recently. 

LOY ADA 

69. This is a small control border JOSt where a few hundred 

T"Jecmle\ live. The l(ission again saw a demonstration of the ryeo":>le 

demanding their return to their homes in the So-called'French 

Somaliland (Djibouti). 

70. It will be remembered that Loyada was the scene of the 

kidna'~ drama of a bus full of French school ch~ld:fen last February. 

The bus stil~ stands on the border and signs of the skirmish that 

took ?lace are, to this day vivid. 

Visit to the So-called French Somaliland 
~=""'-~~=--=--===- -----(Djj hqntj) 

71. The Mission crossed into the So-called l'"rench Somaliland 

(Djibouti) in the 2.fternoon of 30th Auril, 1976, where it was 

welcomed by the. ermanent Secretary to the French High Commissioner, 

Mr. ?ene Murgot. From Loyada the Mission was flows by helico':lters 

to Djibouti air~ort 1-vhere the' French High Commissioner, 

Mr. Camille d'Ornano, l'ir. Ali Aref Bourhan, Mr. Hassan Gouled 

(L:' AI) and their aides were waiting to receive them. 

72. From the airDort the Mission was driven to the hotel 

through thick crowds of Djibouti residents lining on either side 

of the road. The -:-eoDle were organised in ":>olitical grouns. 

The first grou'.J_ from th<> airnort 1-vas L.,AI members wearing 

sryecially made dresses/ ... 
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for the occasion as well as carrying placards denouncing French manoeuvres 

and calling for immediate unconditional independence, This was the biggest 

single group and could be said to have covered almost two thirds of the whole 

route from the airport to the Hotel, One oould sense the strong desire and emo-

• tions for freedom in the faces of the people. 

.. 73. Then came members of tn~I with placards calling for independence and 

denounc_ing any manoeuvres to annex the territory to any neighbouring c,ountry 

and pleading for total support to Mr. Ali Aref Bourhan and his Government. 

This v.-oup could be said to cover t;;o thirds of the remaining one third of 

the route, 

74. The last group, covering the remaining bit of the route was that 

of members of MPL - a young political party with membership comprising mainly 

students and youths, They a+so carried placards calling for unconditional 

independence and denouncing the Local Government of Mr. Ali Aref Bourhan1 

75, The whole show throughout the route had only one significant 

message, and this ~ras that the people of the so-called French Somaliland 

(Djibouti) were fed-up with colonial domination and as a whole wanted in

dependence, 

76, The Mission had been expected in Djibouti by ll,00 that morning, 

and the programme had boon planned to ste.rt late in the afternoon. But 

due to delay in a~rival the programme had to be changed and at 17,00 the 

Chairman accoajpanied by the Assistant Secretary-General (OAU) and Executive 

Secretary (AFLICO) paid a courtesy call on the .High Commissioner at his 

residence. 
~leetjpg wjth LPAI 

77. From 18,00 to 21,00 on the 3oth April 1 1976, the Mission held dis

cussion with the leadership of LPAI at their offices, The spokesman of LPAI 

to the Mission was Mr, Ahmed Dini, Secretary General of the Movement. He 

told -&he Mission that since the declaration of France and the invi ta ti on to 

go to Paris for discussions on the future of the territory, the Movement 

had already handed over its proposals to the French Governmen~. He said 

France had proposed a meeting in the second half of May but LPAI did not 

know the outcome of their proposals, whether they had been acceoted, changed 

or new items had been introduced by France. 
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78. He called the Mission's attention to t;10 faot that there were 

youngmen and women who had become aliens because they were born before 

1943 while their brothers and sisters had French nationality since they 

were born after that. date, He told the lilission to take note of the fact that 

the Party's statistios showed 45% of the population could not be considered 

citizens; ·everything dGpended on the question of nationality as in South 

Africa where passes were required to move freely within the country, Job 

0 1Jportunities also depended on one's nationality and if one did not have 

papers one could not vote. The same applied to school ohildre: the possi

bility of going to school was subject to the possession of French nationality• 

The Secretary General 1·mndered who could vote for the population, He further 

revealed to the Mission th2t very frequently nationality was withdra•m from 

those who had it and in su9h oases one beoai11G an aliGn in one's own country, 

When a son became an alien, he could no longer live with his family and no

body could give him shelter; therefore, a fa/chor could be imprisoned for 

housing his son. In short, the nationality law could make an individual be. 

come of an undetermined nationality. For t,2is reason, LPAI has proposed the 

pre.senoe of <0.ll politio<0.l trends at the oonferenoo w:1ioh should be chaired 

by a neutral and competent person from within the territory. 'l'he mandate 

of the eonferonoe should be to look into:-

(a) Nationality - (Citizenship) question. 

( b) Preparation of a new electoral roll. 

7.So It also proposed that the conference s11o'*ld be the only body 

to organize elections with the assistance of international observers and 

France only to ensure equitable application of all the eleotions 

regulations. 

80. Asked to olerify the question of a neutral chairman for the con-

ference, he replied tho.t he should be an indigenous person not belonging to 

any political party but highly interested in the dooolonization of the 

territory. If one ca,mot be found locally 1 then LPAI would request for one 

from the OAU or UN. 

81. Continuing, he said thnt the LPAI has also asked for the 

abolition of all repressive laws so as to allow ·the people of the 
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territory living outside as refugees to return and those in the 

country to be given legal documents to participate in the ele<)tions. 

LPAI would like to see these procedures solved before acceding to 

independence• The question of removal of barbed wire was also 

raiset by LPAI. He called for the removal of the barrier to enable 

free movement of the population before deciding on their future, 

He further called for amnesty for all political prisoners who had 

been convicted because they did not have identity cardn~ 

82. As to whether the French troops had the right to vote, LP.AI 

replied in the affirmative and added that according tg the existing 

electoral practice they actually can vote w.hereve;t> .t~e,y may be1 

The present Speaker of the Territorial Assembly, the,y said is a 

French General who was responsible for· the killi~a gf .966-67 
/ 

following the referendum. Hence their objection tQ F:t>anoe 

organizing the elections .. r referendum. "We want tQ establish 

a state and not a French state , 11 they said, 

83. To clarify further the issue of conference, LPj,J: feels that 

the conference should be institutional i.e. Administrative, to 

prepare for the elections. They categorically statell that they 

had n• confidence in the Terri~orial Government. LPAI had no 

room for tribalism. 

84. When asked whether his movement would be willing to accede 

to independence in coalition with 'others, the Secretary General 

replied in the affirmative but not with present Local Government. 

He said they could have a coalition with all the fronts outside 

and with the Opposition Party in Parliament. He added that ties 

already exist between the LPAI and FLCS, and the two movements agree~ 

on the objective but their methods differed. LPAI preferred politica.1 

means while the FLCS advocated armed struggle. 

85. As to whether there would be need for international supervision 

• 

• 

of the rererendum and eleoti•ns, LPAI accepted this in principle but 

only when the people ~f the territory were in charge of the organisation 

•f the said referendllU!l and elections. They would demand the 

· s•perTi~i•n by the OAU, UN •r Ara~ League·in the preparations of the 

~aid referondum and eleoti•ng. 
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86, Asked how ooon after referentlum should the elections take 

place, he said as a matter of fact they wanted independence .before 

any referendum. For elections, they would be read,/' as soon as 

the physical difficulties have been solved, e.,g,, the question of 

nationality, release of political prisoners, return of refugees 

and the establishment of an up-t•-date electoral roll, 

87. He stated that he did n•t foresee any threat to the sovereignty 

of the country after indepeml.em1e and went on to eay that the territory'·• 

membership to the O~U, the UN, the Arab League an~ the Non-Aligne~ 

Movement would be the necessary guarantee his Pal'W wanted1 

88. On the French military presence, he said that QAU Resolutign 

OM/Re~.431 adopted in Kampala in July called for au en~ to French 

military presence and this had been reiterated at the Standing Committee 

meet.ingi> in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania. He said that if the country 

became a member of the Non-aligned movement it did not intend to a•ign 

itself with any Western or Ea.st.•rn military power an~ the country 

could not claim to be independent while keeping a foreign army which 

had been there for more than 114 years. 

,i;9, The Mission wanted to know whether the French Government ha~ 

made necessary material arrangements to create conditi•ns f'or_:f:ree 

e:irpression of views for all political groups during its visit to the 

te=it•ry, LP.AI replied that it was happy with attitude displayed 

by the French Government f•r allwwing demonstrations as witnessed 

by the Mission on arrival anoi. o;<tsi._e I.Fil officeg, Ban on public 

meetings had been lifted and tw• members of the m•Tement had been 

temporarily releaset from prison although seventeen others were still 

i11. jail.: 

9Q, On populati•n •f the territery, he said the lagt census was 

held in 1945 and the present ostima.tes put the pQpw..latiQn at between 

200,~ and 300,00Q. B•t LP.AI ~elieveg that the p•p-..lation is now 

approximately 500,llWO·with 23Q,~•.living in Dji~oi<ti itself'. The;)' 
• further cwnsider refugoe-~•pulati•n t• number betwoon 3~ 1 000 and 40,fiOO, 

These refugees they saioi. are •nly in the Somali Demooratic Repu~lig, 

since Ethiopia had all alono; rof'RS0a t• receive ref~ees from the 

Territory. 

91. The LPAI raised alarm against Ethiopia for sending in people in 

the terri. tory to pose as .citizens. They stressed .tha.t .refugees had 
• 
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always been moving to Somalia and not to Ethiopia. LPAI also 
promised to give a copy of letter of protest ad~ressed to the 
Ethiopian Government for transporting Ethiopians to the territory -
to a town called GALAFI - in collaboration with Ali Aref and the 
French Government. (protest letter attached, Annex XII_). 

92 · Asked what LPAI would do if France refused to respond to 
their proposals and whether LPAI would contemplate any legal 
measures, LPAI said that the movement had no legal proposals and 
if the situ~tion turned out that way, they would resort to resistanc~ 
even to the extent of launching an .. atmed:::i;i.:!;I'Uggle. 

Me~ting Pith National Union for Independence (UNI) 

q3. On Saturday my 1, 1976, the ~ .· MiSBiOll. had alm~st four hours 
discussion 11~1i th the leaders of UNI. In a short :;tddress of welcome, 
the President of the 1Vi6vement told the , __ M;lssion that his party 
hoped to negotiate for independence with France by constitutional 
means bearing in mind the fact that m~st African countries acceded 
to independence in the 1960's through peaceful negotiations. The 
mgvement has chosen the same approach for the territory that being 
the surest and less dangerous course after the declared intention 
of France to grant independence to the territory. Following the 
independence programme given by France, UNI has called for consulta
tion with other political organizations inside the country. The 

• 
movement, he said, strongly resents external interference in the 
internal affairs of the territory and was opposed to its annexation 
by either Somalia or Ethiopia. He therefore asked the Mission 

to obtain 5u.arantees for them from their two neighbours - Somalia 
and Ethioj?ia. 

q4. He then asked one of his colleagues - ll'Ir. Haji Kamil, to give 

a short hi_ story of the territory. Nlr. Kamil informed the · :}'.f.iS8ion . · 
that from about 1860 French merchant ships used to call for coal 
near Djibouti and in 1862 the territMry came under French colonial 
rule. He narrated several historical events including agreements 
reached between the French colonialists and some local sultanates. 
On the current political developments he said that there were no 
historical links of ownership of the territory with either Somalia 
or Ethiopia, although both countries have laid claims ov~r the 
territory. He stressed that the people sf the territory do not v<12nt 
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to be absorbed by the;;.:." ne.ighbou:r.s and called on Somalia and 

E·thiopia to have respect for thP. OAU Charter. He accused Somalia 

• of wanting to conquer Djibouti by talking of a Liberation Movement 

(FLCS) which does not exiS"b. He ended by saying that what they 

·• wanted for their country was peaoe and independence. 

0 5 · The Mi.s.sion. • then put questi.ons to the leade:cs of the party, 

starting • .. d. th the posi"t•ion of ·~he party on the process to 

independence as proposed by Fra:ice. UNI stated that the party had 

demanded inclependenco 2.nd thi.s was lF>t the proposition of France. 

Al though in the pas·i; the pa:c·ty hu!J. voted in favour of continued 

French rule, it now d2~a11ds ind8pendenc8. 

9q. In answering a question on whr;d;ber UNI would be willing to go 

int0 coalition with a'i;her politj_ca.l trend"1, the M:l,e.si-c>J:k. was told 

that the )arty was compooed of all sf:c·cion3 of the popula'Gion and 

had no objections '.;o a coaJ. i ti on wjth the o·ther parties provided 

that that did not affoot thG terri to::ry' c ·:;er.t'i torial integrity. It 

was further said ·tha·(; the ques·i;~c0t1 harl i;3sn pLJ:t to the LPAI in 

writing but there had bef,l'l. no repJ.y. ~'he :melJ!bers of the party were 

ready to unite wi'th all '·;he: pc·lj.tics,:i. :pa:>'.'ties to ~orm a common front 

before incle~Jendr>nce. The FreiJch High Cormn.issioner had tried to bring 

all the lJarties ·;:ogethe1· ana. ·(;he LPAI had also been invited to . take 

part, vii th the UNI, in the ·i;aljrn to i:'..nd ?. 'lommon solution prior to 

the constitu·i;ional conference. A date h'J.d been also fixed ,for that 

megting and i·t should have bseu res}_)eetecl. by .e.11 the parties concerned 

but the LPAI had refused to co-operate, A second opportunity haCI. 

been. offered to +;IJ.e partiAs r0cen-1;:1.y whe;1 France inv:i.ted all political 

trends to Paris during the se?onu ha.J.1'. :•f May ·i;o hold a round table 

discussion; unfortuna:(;ely tPAI 113.d already stated that it would 

n<)t take i)art in any round ~;able taJ.ks with others but preiferred 

t"' discuos alone with Franc P. • 

. 07. On the rol•;i of Frence, the pa.r-:,;y felt t~at France as an 

administering powe:c shoul<'I. partici;Jate in '.;he organization of the 

: referendum. France should also ensu.re borde.r security and be ready 

to defend the terri·~orial integ=:o.ty of the country. As to the future 
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relations between the territory and France it was said that the 
Government established after the departure of French authority 
would have the right to conclude agreements, in particular, military 
agreements, in view of the territory's delicate situation. The 
party wanted the French army to remain after independence but that 
did not mean that the territory wanted to keep the colonialist 
troops by all means. If the OAU wished to assist the territory 
the party ,,-;ould dispense with French aid. 

98. It also said that the question of referendum and conditions 
for holding it was dependent on the determination of nationality. 
The party felt that nationality question should be settled before 
any referendum. After independence the Chamber of Deputies would 
hold new elections for a Constituent Chamber which will draft the 
Constitution. UNI had no objection to OAU or UN supervision of 
both referendum and elections, but did not see v,•hat role the UN 
would play. The problem Gf Djibouti, it was felt, was an African 
problem ancl OAU supervision would be enough. , 

99', On "Ghe return of refugees and their participation in the 
referendum and elections, UNI said that there were no refugees. 
It was a fact that people had. left the territory to seek their own 
interests however, there was nothing to prevent those who had left 
the territory from return~ng if they had the nationality of the 
territory. 

100 · The ·M;io:sicm. .. ·. wanted to kntiw from UNI - it being the party 
in power, the.population figure gf the territory. Varying figures 
were given ranging from 200,000 to 5~0,000. Of these between 
10~,000 and 130,00~ were said to be resident in Djibouti city alone, 
250 1 000 being inhabitants of the remaining part of the territory 
and about 100,00~ for~igners. 

101. The UNI denied any knowledge ~f existence of political 
prisoners in the territory. They hoVvever, admitted that there 
were com:..;.on law prisoners in the country. 

102. On the question of nationality, UNI held the view that the 
pe,;ple ':'lho were born in the territory were French citizens but this 
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was not the case of those who had come to work. The latter were 
• asked their nationality before being employed. However, in the 

' country, there were Guineans, Sudanese, Senegalese and Egyptians , 
_. who had lived in the territory for a long time and could be regarded 

as nationals. 
as the people 

Ethiopians and Somalis had the same characteristics 
of the territory but they could not be considered 

nationals because they had their own nationality and were nationals 
of their respective countries. 

(The statement of UNI position is contained 
in Annex VIII) 

Meeting with the Parliamen'tary Opposition 

103. The Fact-Finding ·-· Mission~ met with members of the Parliamentary 
Oppesition on 1st May, 1976. Their spokesman, Mr. Barakat Gourat 
Hamadou in stating their position said that the territory had smarted 
under the yoke of colonialism for 120 years and that the time had 
come for the territory to be liberated. In fact, he did not want 
independence to be imposed by the French. He discarded the idea 
of the referendum because, in his view, the referendum Qould not 
take place before the people were provided with all the necessary 
papers enabling them to yote. The party wanted the question of 
nationality to be settled first and then the question of the referendum 
could be taken up later. The French G~vernment had proposed a 
referendum for December 1976 but the party did not agree with the 
French Government which wanted to impese on the territory a referendum 
for the purpose of preparing the elections of a Constituent Assembly 
which woulc1 satisfy the desires of Mr. Ali Aref. 

104. He submitted a memorandum (see Annex XI) which contained the 
position of the Parliamentary Opp~sition . 

. In answer to a question regarding the return of refugees put to him 
by the Commission, he said that the Parliamentary Opposition was in 

.favour ,of the return of the refugees because they have the sallie rights 
· as the citizens of the territory, He suggested that a oommi ttee 
_ should be set up to identify all the refugees., 
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105. Asked if he thought there would be any threats to the 

countr~ 1 s territorial integrity after independence, he replied th<:.t 
he did not see any threat but added that if there were any it 

would come from Ethiopia or Somalia. In the light of this, the 
party would require guarantees from the OAU and the Arab League 
against any possible invasion from Somalia or Ethiopia.· 

106. On the question &f French contin~ed military presence after 
independence, he condemned the idoa of a foreign military base in 

the country after independence but his party would like the French 
army to remain to guard the borders until the territory was in a 
position to ensure its defence by its own troops. 

107 . As re6ards the population of the territory, he estimated 
the population of the whole territory as between 300,000 and 350,000, 

-.Mr. Hamadou said that since four months the government party no 
longer held a majsrity in the Ass9mbly. It was necessary therefore 
that LIVID and FLCS should r,::ome back to Djibouti to form a coalition 
government with other parties in the territory. Since the 
government party had l~st its majority, the Opposition group 
had been to Paris and had urged the French Government to dissolve 

the Chamber so as to avoid the mistakes of faked elections. 

Meeting with Mr. Ali Aref - President of the Council of Government 

108. Tl_ie meeting of the Commission with Mr. Ali Aref and members 

of his government was held on 1st May 1976 at the State H~use. 
Mr. Ali Aref welcomed the members of the . ..MiSllion. : and promised 
that he would do his utmost to facilitate the .l!lissiDn.•.n · · work. 
He then made a statement on the general situation of the country 
and expressed the hope that the A::Ml!.ssion woula. find an adequate 
solution to the problem between the territgry and its two neighbours, 
Somalia and Ethiopia. 

109. The 
discussions 

Mins:i:on. .. told Mr. Ali Aref that it had earlier held 
l'ii th UNI (Mr. Ali Aref' s party) and wanted ii:i know 

the views of his government on a number r,if points. 
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110. Asked for his opinion on the process of independence as 
proposeu by the French Government, Mr. Ali Aref said that the 
process provided that all the African and Arab countries sh~uld be 
consulted by the French Government to help find a solution; it 
further provided for consultations with atl the parties in the 
territory with a view to establishing a common front for the future 
Constituent Assembly. After a general agreement was reached there 
would be a referendum before a Constituent Assembly was elected. 

111. He explained that the legal process would be long because of 
the preparation. of the electoral list. Hcwever, he thought that 
everything would be settled in November 1975 and that was why 
peC'lple were being asked to fulfill the necessary reg_uirements 
bef~re that date. If the referendum was ratified in January 1976, 
the Assembly would be dissolved but that could be done aftor the 
adPption of.the Constitution in about the first half of 1977. 
On the elections, he said that everything would be done by France 
to facilitate it and this will be .discussed among other things 

' including the nationality g_uestion at a meeting to be held in 
I 

Paris during the middle of May, 197h. 
112. Asked if he saw any threat.to the territorial integrity of 
the territory and i:f' :;::o what sort of gttarantees "".ould he want, 
Mr. Ali Aref said he wanted political and moral guarantees from 
the OAU such as non-interference _in the territory ay Somalia and 
Ethiopia. Everyone was aware of the fact that the OAU did not have 
~n army but its aasistance was indispensable to the territory. 
The country wou:f.d certainly need French military assistancll after 

I 

indQpendence but he was oppose~ to the installation of ~ foreign 
military base in the territory. 

113. 

which 
In answer t~ the questibn whether there was any problem 
should be solved before independence, Mr. Ali Aref replied 

that the political parties should take the initiative to hold talks 
leading to the creation ef a comm~n front for independonco instead 
C'lf leaving thi:;:: t~ the Administering Power. The other pro~lem 
in his view, wer~ thG Liberation Movements based in Mogadishu and 
Dir= Dawa (Ethiopia); He felt that it was time these movoments 

----
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laid down tl1eir arms to take part in a round table discussion • 
• Since the colonial power was now ready to grant independence to the 
. territory, these movements should join forces vii th the other parties 

.• in the territory in forming a coalition. 

114. On the question of what should be the role of the French 
G~vernment in the process of independence and after independence, 
ll'Ir. Ali Aref replied that the role of the French Government should 
be the observance of strict neutrality and the granting of all the 
necessary nationality papers. The Government should not be influenced 
by the political parties he said, and its role should be confined 
to technical assistance, cultural aid and co-operation af~er 
independe11c e. 

115. 

said 
Regarding external supervision of·.the referendum, Mr. Ali Aref 

that he would support supervision by the OAU and not by the UN 
as his country should first become a member of the UN before it can 
play this . ., ind of role in· the territory. The referendum, he said, 
would be global and different from that of the Comoros because the 
Afars and Issas were two peoples who could not do without each other 
and they constituted an indivisible nation. 

116. The ·Mi&S;ion.0.i then asked for J.V"ir. Ali Aref's views ('n the 
question of the return of refugees to the territory and their 
participation in the referendum and the elections. J.V"ir. Ali Aref 
said tha~ there were no refugees anywherG either in Ethiopia or .. 
Somalia, He said that persons from the neighbouring countries who 
travel to E»nd from the territory could not be considered as refugees. 
On the other hand there v~ere nomads with French nationality who 
travel outside the territory seeking pastures for their cattle. 
Nothing prevents such people from returning. However, he said tha0

G 

there were refugees who had fled Somalia to settle in the territory • 
. In his o:pinion, the question of re;t:ugees was being fabricated to 

justify annexation of the .territory to Somalia so as to enable that 
. country to procee.d .Jilli.th...a-s.econii--'referendum. He remarked that members 

of the Commission may have seen people in Somalia carrying French 
, papers. This was so because there were many persons in the territory 

who had families in Somalia and becaTis~ af the fact that they had a 
~ommon border. He added that he knew all those areas well and that 
his grandmother lived in one of them. 
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117. He also said that there were Ethiopian refugees in the 
territory who had come mainly from Eritrea but the French Government 
had restricted their activities because France had agreements with 
Ethiopia, especially the agreement on the Franco-Ethiopian rail~'1ay. 

118. On the question of politic al priso uers, Mr. 
1Ali Aref said there 

were no political prisoners in Djibouti and the three prisons inside 
the territory contained only common law prisoners. He further said 
that he was the only person who could authorise imprisonment but 
he had not done so for he believed in democracy. 

119. Explaining the current French military pre~ence in Djibouti, 
he said that there were about 250 gendarmes posted in Djibouti and 

" that there had been reinf'O_rcement of 500 because there had been . · s 
'· attacks and riots in the co'untry. In 1958 the city of Djibouti had 

\ 

40,000 inhabitants and now the number has risen to 130,000. That 
oould explain tho reinforcement cf the gendarmes. 

120. On the size of the population of Djibouti and the number of 
those qualified to vote in the elections and referendum, Mr. Ali Aref 
said that the official figure given by the French High Commissioner 

' 
had put the populati~n as between 270,00~ and 300,000 made up of 
nationals and non-nationals such as Greeks, Senegalese and Sudanese. 

He reckoned that about 60,000 would be eligible to votr-: but he was 
not sure about the accuracy of the figure since as in all Moslem 
countries·women were not compelled to vote. 

121. Finally, Mr. Ali Aref was asked whether he was prepared to 
accept that his country accedes to independence in coalition with 
the other political parties. He replied.that the independence of 
a country should not involve only one party but should be the concern 
of all parties. He added that he was prepared to tako part in the 
independence of the country as a simple citizen. 
he said that he was not the leader of a party but 

Explaining this, 
head of a government 

and therefore of an equal footing with everybody. In his official 
capacity he had done his best t~ bring ~11 political parties together 
with little resltl t; however he wafJ n<,t dis>)ouraged. 
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Meeting rrith representatives of the Chamber of Commerce - 1st May 1976 

122. The MisBion welcomed the delegation of the Chamber of 

Commerce and asked their spokesman to give his views on the ;process 

.of independence. The spokesman of the Chamber of Commerce said that 

his delegation had no observations to make on political questions 

.. but would state only the economic realities of the territory. As 

far as the Chamber of Commerce was concerned, the following three 

.economic factors which should be taken note of in the territory: 

(1) the country has no mineral resources and its 

economy vrns based mostly on French aid; 

(2) there vvas tranoit trade due to the ;port which 

had been eg_uipped by the French Government; 

( 3) . the mone·t;ary situation which, thanks to the currency 

now in use, had made Djj_bouti a privileged 

traC.:i.ne; c en tre . 

He told the -~Missi011: . -Chat he cotLl.d not give exact figures to 

support his argument but he would supply them if the Mission: so 

desired in due course. 

123. Explaining on the economic reali ti.es of the territory, the 

spokesman s<';id that military assistance constituted 70% of the 

territory's revenue; social services were financed from deductions 

from salaries; a substantial part of the territory's revenues were 

derived from transit trade. The state and other bodies provided 

social security. Al-t;hough he dj_d not wj_sh to speak of the political 

situation of the territo!·y, he said ·!;hat one should envisage substitu

tion from other quarters for the aid given to the country by France 

and above all the subsidizing of social welfare nhen the territory 

becomes inc'cependent. The mor.0tary status c.f the territory 1vas 

guaranteect by a currency l:Jased on the dollar, which enjoyed the sup~1ort 
of the French Franc. Thai: was what had attracted substantiaJ. financiers 

to Djibouti, As regards j_ndependence, the territory would certainly 

be ruined after_ independence for :Lt now dP.pended on French assistance 

for the following:-

1. the financing of m.i.litary and civil se:::-vices 

2. the port of Djibouti where goods transited from 

neighbouring governments 

3. the Franco-Etl1iopian railway. 

124 · Tl1e . · Mis..'<i6n ,_,£, thanked the spokesman for his statement and con.:. 

firmed that one could not speak of i.ndependence vii thout mentioning 

the economy, 
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125. The spokesman of MPL started with the infonnation that in Tadjoura 

where the MPL had come -~o welcome the OAU Mission, one person was killied and 

fourteen were wounded by the police who ouened fire-on MPL suDporters. He 

_ • alledged that this was done with the complicity° of Mr, Ali Aref who was in 

Tadjoura a that time, He invited Membersof the Mission to the funeral of 

-"the nationalist who was killed. The Chairman expressed the condolence of the 

Mission to the party and regretted that owing to the Mission's heavy schedule, 

it would not be possible to attend the flJil_eral. 

126. After this expression of condolence, the l·lission asked the MPL a 

number of questions, The first question concerned the possibility of the MPL forming 

a common front with other parties and movements. The MPL spokesman replied 
' tha,t a coalition could be envisaged with LPAI but not with whc..t he called the 

colonialists forces such as UNI and stooges like Mr. Ali Aref who represented 

white colonialists, As for the two liberation m'?vements, I.ll!D and FLCS, he 

said these two movements had been established to satisfy Ethiopia and Somali 

propaganda purposes and did not represent the reality of the territory. 

127. Asked about the MPL' s views regarding the referendum and elections, 

the spokesman of MPL said that his party was against the referendum because 

tho electoral registers were faked ~ndas long as the necessary conditions 

for a fair and just referendum were not met, one could not speak of a referendum. 

He asked for OAU intervention to ensure the validity of the referendum because 

Franc- ~ranted to hand over the country to a stooge like Mr. Ali Aref, If 

the necessary condit·ions were satisfied throu511 the intervention of the OAU 

or UN, one would be able to say thqt the referendum had not been faked. 

Regarding the holdin;; of subsequent elGctions, hG also said tha1' this should 

be organized 2nd not merely supervised by international organizations to 

avoid foul play. 

128. On the question of guarantees after independence, the MPL 

· said that in consideration of the claim which Somalia and Ethiopia have 

.made to the territory, it will be necessary to provide guarantees for the 

preservation of th8 independence and territorial integrity of Djibouti. He 

-noted that the Somali Radio often spoke of the annexation of their territory. 

The people of Djibouti wanted oamplete independence and do not wish to be 

. annexed by Ethiopia or Somalia, He cal).ed on both ~gllbouring--Statci'o .. to 

recognize and guarantee the sovereiG11Y,independonce and territorial integrity 

of Djibouti. 
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129. In response to a question on the ideology of his party and 
its strength, he referred the . _:M;Lln:ion. _ to the Party's Manifesto 
(Annex IX). He added that the party had offices in Dikhil, Djibouti, 
As-Ela, Tadjoura and Harida and was about t~ open one in Obock. 
Tho militants of the party number about 9,900. He claimed that 
there Has .no discrimination in membership of the party as the 
party• s aim ;vas tc:i bring all the pei;ple tC>gether regardless of 
ethnis origin. Although the Afars wers in the majority, there 
were also Somali militants in the party and the party was not 
i;ihauvinistic. 

130. 

s;ire 
Asked about the refugees, he S(')mmented that he was not 

about the figures given by Ethiopia and Somalia. 

Meeting v-1i th the French High Commissioner - 1st lV!ay 1976 
131. 

The High Commissioner began by expressing his .regrets about 
the incident which had t-ccurred the day the Mission: - visited inland 
towns of Tadjoura and Obock which he said had somewhat marred the 
image he would have liked to give of the territory. ·The people had 

' 
been given a grea\ deal of freedom and all arrangements had been 

\ 

made for them to receive the . M:Lssi-0IL _·:_ calmly. \7hat had occurred 
could have taken placr even if there had been few people. 

132. Three mcnths ago, he said, the two principles which were to 
lead the country t,9 independence had been defined. He swnmarised 
these principles and specified that the two conditions were internal 
peace and external security to ensure genuine independence~ At the 
domestic level, France would endeavour to achieve ~onsensus, in 
other words it would try to create conditions enabling the entire 
population to choose their future and their institutions. This 
has been done in ether countries and there was no reason why it 
should not be feasible in the territory. As for the process leading 
to independence, the High Commissioner told the M;i.Ssi:on: that the 
word ~-rocess should be interpreted to mean what the authGri ty in·i;enc~ed 
to do to have tho independence accepted. In the second half of l'llay 
a meeting of all the major political groups would be convened in 
Paris v1here everycine would be able to state his problems freely un0.er 
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the auspices of France, which was responsible for the territory, 
in ore.er to establish a programme for independence. He assured 
the Mission. that this would not delay but accelerate independence 
because, at any rate, independence would be obtained. 

133. As regards the external security of the country he stressed 
that a country could only be truly independent if it could avoid 
foreign intervention and guarantee the security of its borders. 
He felt that the OAU which represented the whole of Africa should 
not fail to assist in this connexion. The High Commissioner 
reminded the .. :M:i;ss±orr ... that at the dinner with them he had 
expressed the hope that the country would become independent and 
a full member of the OAU. That was why the members of the 
M!,ss;i..{ln__ . were today the guests Pf France who was depending on 
them. France would like the inhabitants of the territory to live 
in peace and within in the African community. 

134. te further pointed out that by virtue of his responsibilities 
in the territory he considered hims~lf a simple citizen temporarily 
residing in the country because France should always live up to 
its world image. It did not have the right to abandon the territory 
without making certain that the people would be able to live in 

' 
dignity anc!. full sovereignty, To concluda, 1he said that that was 
how he envisaged the process leading to national independence. 

135. The · Miss±nu :: thanked the High Commissioner for his long 
statement and called for his views on the question of nationality 
and the right to vote. · \ . 

136 · The High Commissioner observed that he had- expected the 
question especially the part on nationality, It was in fact quite 

' strange to note that it was on the eve ~f inde~endence that people 
were referring mQre and more to the q~estion of\ French nationality, 
It was very strange but normal sinr.e nationalit! conditioned the 

I 
electorate and the right to vote. Ac~ording to French Law, one had 
to be French to be eligible to vote, but a nativk- of the territory 
of course. He had considered the problem but it weuld be studied 
in d~pth in Paris in a few days time. It was obvious that the 
M:iasH>n::::.cc: would ngt be aware of what W8uld happen in Paris but 
a· solution would be fou.nd. That was France's duty. 
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·.Misai n · d · gh C · · .. ·- ._.2_:J reIDJ.nde the Hi ommiss1oner that he had 
all political trends would be invited to Paris. Did that 

.include the movements outside the territory? 

13R. The High Commissioner replied that the only manifestations 
.- ~he had observed from outside the territory were those of terrorism. 

He felt that France had never underrate~ any of her interlocutors 
because France was the country of dialo~e. France would not reject 
dialogue, but in such a case it was normai to,discuss with the 
leaders in the country, people who were well-known, as it was 

\ 

difficult· to hold talks with persons one did not know; however, the 
doo:i;- was always open. In any case, he added, what he had just said 
was his personal view and not that of his Go~ernment. That would 
depend on the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and in particular on 
Mr. Francois Poncet. Explaining further, the High Commissioner said 
that France had not rejected dialogue with lVILD and FL.CS but it first 
wanted to reach an agreement with the major political groups of the 
country. The LPAI had objected to a round table with the other 
movements and had decided to negotiate alone with the French 
Government; there were other movements other than_the LPAI which 
would be contacted. He added that the FLCS had not made any requests 
and that he did ngt know about the existence of the movement, hence 
he did not see how France could invite a group whose representative 
it did not know. 

139. The Mission~ informed the High Commissioner that there were 
movements recognised by the OAU and it ~ad learned that those 
movements would also be invited. 

140. The High Commissioner said that if they were invited, they would 
' 

take part in the Paris talks; he fel~ that all interlocutors.were 
valid even if there were divergencieJ

1 
he was ready to doal with 

external and internal matters, 

141. The ·~ Mis.Bion 

situation, asked the 
political parties in 

referring to the problem of the domestic 
I 

High Commissione·r to give an idea of the various 
the country and their popularity. The High 

Commissioner rer:>2;ied that the question w<\s ,.a trap and specified 
that the Mission knew as,_I:lu.ch as he did about the matter. 

~l. _, __ _ 
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142. Pressed for .a reply, the High Commissioner said he would try 
to 'l:le fair but refused to speak to the . ,Mis_sion about th_e politicaJ. 
forces in the territory because he di~ not want to bffend anyone. 

~ There was Ul'TI, the Parliamentary Oppositi~n and the LPAI, hence 
three political parties which would have to evolve but that w1>uld 

.• depend on the electorate, In any case he did not wish 'io speak 
for political partiea because he had already becomg the engmy of MPL. 

143. The High Commissioner went on to talk about ethnic problems 
in the territory. As for the et!µiic problems, he informed the 
.Mi~:i,,,Dl,l. that ethnic peculiarities and hostilities did n~t exist 
only in Africa but in the whole wgrld. Fbr example there was Belgium 
with tvrn ethnic groups: the 1i'!all11n and Fl·oimish. Thesg tw" groups 
formed a single nation. France had never claimed the French-speaking 
part of Belgium. He said that this should remain a sei;ir,et as he did 
not wish to off end Belgium. France already had many domestic 
problems and did hot wish to create any difficulties by annexing 
a friendly country. There were many ethnic grou~s in the territory 
but there was no reason why the people should not live/together, 

14 4. Asked if the referendum and the elections would be conducted 
globally to avoid what had happened in the Comoro Islands, the 
High Commissioner dismissed the example of the Comoro Islands 
anu said the elections would be global. 

145. The . :.Mias~ot-. remarked to the French High Commissioner that 
it had received reports that since France took the decision to grant 
independence 
the Mis·sion 

to the territory, acts of violence had increased but 
' . had not noticed any such acts. The High Commissioner 

was asked if these acts of violence were being committed outside 
~r inside the territory. 

146 · The High Commissioner replied that the . · · .Miss:i;:on_' had been to 
the bor~er at Loyoada where acts of violence had been committed. 
There was nothing more to point•out. He drew the Commission's 
attention to the fact that everyone moved about freely in the city 

· but he re.:;retted what had occurred to the children at the border. 

"147. The Mis.Sien.- • informed the High Commissioner that during the 
. meeting with Mr. Ali Aref, the latter had said that there had' been an 

assault Y.d. th machine guns and that there were 'rwnours of annexation 
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by ~he neighbouring ~ountries after the territory's independence. 
The Missi9!f '"anted to know if thR French Government had taken 
all the necessary measures • 

• 148. The High Commissioner replied that the territory should receive 
guarantees from the OAU; that was why the !'liss_ion had come to 

·• appriase the true situation of the country. Djibouti was at the 
horn of Africa and was of interest to the countries opposite it, 
around it, as well as to those to the north and south. It was in 
the interest of the whole of Africa to make sure that Djibouti did 
not fall prey to anyone. 
149

· The ·Mission_, th~:m asked whether the French Government was 
prepared to grant. ind<>pendenc<i to the territory because many problems 
remained to be settled. 

150. The High Commissioner stated that the French Government had 
requested that the popular vote should take place in N~vember-December 

' . 
1976 anu the elections after; however, the LPAI had objected to the 
fixing of a date before the Paris meeting when the question of the 
referendum and the nationality law would be discussed. He was not 
saying that France was in a hurry but France would want everything 
donQ quickly and well. As regards the population, he pointed out 
that there were 225,000 inhabitants including a total of 15,_000 
Europeans and 216,COO indigenous persons. He added that despite 
the barbed wire, the population had doubled hence the fence was 
~f no importance, 

1
51

· As~ed about hiG opinion concerning the supervision ~f the 
elcictions by an interna-~ional organization, the High Commissioner 
said that he would still be High Commissioner during the elections 
and promised that they would be held strictly according to the rules 
and this will be so even if he was no longer High Commissioner. 
152'. The 
reference 

_ -M;Lssiq~ · then mentioned the reg_uest o:f refugees to whom 
had already been made in OAU and UN resolutions. The. 

Commission said that in Somalia it had seen persons with identity 
cards issued by the Fren~,h authorities; they had said they had been 
exp'illled by the French authorities and wanted to return to their . 
country. He asked the High Commissioner what could be done to have 
them return to take part in the elections. 

l 
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~ ls3· The High Commissioner replied that if there were people vrith 
French identity cards they could report to the border and return 
freely to the country. He told the Commission it was the first time 

-·he had heard there were refugees with French identity cards. All 
such persons could return provided their cards f1ere not faked • 

. • 
154 · The MiJJsi9~ .. then emphasis ea that it had seen people in 
Somalia vdth identity cards, marriage certificates, work permits and 
birth certificates issued by the French authorities, 

155 . The High Commissioner pointed out that there were people from 
the surrounding areas who came to Djibouti. 
people left desert are~s to come to Djibouti 

He said tha·b often these 
because they could find 

no food in the desert. Others came by train to settle illegally in 
Djibouti. Many of them had been arres_ted in Djibouti but he had 
ordered their release, including w0men and children whe did not want 
to leave the territory. 
156. Since the probl~m of nationality was very important as it 
would facilitate the referendum and elections and 

being distributed 
as accC">rding to 
to those who had information, cards were 

none and this was being 
the Mis_sio1' · . asked if 

already 
done before the review of the nationality law, 
this measu..re would be extended to the refugees 

because there was also a question of bl~od ties, in other words, 
refugees who had relatives, forebears ~r brothers and sisters in the 
country and were not in possession of identity cards. The High 

Commissioner felt that the identity cards oughi: to be distributed 
first to nersons in the country. 

157. The · Miss:Ean· .. thanked the. High Commissioner for his answers 
and especially for the release of t)1e children and prisGners among whom 

.were women who did not have papers. Nevertheless, the city was 
surrounded by barbedwire; apparently t.o limit the population growth 
of the city. The .Mii.ssion. raised the subject of military presence 
in the territory and wondered if France intended to cut down its troops 
gradually and als~ to remtive the barbed wj.re. 
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158. The High Co1.imissioner promised that the barbed wire would be 

removed when thi;i country became independent but as for the French 

troops, he said1 neighbouring countries had troops too. Troops, planes 

and cannons were not the Police Force and were to be found in all countries; 
• 

- France also had some. The Police Force was not the gendarmerie which the 

Mission had already see~. It was the territorial guard that did not depend 
.• 

on the High Commissioner. This was under the control of the territorial 

government. 

159• Asked further what were the instructions given to tl'.oops guardii:ig 

the barbed wire fence because people often tried to get through it 1 the 

High Commissioner said that tear gas had naver b;,en used against people who 

had triad to get t.ta-ough tho fence, He admitted the presence of the 

gendermarie in the territory and tolcj the Mission that the country could not , 
be guarded with a bouquet of flowers. 

160. The Mission told the High Commissioner that it felt that internal 

security after independence depended to a large extent on the security 

that would be established in Djibouti before independence, This would 

include, in particular, consideration of the proposals of the political parties, 

aincndment of the nationality law, the census and consequently the revision 

of the electoral list involving both those who were inside and outside the 

territory. To conclude the Mission said it had noticed that as far as the 

,political parties were concerned, there exist certain apprehensions at the 

level of the leadership. 

161. The High Commissioner felt that the problem should be broached 

in thcct way and promised that in Paris he wotj.ld put forward the matter 

as stated by the Mission. 

162, The Mission then asked the High Commissioner whether if all the 

conditions were not fulfilled would France delay independence as a ·result. 

The High Commissioner replied that France wanted independence to be granted 

quickly and under the best conditions. 

Asked if France would withdraw support from Djibouti when 

the country received guarantees from the DAU, tho High Commissioner 

·said it would be up to the new state to decide and added that reference 
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was being mEtde to a French base in Djibouti but there was no such base, He 

added that France woulc'i. welcome OAU economic assistance to the territory 

after independence, Apart from French assistance, France envisages economic 

'" assistance from international organizations such as the European Development 

Fund, 

General Remarks 

164. During the visi"G of the .Faot...Finding Mission to the So-called 

French Somaliland (Djibouti), the Mission wo.s struok by the presence of very 

large number of French troops in the city of Djibouti who were there ostensibly 

to ensure seourity but inspite of the turn out of hundreds of demonstrators 

who had gathered to receive the mission at differcmt times, no incident was 

reported in Djibouti, 

165, However, in Tadjourah tho Police op_ened fire on. ~omc;? peaceful 

demonstrators who had come to welcome members of the OAU Fact-Finding 

Mission, One person wa.s reported killed anfl fOl,lrteen were injured, Some 

Members of the !!Jission visited the wotmded in the hospital. The Mission 

was later informed that the killed anc'.. ;·10unded wore members of the MPL 
J 

and the Police uid not take orders from tho Frenoli High Commissioner but 

from the territorial 'government. 

At Obock, the Mission could not see supporters of the various 
I 

parties;for a few minutes after arrival th0 members of the Mission could , 
see from a distance the Police opening fire at some demonstrators carrying 

placards. No satisfactory explanation was giv0n by the authorities as to 

why this was done. 

167, In Djibouti Members of the Mission visit0d the barbed wire 

fenoe surrounding th0 city, 

168. The French authorities in the terri toriJ made all arrangements 

tQ facilit.ate the work of the Mission and the Mission was able to carry out 

its work without any hindrance, The Mission registers its appreciation 

also for the excellent facilities which both the Ethiopian and Somali Govern

ments made available to it thus enabling H to oarry out the work assigned to it, 

16_9. Finally the lhssion wishes to record tho request by all the political· 
parties in Djibouti to be prasent in Mauritius when the report is bei:ng dis
cussed by the Council of Ministers. ,, .. 

·~. 
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Fn:DINGS OF TH" Fi,CT-F:QTDING MISSION .. TO THE 

SO-CALLiill FRENCH SO!Vi.ALILAND (DJ rGOUT I) 

-, l. All ~>artj_es concerned stated categorically that they want 

.· 
indepenConce for the so·-called French Somaliland (Djibouti). They 

agreed thct independence should be attained through const~tutional 

means. ~Io-.:ever, the LMD and FLCS in making reservations concerning 

indepen:'Le11ce ·.i thin the fra.m.e•,;ork of the present conditions said 

that. sucl1 inc~ependence would be a continuation of the colonial 

regime un~er other forms. 

2. f,11 the concerned parties both in the territory and outside 
' . 

had misgivj_ngs regarding the forthcoming referendum and electioas 

proposed "b:;• Frfnce. They ,,,ere ready to accept a referendum. and 
/ 

subsequent electj.ons after certain conditions have been fulfilleCl. , 
( e. g, the no.tionali ty questioq, reviseG. electoral roll, particj.pation 

by all )ol°itical parties, liberation movements, release of all 

poli tic:;;l :.irieoners cJ.nd su:;:iervision by OAU). 

3. ,;.11 :.ioli ti cal parties in the territory anl the liberation 

movements ere ready to consiC.e1· some kind of 002,li ti on. The L .. :AI 

accepts coc;li tion Y·i th FLCS, Li'ill\ the :Parliamentary Opposition and 

\·i th UEI on condition that Mr. Al.i .Azoef does not ::Jarticipate in any 

official ca:'.laci ty; FLCS ace epts coalition onl;,.- '- i th LPAI; UJ\TI favours 

coalition ·. i th LPAI, FLCS, L~J) cl.nd the :Parliamentary Opposition, 

Llvill favours coalition ''i th all polj_ tical parties and libera.tion 

movements; EPL acce1Jts r~oali tion ·.c:ith all the nationalist and anti

coloni&.list forces but never v,0ith UHI with or without 1'/ir, Ali iU'ef; 

the i'a~·l:L:m::on~ary Op,Josition accepts coalition 'ith all local forces 

namely: :,:.,:.LI, Ihl'L, and even UEI bi.ri; ~;i thout Lr. Ali Aref. The 

j_s convinced that some kind of coal:j.tion 

the reaso11.s of ethnic ilj_fferences or rivalry, which 

think coi1l<l bedevil this co-o:i;ieration appears to be 

<It was evi,:ent that membership of all the :political 

across 2,11 the ethnic groups in the territory, 

is possible for 

some people 

exaggerated. 

parties cuts 
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... 
· 4. Regarding the supervision of the referend.um. and elections, 

I 

.• 
all parties Here unanimou'.3 on the ri.eed for OAU particiJ,Jation. Some 

of the :~>olitical parties and national liberation movemen·i;s agreed 

to the 1)articipation of the Leag,~e of Arab States in the supervision 

of the saio. referendum and electj_ons while only one country op}Josed 

such su ... e:nrision by the Leae,ue of 1i.rab States. The UNI on its part 

does not see what useful purpose ·,0.ill be served by UN supervision 

since the :_;roble:m. :i.s one that should be tb.e sole concern of Africa • 
. 

However, the lVlPL stateO. i;hat the superv:i.sj.on of the preparatious for 

the referendun! and the elections v.as more :i.mport • .nt than the 

supervision of referendum and elec·i;ions, 

5. Resai'ding special measv.res or fac:D.it:i.es taken by the French 

Government·for the :forthcoming refeJ'.'endum and elections the French 

liigh Commissioner said that the details relating to these would be 

considered by ·!;he partieo in a nonfe:cence to be held in Paris. 

But he also informed. the _Mission ... that the Administration was in 

the proce<:<~ of distribu·i;:i.ng i6.en·sity cac.·ds ·t;o certain people and has 

released 'G}wse he called political prj.soners o l!.ven though the 

:t:!is~ipn,., established that therp. was as yet no bl1ie print for the 

referendum and elections, the ?rench Govern.ment ho:i;ies to discu.ss 2,nd 

formulate Doc1ali ties f o:c the p:r·oj ected :referenc_um and subsequent 

elections C:luring the .::iecond half of i'liay "i.976 in :Caris with the 

concerned )arties. 

6. All t}.e :po~.itical parties and liberation movements were 

agreeat1e to the partioipation of alJ. genuine citizens of the so-called 

French Somaliland (Djibouti) in the referendum ana. elec·~j.ons. The 

tex-ri toriaJ.. ;!;Overnl!lont 2J::td ni.:r v<ere of the opinion that there '!ere no 

:i::efUgees; ho7rnve:c· UNI stated thai; if ·i;hera are any thsy agree to 

accept the retv..rn of ·i:;hese refngees onca thej.r nationalj.ty has been 

i:scertained by givon cri i;e:r._ia ·~o be decided by the politic al parties. 

Following this "th0 Oil.TI could assist j_n their re:._:iatrj.ation. The FLCS 

and Lr·ID urc;ed the :r.eturn of ·i;he refv.gees 'i:mt indicated different 

criteria. 
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. ~. 

7. The '~:j..§S ion_u es·bablished that the q_uestion of nationality ' 

is one or the most important issues. All concerned parties including 

France . ere unanimous on the fact that the question of nationality 

must be solved before the referendum and elections. 

8. There were definite diff<:1rences over the <J.Uestion of guarantees 

after the territory attains independence. Some ~arties considered 

that the membership of OAU ana. Ui\ would be suffi.cient guarantee for 

their ii1C.e::e,1c1ence. Others C:.eman~ed the solemn 5uc..rantees of- Ethio11ia 

and Somalia under the auspices of the OAU. They added that the two 

neighboi..u•ii.g states should renounce any claims to the territory. 

Some other llarties considered that besides the solemn guarantees 

from th~ ti;;o neighbouring states they deem it necessary to have 

Freuch mj_li tary presence for the purpose of assisting them to builcL 

their national army and if necessary to defend their borders. -

9. All concerned parties were op1,;osed to the presence of all 

foreign military bases in the territory, 

10. The ~ission ,,;as not able -to es·~ablish the exact figure 

of the population either in Djibouti city or in the whole territor~;. 

The fic;-ure given to the Mission.: varied from 250,000 to 500,000 

for the entire territory, 
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The _ '.:1_ission, recommends that in order to solve the problem 

of refugees, an Ad Hoc Committee comprising the French authorities, 
two representatives each from the three political parties namely 
LPAI, UNI and lV.IPL, the Parliamentary Opposition ancc the National 
' Liberation Movements FLCS and LNfil, should be set up with a view 
to determining who the refugees are and for organising the process 
of their return using the OAU Convention on Refugees as a guide. 
The OAU Bureau of Refugees (B.P.E.A.R.) and the U.N.H.C.R. could 
assist the Ad Hoc Committee in this exercise, One~ the nationality 
question is settled, the Ad Hoc Committee should see to it that 

I 
these refugees are accorded full citizenship rights. 

2. Qi;tarantees 

Though there was no unanimity among the parties concerned 
on the question of gi-1.arantees j_t j_s an acceptable principle in 
the view of the M.is.§i9p that guarantees should not be regarded 

as a sine qua non condition for the independence of any territory. 
' Nothvr.i. thstanding the· above, the Cl!lissii:ln'Jo having taken 

note of the strong views expressed by some concerqed parties 
strongly recommends that the next Summit Meeting of the OAU to be 
held at Mauri tiu.s in July 1976 should reaffirm Resolution 
CM/Res.431/Rev.l (XXV) and t}1e Summit should call upon all member 
states and part:Lcularly the two neighbouring st2.tes, Ethiopia and 
Somalia, to respect the independence, sovereignty and territorial 
integrity of the new state. 

3. Referendum and elections 

Since all the political parties, the national liberation 
movemen'cs ane. the French Government agree that the holding cf a 
referendum and nubsequ.ent elec'.;ions should be preceeded by the 
settlement of _·the nationality question and ·/;he revj.sion of the 
electoral roll whit<:h should be based r)n universal adult suffrage 
and as all the Qoncerned par-i;ies' ag:..·ee to OAU' s supervision of the 
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referendum and elections, the Mission- recommena.s that the 
OAU shoL:tld participate in this exe:~cise and should be involved 

in all the steps leadi.ng to it. 

4. Creating the necl?ssar;y_ a!EJ-_£5'.£here for 
peaceful_El~ssion to independence 

Since it is not p:c·oper in the opinion of the t:'.li!>_sj.on ___ , for 

the President of the territorial government, who is also a leading 

member of one of the poli tj.cal parties in the territory to have 

control over the police force at the presen·i; trausi tional stage 

of the territoi•y to i.ndependence, the _Mission recommends that 
in order to create the necessary conditions for pea_ceful accession 

to indepen(encc;, all the law enforcement agencies should be the 

sale -responsibility of the FJ:encll adi'.!Li..nistration in the territory. 

5, Common Political Platfo:;:-m f')r the Political 

~arties and Liberation. Movements 

The Mis_s.ion. ,, recommends t.b.at;. all the politic al and the 

national liberation movements should meet. s.s soon as possible in 

a neutral ground unde.r the auspices of the OAU in order to form 
a &t-mmon platfo:t'I!l j_n tb.e process leading tci independencq, 

6. Assista~_:'.i.£. 'GI], e terl:'.j to:i::_;y:_,.E_:[....Q-!!_.1!. 

As it is obvicms that the so-called French Somaliland (Djibouti) 

will be faced ·.dth eno=ous er.anomic p::'oblems after independence, 
the OAU should includA the independent territory of Djibouti in 
its assistance p:~ogrammo for all thP- newly-inde::_:iena.ent states. 
The' . Mission also recommends 'oha-~ member states of the OAU 
should give the j_ndependent state (lf Djibouti assistance on a 

bilateral basis, 



COMMENTS OF THE OAU LIBERATION COMMITTEE ON THE 

REPORT OF THE FACT-FINDING MISSION TO THE SO-CALLED 
FRENCH SOMALILA.N.D (DJIBOUTI) 

1. The report was introduced by the Rapporteur of the Mission, the 

Representative of Zaire. 

2. In his introduction, the Representative explained the terms of 
reference of the Mission, the mode of organising its work, the views of 

interested parties, remarks and recommendations of the Fact-Finding 

Mission. 

3. After the introduction and extensive discussions, it was decided 
thatg 

(a) the Committee should take note of the Report after general 

observations had been made on it. These observations should ,-
be submitted alongside the Report of the Mission; 

(b) the Report be distributed to all Observer Member States and 
Liberation Movements and that they be allowed to participate 

in the discussions; 

(c) the Report should also be distributed to all other parties 
concerned. 

4. On the general observations on the Report, the following ideas 
emerged: 

(i) There was a general agreement on the involvement of the OAU 

in the exercise to determine "who the refugees are and for 
organising the process of their return, using the OAU Convention 
on Refugees as a guide. 

(ii) On the question of guarantee for the independence and integrity 

of the territory of the So-called French Somaliland (Djibouti), 

the Minister of Ethiopia observed its importance, stating that 

this question should have received greater consideration of the 
Fact-Finding Mission of the OAU. 

Some delegations of: Member States also expressed their views 
that this question is a delicate or an important one which has of late 
engaged the attention of the OAU. 

The Minister of 'Somalia aiso stated that this question has 

received sufficient consideration of the Fact-Finding Mission of the OAU. 
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To the Chairma.;1 of the Commission 

of the Organization of African Unity. 

Mr. Chairman, 

We the Members of the.Executive Committee of the 

Liberation Movement of Djiboouti; taking advantage of this 

occasion, have the honour to prese,it, on behalf of the fighters 

and militants of our movement, the position of the MLD on the 

future status, 

1. 

2. 

The Liberation Movement of Djibouti has been 

set up in 1964 by nationals of the so-called French 

Somaliland (Djibouti) who have came to seek refuge. 

iJ.1 Ethiopia having been eJ:pelled from their mother

land by the roprccaivc mn.chincry of Franch Colo

nio.lismo 

'l'he aims of our Movement arc and continue to be 

the following: 

(a) The total liberation of our country from the 

yoke of French colonialism. 

(b) The cstablishnent of an independent sovereign 

nation wherein all citizens s$11 live in 

freedom and equality, in understanding and 

pen.ce, and ~ark in der.1ocratic institutions 

fer their economic woll-bcing and cultural 

development. 

(c) The struggle against colonialian, nee-colonialism· 

and imperialism, the stru~gle for democratization 

of international relations, the promotion of 

mutual respect, friendship and brotherhooa among 
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all peoples as well as the development of co

operation, on equal basis, amongst all countries 

in the horn of Africa. 

The Liberation Novement of Djibouti has been re

cognized in 1965 by the Organization of 11.frioan Unity 

and has since ,be<lefited from the generous assistance 

and active solidarity of free Africa, and from pro

gressive, anti-colonialist and anti-imperialist 

forces of the entire world. 

Thanks to t!iis support and solidarity, the Movement 

of the Liberation of Djibouti in the course of the 

pasted ten years has been giving political education 

to ·bhe people inside and outside the Territory, and 

dravring the attention of int0rnational public 

opinion to the perpetual crime committed againnt our 

people by French colonialism. In this connection, 

our movement has also been fighting to assert the 

legitimate rights of our people to freedom, in

dependence and dignity. 

The strugc;le that we hc,d thus carried out has also 

strengthened the efforts of our brothers and sisters 

who are fighting be it inside or outside of the 

Territor;y. The political ancl diplomatic support 

theo.t our cause received from free Africa and pro

gressive forces of the entire world have cornered 

French colonialists and has oblig~d them to re

cognize the right of our people to independence, 

There we are, thanks to the courage and sacrifice 

of our people, thanks also to our African brothers, 

we are on the thrcnhold of independence, 
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At this stage of the situation, we cease the 

opportunity to inform you cf our apprehentions 

and anxieties. 

The Unity of action of all political parties and 

movements is an absolute necessity for our true 

national independence,, 

This unity of action is of paramount and absolute 

necessity, not only for the liberation of our people 

but also for ascertaining the building up of a 

m.tion which is politically stable and economically 

prosperous. 

Without this unity of action, we cannot expect a:n:y

thing else but the unleashing of hatred, confro

ntation of different groups, fratricidal war, the 

destruction of t_he n~tion, tho rise of new colo

nialism and finally the disappearance of our 

country from the world maps. 

We have to avoid Sl'.ch a disaster, Afrioa must 

help us to confront it, and your mission must 

have this factor as a starting point. 

The Liberation liiovement of Djibouti is comrinced that 

no political party, nor a group of personalities could 

pretend to liberate by itself the territory of Djibouti. 

One group alone is even_. lo.ca able· to mai11tain its 

political stability. Thus Lrl.iD had always called for 

consultations and negotiations with the view to setting 

up a common front by gathering all political tendencies 

around a common programme of action. 
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Having the same historical background and sharing 

the, same destiny, our people ·inspite of ethnio 

and linguistic diversity is bound by a strong senti

ment of national c~nmunity. 

This feeling of national community is the main 

guarantee for our independence and the territorial , 
integrity of our country, 

This being the case and because of the expansionist 

a~ns of one of our neighbours we are confident that 

the OAU will examine the complexities of the problem 

p~evailing in our reg~on and take appropriate measures 

that will ensure the independence 0.nd the territorial 

integrity of our country, ·Peace and security of this 

part of our continent require this prioe, 
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1, Purpose of the Present Statement 

l,l The present J!Olicy statement does not intend to assert 

on behalf of the people of Iljibouti t11eir right to self

deterfilination and independence. Indeed it would be 

inappropriate to do so, because no one shonld attem:i:it to 

appropriate the ri1:;,ht to speak on belu .. lf of the people 

when they themselves are articulating their desire and 

when they themselves are ort;aaizin15 for independence. 

This policy statement only sets out: 

- The position of Ethiopia, a nei5hbouring state, which 

shares with the Territory of Djibouti over 400 miles of 

a c()=on frontier :;.nd v.hose two peoples are closely 

bouna. by blood and history, and who enjoy today as they 

always have in the past a high o.et:;ree of economic, 

cultur~l and security inter-dependence. 
,, 

- An i\frican position, which does not intend to supplant 

itself fer the desire of the people, but one that aims to 

respond to the needs of the people fpr safeguarding their 

independen~e and territorial integrity after accession 

to indepenclence. 

2. !r-he Ri>~ht of the ?eople of Djibouti to Independence 

2.1 The people of Dibouti have a fundamental anu 

inalienable right to an independent national existence. 

This is a right r1hich is universally recognized by the 

Charter of the United Nations, the Universal Declaration 
of Human Rights, the Charters of the OAU and othe.r inter

national and regional organizations as 1ell as by the 
constitutions of ruost states. 

Like all peoples who had been and who still are under 

colonial rule, the pe~ple of Djibouti have the right to 

enjoy their independence through the exercise of free 

choice. There cannot be any other route to indep'enC..ence 

from colonial rule except through self-determination. 
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2.2 The right of peoples under colonial rule to self-
cJ..etermination and immediate independence is l)articularly 

enshrined in .the United Nations Declaration on, the Granting 
of Independence to Colonial Countries and Peoples, General 
As.sembly Resolution 1514 (XV), 14 Dec. i960. 

Un0.er this historically important document, the right to 
incle:.iendence of colonial i1eoples is declared to be absolute 
and unconditional, and one that cannot be pre-empted oy any 

other right, nor restricted by economic and other considerations. 
To this end the Decla~ation states, inter-alia, 

"that all peoples have an inalienable 

rignt to complete freedom, the exercise 
of their sovereignty and the integrity 
of their national territary ••• 11 

that 

"Inadequacy of political, economic, social 
~r educational J:Jreparedness should never 

'S()rve as a pretext for delaying independence." 

Iu countless resolutions the United Nations has ·asserted 
the rights ennunciated in this Declaration with respect to 
every and all peoples under colonial rule. 

I 

2. 3 The Charter 11f the OAU lays dovm as one of the purposes 

of the Organization of African Unity the complete eradication 

of colonialism from the face of Africa. Thus the right of 
African peoples under colonial rule to self-determination ana. 
inde)endence is not only ennunciated as a fundamental and 
inalienable right, but also as ·an objective for the achieve
ment of which all independent African States, members of the 

' o;,.u, have an obligation to work. 

2 .4 The link between the enjoyment of· the right to indepenc1enc e 

anc1 international peace and security has increasingly come to 

be recognized. So much so that today the international 
community as a whole., and the United Nations in particu,lar, 
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ana such regio;:;w -o.rganiz.a.tioo.s as the OAU, the League of 

Arab :Jtates etc, , have assU.llled special res1Jousibili.ty to 

.• assist peoples under colonial rule who are wa6iug a. struggle 

for their independence. 

2.5 Thus the people of Djibouti have a fund8.illental right to 

self-determination and· immediate independence, 

This right is absolute and unconditional~ and eanuo~ be 

c~rcumscribed by any-claim to their territory, asserted o~ the 

basis of ethnic affiliation, eoon.om.ic or securi.ty in_t~ 

dependence. 

This right to indepe'ndence ·also includes the right of the 

people to ,f.reeJ.y determine without any interference the conditi..olle 

.of their independence. No one can arroi;;ate ta himsel.f this. 

ric;ht which belongs to the people of Djibouti. 

The OAU, the United Nations, and the international Colllillunity 

at large, has the duty and the responsibility to ass~st the 

peo1ile in their struggle for in dependence. But it sha.uld be 

clear, however, that this assistance cannot be at the expense 

o:L the right of the peoJ;Jle to a free ancl unimpeded choice, 

}, .6thiopia' s policy for the Inde·pendenc e of Djibouti 

3+ 1· The policy of the Pi>.;G for the genuine inde1iendence of the 

peo1Jle of Djibouti can be described as one of unconditional 

and full sup,.ort. 

This policy has been articulated on several occasions by 

no less an authoritative spokesman for the H•lG than the Chairman 

of the I'l'.;AC and the Council of Ministers, Eis Excellency 

Bric;Qdier General Teferi Bante. Suffice it to quote here 

imyOl'tQilt statements that he made on two occasions. 

First, on the occasion of ,'.;frica Liberation Day on 25 lViay, 

1975, in a nation~wide address to the people of Ethiopia, he said: 

11 \·e now wish to address ourselves to the 

problem of Djibouti, which is located in 
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in our region. The people of Djibouti 
' 

have close historic, geogra1Jhic, 
religious, demographic and economic 
ties with the people of Ethiopia. For 
these reasons, it is obvious that the 

general well-being and security of our 
two peoples are interdependent. The 

?rovisional Military Government of 

Ethiopia, therefore, waY.mly suppnrts 
the right of the people of Djibouti to 
determine thoir own future without 
external interference." 

Second, in another important address to a meeting of 
African Heads of State and Governments in Kampala on 29 July 

197 5, he reaffirmed the policy of the PivIG as follows: 

"The only French possession in Africa 

that has not gained its independence 
is the Territory of the Afars and Issas, 
popularly known as Djibouti. Ethiopia 

believes that the future destiny of this 

territory· should be based on the free 

choice of the people. If independence 

is thei': choice, Ethiopia will accept that, 
and will be happy to live with an independent 
neighbour whose sovereignty will be assured 

by its membership in the Organ~zation of 
African Unity. Since history, geography 
and continucm.s historical interaction have 
created a mutuality nf interest between this 
territory and Ethiopia, the preservation 
of v;hich will no doubt redound in increasing 

measures to the benefit of both, Ethiopia 
has every confidence that an independent 
state in this important :;iart of the Horn of 
Africa will recognize her vital interests. 
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"The Provisional Military Government does 

not believe that_ ~thiopia' s policy poses. 

any difficulty to the independence of the 

Territory of the Afars and Issas. Whatever 

historical rights Ethiopia might have had 

in this area she recognizes that these are 

overriden by the right of the people to 

independence. If there is any difficulty 

to its independence it should be looked 

elsecvhere, 

I would like to make it clear t~at Ethiopia 

does not have any legal act or legislation 

on its bocks asserting any claim to the 

territory" • 

The same policy has been stated by the Minister of Foreign 

A:ff:::.irs of Ethiopia in an address on October 3, 1975 to the 

30th Session cif the General Assembly of the United Nations, 

anC. ·to the Council of i'ilinisters and the Liberation Committee 

of the OAU. Further statements by spokesmen of the PMG, 

defining Ethiopia's policy, have been widely disseminated 

and commented upon by the Ethiopian press and media as well 

as by the international press. The records are ample and 

can be referred to. 

'.!hile EthioJ)ia has such a forthright and positive policy 

which Coes not led itself to any ambiguity or misinterpretation, 

the .. ;"G believes that the African co=uni ty of independent 

states, and the two neighbouring states to the Territory of 

Djibouti in particular, should assist the people so as to 
·' 

enable them tci receive their independence in unity. 

The I-MG opposes any and. all attempts aimed at subverting 

the sel~±detel1!Ui.&ationlprocess by setting one ethnic or 

political group against another, or by introducing violence in 

order to influence the outcome of the political process, or 

by 8.ttempting to alter the demographic composition of the 

Territory. 
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The HIIG cannot, in particular, countenance a deliberate 

attempt from the outside directed at realizing any claim to 

the Territory of Djibouti. 

J.2 Each colonial situation has its own characteristics, 

offering ~articular challenges and opportunities. In this 

reGard, Djibouti is no exception. The decolonization process 
of the Territory presents certain challenge which call for 

ccnstructive diplQmacy on the part of the African community 

of nations. 

4, Char~cteristics of the Political Situation in Djibouti 

4,1 Unlike most African territories which became independent 

in the post-war years, the situation of Djibouti poses a 

s)ecial decolonization problem. The Territory of Djibouti 

is 8,996-square miles with an estimated population of over 

285,000 persons. A go~d part of this population is concentra

ted in the administrative capital city of Djibouti. The 

po1Julation is divided betv,een the two principal ethnic groups, 

the Afars and the Issas. 

I.ioreover, residing·mos-tly in Djibouti, there is a 

dis1Jroportionately large group of expatriate residents who 

come from the neighbouring countries as well as a sizable 
European population. According to the latest United Nations 

estimate, this group accNints for J0.4-% of the entire 
population • 

. ith the tradition of constant movement of people in the 

area, the size of this expatriate group has ebbed and flowed 

according to the ups and downs of economic activities in the 
Territory. This in turn has created a problem as t"l who can 
legitimately be considered a bona fide resident ol the Territory, 

with full rights to participate in the Territory's political 

.process. On tlie other hand, it has also opened a potential 

avenue of interference from without in the affairs of the 

Territory. '-Attempts had been made in the past to alter the 

demographic composition from the outside with the hope of 

influencing the outcome of elections in the Territory. 
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"·;s of now, no visible resources which could sustain tL: 

the expansion of its economy have been identified in the Territory. 
Furthermore, as the Territory does not dispose of any agricultural 

hinterl'and, most of its economic activities are based on the transit 

.· trade of :C:thiopia, especially on the railway traffic between the 

city of ~jibouti and Addis Ababa. 

The Administration Budget of the Territorial Government 

of 2.5 Dillion Djibouti Francs (U.S.~11 million) is almost dependent 

on French Government subsidy. It is obvious, therefore, that an 
indepenQent Djibouti, more than any of the least-developed of the 

developing countries, will require the most generous international 
assistance for the development of its economy as well as close 
el'O&omic cooperation with its neighbours. 

Apart from the above limitations another important factor 
which has acted as a constraint on progress tm;ards independence has 
been the concern that the people as a whole had and continue to have 

with actual or potential claim to their territory by neighbouring 
states. 

' One of the neighbouring states has never hidden its designs 
to absorb Djibouti into its national territory. This claim is 

asserted on ethnic affiliation, and constitutes a part of its larger 
claims on territories of other neighbouring5sovereign states. 

Unlike Ethiopia, which has. made clear its complete and 

unconditional support for the genuine indepenC:ence of DJibouti as 
well as its v:i thdrawal of any and nll claims it may have had to the 

Territory, the other neighbouring state has persisted only in 
reiterating its surport for self-determination and in promising not 
to annex the Territory. It is obvious, howeYer, that renunciation 
of the concept of annexation which denotes aggressive military 
action, does not cover the deliberate subversion by a state of the 
political ~recess of another territory which could have similar 
_results. 

Even after the Kampala meeting of African Heads of State 
and Government, as well as the Lima Conference of Foreign Ministers' 
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of Non-Alic;.ned Countries called upon the nei.ghbouring states to 

renounce tl1eir claims to Djibouti, one of the neighbiliuring 

countries continues to be ambivalent. 

moreover, during the 30th Session of the United Nations 

General Assembly, the world body, at tb.e insistence of Ethiopia, 

passed 'a resolution calling "upon all states to renounce forthwith 

any and all claims to the Territory and to declare null and void 

any and all acts asserting such claims " (Res. 3480/1.XX). Had this 

call been accepted by all the neighbouring states, it would have 

obviated the fear the Territory's p·aople have of potential 

infrigement of their soverej_gnty a.nd territorial integrity after 

independence. Unfortunately, however, the :representative of one 

neighbouring state chose to express his Government's reservation 
on the :particular paragraph of the resolution (operative paragraph 6) 

which called for renunciaJ0ion of claims by the neighbouring 

countries, thus intensi:fyi.ng the fee.r of the people of Djibouti. 

In explaining his Government's reservation, the representa
tive of the neighbouring country declared that the call for 

. ( 1 \ 
renunciation did n<'t apply to his country '. The implication of 

this declaration was obvious: since his government considered 

Djibouti as :LJart of j_ts own national territory which is under 

"foreign occupation", it was only lE>gical for him to believe that 

the call for withdrawing claims did not refer to his Government's 
continuing policy. 

4 .) Looking at the brighter side ')f the politic al situation 

in the Territory of Djibouti, one finds a number of encouraging 
and positive developments. 

(1) General Assembly, Thirtieth Session, A/PV.2437 
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Until quite recently the only groups which demanded 
/ . 

,independence for the Ter.ri tory were the tw~, liberation movementG, 

Mouvement de Liberation de Djibouti and Front de Liberation de 

Cote de Somalie. All politic.al parties and poli ticaJ_ groups, on 

the other hand, were in favour of remaining under French rule 

with some autonomy for local government. 

Toclay all this has chang•:id. The Territorial Council aud 

Government have expressed their desire for total and j_mmediate 

indepenC,ence. They have taken substantial steps towards this end. 

The Government of France has agreed to this dc:mand ar.cl is in the 

process of formalizing thB 'I'er.-:-ii;o=:r's acco:.sion to iil.n.G.epen:'l.c1cG, 

True, there are differences among ·!;he lJOli tio;i_ans of the 

Territory regarding the procedures to be employetl :'01· theJ seJ.:f

d·etermination yrocess, but these are more apparent ·chan real. These 

differencBs have their basis 'mainly in pei·sonal r5.v2.lries and arc 

amenable to politic al solution once external :i.nterforence cea,oes. 

It can be said therefore that the people of D;jj_borrci almost have 

their inc1ependence in their hann.s. If there is al".y GingJ'.e o'o2t:i.cle 

in the y;ay of the independence of the Territory, j_ t j_s -~he uncertainty 

which hangs over its security and territorial integrity after 

independence. This is the most central and crucial issue to which 

solution must be found immediately. 

Given the above-enumerated positive deveJ.opments in th'." 

politics of the territory, the il'J.creasing in tro'J.uction of violence 

into it from the outside has been CL matte:c· of surprise and concern 

not onlj' to Ethiopia but to other Afri-::an States who 11ave closely 

followed the Territory's progress towards int".Ependenc o. Surpris Cl 

because violence, both intercommunal and one directed at the 

personnel of the colonial adminj_stration, is a rela·bively nevi 

phenomenon; and concern because at this stage of the liberation 

struggle there are sufficient indications that violence is being 

introduced to advance an objective other than the Ter;;.·itory 1 s 

indepenclenc e. 

It is incumbent upon the African community of nations, 

to ask certain pertinent questions at this juncture. Why has there 
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been increasing violence in the Territory at this particular time? 
';·:ho are the perpetrators of this violence, and for what objectives, 

and in Y!hose service is violence being employed?. 

FLCS, the Mogadiscio based liberation movement, has claimed 

responsibility for some vf the violence, including the latest mass 
kidnapping of school children. The PMG believes that given the 
positive trends in the political situation of the Territory, the 
increasing introduction of violence at this stage of the independence 

struggle cannot be justified on rational grounds. 

Furthermore, the ?mG is convinced that such violence at 

this time v1ill no·t serve any purpose except to subvert the self

determination process of the Territory, polirize the. people and 

possibly lcindle an inter-communal war along ethnic lines. This is 
the more so, as the group does not h2.ve any following within 

· the Territory. 

5. Interde-:)enCi.enc e between Ethiopia and the Territory of Djibouti 

5.1 First, the Territory of D.jibouti is inhabited by two 

principal ethnic grour1s. The majori·ties of these two groups - i.e. 
the parent groups - live in Ethiopia. 

l':umerically, the total number of the entire Afar group on 
the Horn of Africa is approximately 630,000. Of this number, 130,000 

live in the Territory of Djibouti, whereas the rest (500,oOO) live 
in Ethiopia. 

Similarly, the total number of the Issas ethnic groups are 
Ethiopians and have alv1ays lived in Ethiopia. 

This ethnic affiliation has always manifested itself in 
abiding mutuality of interest. An external situation which would 

affect the well being ·~f either people is thus bound to have 
consequences on the other. 
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5.2 Secondly, throughout hlst0•ry Djibouti has been a natural 

oat::. outlet to the sea for Ethj.c·pia's hinterland. The construction 

of the port of Djibouti and i·i;s subsequent linking by a railway 

with ,Ghe interior of- Eth;_opi::t around the turn of the century 

has led to the deyeloj)ment c:>f a highly interdependenteeGonomic 

relationship in the area.r At present the port r,f Djibouti 
\ 

handles over 60% of Ethiopir.' s '1Xternal trade and it is bound 

to become even more important as e.n ()Utlet when the vast 

region of Ethiop:i.a south of +.he Rift Valley is fully developed. 

The per,ple of the Territory are almost wholly dependent 

on Ethiopia :for their sub:::isten11e. Not only transit trade 

to and :from Ethiopia· cons-bi tut es the mainstay o:f the territory 1 s 

cc c,,_ ~.:economic activity, Ethiopia is also the principal supplier 

to the Territo~y o:f all types o:f :fo~dstu:f:fs :from vegetables 

to poultry and meat, as well as potable water. 

5. 3 Finally, the signj_:ficat:!c"' o:f the Territory o:f Djibouti 

to :Cthiop:i.a' s Btc"Urity interests cann~,t be Gver-emphasized. 

Strategically 0j-Guated as the Territory is at the cross road 

of the con tinr'nT.s of Af:ricR, Asia and Eu.rope, any si t·,1ation 

that would disturb the existing inter-dependence and mutuality 

of interests 1Je-t:ween Ethiopia and the Territory would 

seriously endanger the well being and the security .,f both 

sg .tnte·0untries. 

Because cf this complex web of interdependence and mutuality 

of interests, Ethiopj_a beliP.ves that the Terri tGry 1 s independence 

to be compatiblP. -.,i th her i.nterests and suyports the genuine 

indepenc'\enc e, uni t~r, territorial integrity and the continued 

existence of Djibouti as a sovereign state. 

6. The ~':'roblem and the Solution 

6.1 Like all problems of decoloniz~tion, the case of Djibouti 

involves the transfer of the powers of government to the 

genuine representatives of the people. In colonial territories, 

where there have been single well organized liberation 

movement wl1ich have established their legitimacy through ardent 
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struggle, the colonial powers did not have any option but to 

transfer the powers of government directly to them. In situations 
where there have been more than one liberation movements, however, 

the colonial po~ers have always fallen into the temptation of 
playing one against the other in order to slow down the process 

~f independence or to create conditions that would favour the 

movement they considered to be amenable to preserving their 
interest after independence. Too often also, when the prospects 

of independence are in sight, rivalries for power and office 
intensify among the political leaders. 

How that Djibouti is on the threshold of indapendence, it 
manifests many of those familiar characteristics described above. 
As there are mere than one acceptable competing groups, rivalries 

among the lesders have intensified. Since no one political group 

has developed an incontestable legitimacy by a long history of 

struggle, it has been convenient for each to claim that it has 
done more than the other for the independence of the Territory. 

As has been done in similar situations, the only way to 
resolve such differences is b,Y persuading those factional groups 
to see the advent of independence as an opportunity to work together 

rather than regard it as a bone of contention, and ·v:here circumste.nc·es 

permit, to help 6rganize free arid democratic elections which woul<l 
make it ~ossible for all political groups to face their pe~ple 
i;hrough their political programmes. 

If those leaders were so far unwillin'g to ask f Pr 

independence, it was because they had g•muine fear that their 
territorial integrity and sovereignty would be jeopardized by claims 
laid to their co~ntry by the neighb~uring states. This fear is 

based on the recognition of the fact that their territory is not 
' 

endowed nith sufficient resources and could not therefore enable 
them to assure respect for the territorial integrity and sovereignty 
of Djibouti. 

Fow that Ethiopia for her part has made an uneq_uivocal 

statement renuncing any and all grounds for po·tential claims to 
Djibouti, an o~portunity has, for the first time, emerged to allow 
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the people of the territory to ~onsider independence as a viable 

proposition for the future of Djibo~ti. Even though the apprehension 

of the people of the Territory was th<ts partially alleyed, 

unfortunately it still remains a matter of great anxiety for the . 

people that the other neighbour continues to be committed to a 

policy of expansionism by maintaining constitutional provisions ' 

which seek the realization of the annexation of the Territ1;ry, 

as well as by public declarations to the same effect by high 

officials of that neighbouring state. 

From the OAU point of view, the problem should be looked 

at as having two phases, one pertaining to the stage before 

independence and the other after independence. Having regard to 

the considerations set forth above, if the OAU is to assist the 

people to accede t() and enjoy their independence, it cannot apriori 

say that it can only,be concerned with the process before independence. 
As the history of the Territory &f the last ten years has amply 

demonstrated, the two phases cannot be separated. The pr6spect 

after independence, particularly the fear the people continue 
to have that others may not respect their territorial integrity 

has played a part in delaying their demand for independence. 

In as much as the OAU should ad.dress itself to the question of 

transfering the powers of government to the authentic representatives 

of the people, it should therefore consider the challenge of 

pr~viding tangible guarantees to the effect that the sovereignty 

and the ind.e:Jencl.ent status of the Territory will be respected by all. 

True, the me~bership of an independent Djibouti in the 

OAU and in the United Nations might provide some guarantee. In the 

view of the i'rovisional Military Government of i.othiopia, however, 

in the absence of any modicum of defence capability on the part of 
the Territory, such guarantees could not be sufficient by themselves, 

•especially against subversion or against attempts to abolish the 

indepencJ.ent status o1 the Territory by altering the demographic 

:composition of its iiopulation. 

Given also the im1Jortance of the Territory for the security 
' and econo ... dc well be.i.ng of all the neighbouring states, any attem1Jt 

by any country in the region to dlter the independent status of the 
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Territory in pursuance of any p~licy under whatever guise or 

seem:i:ngly lofty ideals, could not be accepted by the other. As far 

as Ethiopia is concerned it would consider such a policy as a 

-· potential source t•f conflict endangering the peace and security 

of the area. 

Des1ii te the fact that the OAU may not be in a posi ti~n to 

provide wilitary guarantees for ensuring the territorial integrity 

of an independent Djibouti, the P:MG believes that the OAU can offer 

certain t~ngible gnarantees if this challenge is faced realistically 

and resourcefully. 

The : . .'EG would like therefore to make the following proposals 

which it hopes would meet the requirements of the situation both 

before independence and after independence. 

l. Process Be~ore Independence 

The task facing the OAU attl:J.is stage is to enable the 

different political groups· to receive independence in unity so 

that whatever differences there may oe among them will not be 

exploited 1:ith a view to delaying independence, or to making sure 

that those who will be receiving ind~pendence on behalf of their 

people VTill be those who wt.uld be amenable to the objectives of 

Gutside interests. Wi-loh this in view, 

(a) The OAU has to work for the creation of a 

united front of all politic al faction·s in 

and outside the Territory who are for 

immediate independence. 

(b) To disc<'mrage all p11li tical groups and 

factions from arming clandestinely 
theil'.' followers as it is now clear that 

suGh arms are intended for use against 

each 6ther and not against the departing 

colonial power. 
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(c) To encourage all political groups to promote 

conditions conducive to the free expression 

of views and, to this end, to eschew appeals 

to tribal loyalties and instead to formulate 

national political programmes which they can 

submit to their people • 

. _c. Post-independence Guarantees 

In an agreement to be signed under its auspices, the 

OAU should request and obtain from Ethiopia and Somalia, the 

two neighbouring states to the Territory of Djibouti: 

(a) A specific undertaking of renunciation 

of any and all claims to the Territory 

of Djibouti, in compliance with the 

provisions of the OAU Resolution No.431/Rev.1(XXV) 

(Kampala 12th SUiillllit) and the UN Resolution 

3480 (XXX) which called upGn all states to renounce 

forthwith any and all claims to the Territory 

and to declare null and void any and all acts 

asserting such claims. 

(b) Such other undertakings as may be required to 

respect the independence and the integrity of 

the territory, to refrain from any and all acts 
designed to alter the independent statehood of 

the Territory, and to cease and desist from 

interfering.in the internal affairs-of the Territory, 

and particularly to abandon all attempts to change 

the demographic composition of the Territory. 

(c) In addition to such uudertakings that the 
neighbouring states may be called upon to give, the 

OAU and the UN should also provide other tangible 
guarantees as may be necessary and appropriate for 

ensuring the territorial integrity and independent 

statehood of the Territory, with a vie,w to enhancing 

the sense of security of the people of Djibouti. 
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(d) Considering the lack of visible natural resources 

for the development of the economy of the Territory, 

the international community should consider Djibouti 

as a special case requiring co-ordinated assistance 

for its development. 

The Provisional Military Government of Ethiopia would 

like to make it absolutely clear that it is prepare:l to 

provide any guarantees that may be required of it by the 

OAU along the lines indicated above. The PMG also welcomes 

such additional guarantees that the OAU and the UN may wish 

to provide in keeping with their paramount responsibility for 

the maintenance of peace and security in our region. The PMG 

believes that, if the OAU were to take into account the 

characteristics of the Territory's problems, which are more 

than the usual problems posed by the process of decolonization, 

it would have made a constructive contribution to their 

solution. If, on the other hand, the OAU were t<; ignore 

some aspects of the problem and if it were to let deve:i_opments 

take their own course, it would not have lived up in full 

measure to its responsibility to the people of Djibouti 

and it would have left a time-bomb ticking a11ay on the 

Horn of Africa. 

Addis Ababa, 

26 April 1976. 
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FROM: FRON'i' FOR THE LIBERATION,~ ,.,_ 
-~-- ....... ,. 

,. 
THE SOlilALI COAST 1 

MOGADISCI0 1 . 

SGiLLI DEMOCRATIC IlEPU]LIC, 

27th April, 197/i .• 

To: OAU Fact Finding Mission :to the Somali Coast, 

Mo=discio, ........,.__ 

It is a great pleasure for us to welcome your 

Fact Finding Mission 1 appointee. :to::- asooss~-thc:.r.e.al-_~ ·~·.:c.: 

political situation of the Somali Coast. 

Your visit comes at a crncial moment for the 

future of our people and country. It is not aupa:d'.,];m1==ro. 

say that your historical Mission is of a great importance for 

cur cause, because, the result of your work will contribute 

to the process of decolonization of ou.r cou:'l.try. We call on 

the attention of the Honourable !.iembers of the Cammi ttee. 

~o the feat that the powerful colonial apparatus has been 

.activated to deform the political realities of' our country, 

it is therefore your responsibility to obtain the maximum 

information which will help you assess accurE.tely the pre

vailing political situation in the country by meeting with 

the masses and their true representatives, only in this way 

you could arrive at an objective conclusion. 

As from the 31st Dece.r.ber, 1975, the Colonial. 

Govern.11ent of' France has expressed its r.eadiness to lead 

our country towards :i.ndepenC.ence and def,;ined the So-called 

process of decolonization as follows:-

1, To hold a constitutional C.onf'erence in 

which al1 political parties would parti-' 

cipate 1 

·'' 
, .. 

. .-.:--· 

.. _ .... 

··--; 
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2. To hold a legislative election in which the future 

government of the country will be elected, 

'I'he FLCS has already expressed its opinion by rejecting the 

French colonial government proposal f~r the following reas.,na:-

1. FLCS insists that the negotiations ~oncerning the pro~~ss 

cf decclPnization must be discusse<l ;,etween the c.,lonial 

poner and the legitimate represen1'ati ves of the pe,,ple instead 

of b0ing f)e1;ween the Puppet <"f Fran<le and the legitimate 

representatives as sugeestec'_ by France. 

2. The lcgisle.tive elections are bape~ • .,n the colonial 

legislati~n and could n~t therefore ~ake into account 

the poli1;i~al realities, hr.man pr<"blems and demographic 

realities ~f ~n:c nation" The p~ssession of French 

identifil'ati"n documents are a condition to the right 

to vote, such documents are issued solely by the colonial 

Administration under arbitrary canditions and are manupulated 

to suit the colonial policies and political conviniences. 

In this manner all those considered nationalists by the 

colonial regime are either barre<t "r even made to l~se 

these documents at the same time all the female popalation 

are placer< out the right te v~te, in tb,is wa;y 9Cl'/o of our 

people cannot exercise their ::_oc.li ti cal rights. 
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For insta.;ce an order-in-council d.a.ted 18th July! 

1963 barres tho somo.li popuiaticn of tho Somali Coast from the right. 

of citizenship, even those who are born in the territory.arc 

effected by the law in question. Another law of 7th Mey, 1946 

excludes tho sons of the former French subject the right to 

claim their father's nationality. This is why two (2) members 

of tho same famil:r born and bread in tho Somali Coast are 

compollod to hold different national'ities, one considered French 

and the oti1er a ;foreigner without the basic civil rights. 

It is therefore incumben·b upon us to express tho 

fronts' vie!". point with reg;;.rds to this importar..t Mission, 

The French Government has since the last year expressed its 

opinion about the independence of our country in a manner 

that could seem to 'the world. opinion an !lonoot intention. to 

prepare the country for independence. We h"ve however proven 

beyond doubt thc:.·b the l<,rench Government's actions are com

pletely contrary to the opinion so far expressed. 

What strengli..thens our doubts are the measures 

taken by Franco to further re-enforce its position in the 

territory, 
l 

The Civilian population is sutjected to the most 

inhuman acts of oppression, The last of such actions being 

the summary execution and wounding of political prisoners in 

mid April this year and transfer of the rest to unknown de

stination, 

France's present policy towards our country could be 

only ~escribed as ferocious conspiracy aimed to carryout 

its schemes through measures desisnod to beguilinc world 

public opinion to this effect. H has worked out plans 

\ 
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to proclaim a sham independence in ou.r country and is 

manueuvering to set a date for the so-called independence. 

The F'r.ench Colonial Government is endeauvouring 

to elude world opinion by depicting this sham independence ·as if 

it were a fruit of genuine free will of the people of 

the Somali Coast, through undertaking a pseudo-referendu1;r .. 

and elections similar to that of the Legislative Council·run 

by France through its tools in an at·Lempt to preserve its 

Military base by means of pseudo-independence. 

The above-montioneci. conclusions arc ·based on 

facts that ca:rnot bo denied and establsished after long 

study. and accurate assessemcnt of ·che French Govorn

ment' s recent measures to re-enforce its position. 

The above-mentioned conclusions are based on 

facts that cannot be dinied and established after long study 

and accurate assessement of the French Government's recent 

measure as to re-enforce its position. The area of w,hicli 

we list the following:-

l. Mou.'lting of ·concentrated diplomatic offe-

nsive to elude the world opinion in the 

no.me of consultation, 

2, Increase of the French ;,rmed Forces in 

~jibouti from 6000 to 12COO men, 

3. Re-enforcing of the electrified barbed 

wire-Fence and mine field around the 

Capital Djibouti. 
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4. Stepped up the mass termination of the 

national from work and enforcing of the 

emergency law and tile increasing of the 

repressive measures, imprisonment, in-

timidation of the population. 

5. Thiass issue of identification documents 

to foreigners, 

6. The unwillingness of tho French Govern-

ment to enter into negotiations with the 

true representatives of the Somali Coast 

such '"S the FLGS and L, P, A, I. 

In the light of the forgoing the only conclusion 

that could be drawn is that tho French Government is manoeu

vring to transfer power to its puppets and proclaim the 

country' o jndcpcndanco using ,,.;:i usun.l a ri.:;gcd roforundum. 

The above state of affairs is an indication of 

France's intention to impose a solution.on our people in 

the interest of its neo-colonial policy, the FLGS therefore 

warns tho French Goverr.ment that such a policy oe.nnot produce 

a just and durable solution to the problem, on the contrary 
' 

it would only invite violence at 0..Il unprcoodontod level in ~hat 

pfart of tho world. We therefore re jcot the present Frenoh 

Government Policy towards our country. 

The Front for the Liberation of -~he Somali 

Coast urges France to adopt clear policy lines in order 

that our country acC-OdeG to independence by first and fore

mos·~ oc.tiof'ying the following ocinditic1ns:-
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1. The Ref eren~um as proposed by France to be 

dropped, 

2. The So-Called Local Goverrnnent and the I,e

gislative Council to be di.·Jor;,J:'lrod, 

3. The electrified barbed wfre and Mine field 

surrounding Djibouti be removed. 

4, All poli tioal pr·isoners ·be released, 

5. All deportees to be returned to the Gr.;n2.li 
' Coasto 

6. The emer&-enoy law to be lifted. 

7. !formal Civil lij gb:ts to be restored, 

8, Constitutional conference should be held 

at a venue agreeable to all parties with 

the participation of the FLCS and LD.Aio 

We are mindful of the l"leoessi ty to maintain ou.1 ·Gm'r:.l 

and economical ·ties with France, as ~re are aware or ·the fact 

that our country's independence is entangled with the cofonial 

pow?r rivalry in the Red Sea ·Area, but the on:!;)·· logical a'ld 

durable political solution to tJ:e problem is to proceed with 

un-impeded process of the de-colonization whereby sui ta.ble 

political atmosphere is created for the people to exerdse 

their rights. 

It may be worth mentioning tb,at this fact Finding 

Mission could very well be last opportunity for the OAU to. 

have a say in the question of independence for our country, 

we therefore appeal to the Honourable Members of the Commission 
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to place principle of the colonization in the foremost 

consideration in order td avert another Angola situation. 

In the absence of a clear and positive policy 

on the part of France that will lead our country to true and 

un-condihonal independence; the FLCS will be left with no 

alternative but to continue relentlessly, its policy of ann 

stru;,,gle which will not penni t the ~,rench Colonialist s::.an 

honourable dis-engagement from the area and preven-h any form 

of stability to the Status-quo.Franco is dosparatoly indoavouring 

to create in the country, 

1Jc have the greatest hope tl1at African love of 

freedom will prevail above all other considerations, 

Thank you 
' 

F. L, C. S. 

··- -
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Ever since its attainment of independence in 1960, Somalia 

has spared no effort in championing the just cause of the people 

of French Somalilana. in their noble struggle to attain immediate 

-· and unoondi tional independence. This unqualified support for the 

true independence of the territory stems partly from So~alia 1 s 

commitment to African liberation in co:aformity with the OAU Charter, 

and partly from the close historic traditional bonds of common destiny 
I . 

shared by the people of Somalia and the people of French Somaliland. 

Following the so-called "wind of change" which swept Qver the 
I 

African continent in the Sixties, many African countries liberated 

themselves from colonial bondage and emerged as independent sovereign 

states. The momentous birth of the Organization of Afri,.,an Unity 

in 1963 did not only lay down a solid be.sis for continental unity 

and cooperation but served as an effective weapon in the combat 

against colonial and rac:Lal domination. It is ilideed a source of 

inspiration and jubilation for us to have wj.tnessed the vi<:>torious 

progress of African liberation struggle which 9 through the years, 
\ 

had been gfrining in scope and momentum leading ·t;o the final and 

complete liquidation of P0rtuguese colonialism. Indeed not only 

have the major part of Africa been freed from colonial subjugation 

but we are approaching the final stage where, t:J2.i·t;ed as we stand 

in our Organization, the total liberation of ou~ continent from 

the last vestiges of colonialism is a forgone certainty. Apart 

from Rhodesia, Namibia and South Africa, the 011J.y country which today 

remains -::mder white colonial ruleis French Somali.land. 

The case of French Somaliland is.closely linked with the general 

current trend of events in Africa, and indeed throughout the whole 

world, where progressive liberation forces are successfully waging 
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a just struggle against colonial oppression and racial discrimination. 

Since the pop~lar and mass uprisal staged against France in the 1958 

referendum and the injustices of F'ren~h colonial authorities, the 

people of the territory had publicly and fearlessly demonstrated 

both in words and deeds their strong opposition to French colonialism. 

In the 1967 infamous referendum, the people had shown once again their 

will and determination to reject French colonial policy and demanded 

their legitimate right to self-determination and independence. Rather 

than responding favourably to the just demands of the people, France 

continued in its brutal and rigorous ~pplication of strict colonial 

measures including the initiation of unjust colonial' laws aimed at 

disenfrachising the maJority of the inhabitants; the encirclement 

of the City of Djibouti by a barbed electric wire; mass arrests;

detention and deportation as well as other oppressive methods of the 

worst colonial type. 

The brutalities and injustices inflicted upon the people of the 

territory by the French colonial authorities failed to halt their 

determined march towards freedom ai:J.d independence. Their commitment 

to the sacred cause of liberation remains firm and unshakeable. 

With the establish.ment of the opposition Party, LPAI, constituted 

by the progressive elements within the territory and the inten

sification of the armed struggle by the FLCS, a veritable war of 

liberation was launched against French colonialism. The impact of 

the liberation struggle, reinforced by international diplomatic 

pressure upon France, finally led them to declare their intention to 

prepare the people for independence and freedom. This was reflected in 

the formal statement read by the French Delegation before the 4th 

Committee of the United Nations General Assembly during the 30th 

Session. The statement in question "promised plans for the progressive 

·evolution of the territory towards independe=e". 
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In its declaration of 31st December, 1975, the French Govern-

ment publicly announced its intention to grant independence to the 

people of the territory, in the following terms: 

"Aware of having participated by its presence in Djibouti in 

the peace and equilibrium of this part of Africa, France considers 

that it mast ensure the accession of the territory to international 

sovereignty by maintaining the integrity of its frontiers, by insuring 

its seeurity and by preserving the dignity of its people". Its 

Communique issued on 10th February 1976, on the future of French 

relations with the State-to-be similarly refers to a clear out 

position "with regard to respect for the frontiers of the future 

state". 

Both official French pronouncements impose the condition of 

continued French military presence in the territory for granting 

independence to the people of French Somaliland, under the paterna

listic and seemingly benevolent justification of guaranteeing the 

internal and external security of the new ,state and "preserving the 

dignity of its people". 

On 23rd February 1976, the French Ambassador in Cairo informed 

the General Secretariat of thg Arab League States of his Government's 

declared intention to grant independence to the territory snd 

indicated that a referendum towards this end will be held in the 

near future. The French Government furthermore added that it will 

hold consultations on the territory's future with all political 

parties and movements representing the people of the territory, as 

well as the governments of the two neighbouring countries and the 

Headquarter States of the OAU and the Arab League. 

Soon after -the Loyado aggres·sion of FebrU?Y 4-th, 1976 whinh 

slearly demonstrated to the international community the brutal and 
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· the aggressive nature of French i>olonialism, the French GoverJ11Jent c 

recognised the weakness and unpopularity among African, ~rab, other 

phird world and progressive states of its position regarding the 

maintenance of a French land, air and naval base in the territory 

_ ·~fter independence" It subsequently modified its :i;r5Viouir . stand by 

claiming that it will no longer insist on the maintenance of its 

military forces in the territory as a pre-condition to independence • 
• 

Continued French military presence will be subject to agreement with 

the new government which will take over the reigns of power immediately 

after independence. 

Mr. Jean Francois Poncet, the French Vice-Minister at the Quai 

D'Orsay has recently enbarked on a tour to Ethiopia, Uganda and 

Somalia in ~rder to ac ~aint their governments with the French plan 

for leading the people of the territory to independence and at the same 

time acquire first hand information on their respective positions and 

reaction to French policy. Mr. Poncet is expected to soon depart for 

Saudi Arabia, North Yemen, South Yemen and the Sudan on a similar mission~ 

-
The Somali Government in the beginning entered into the talks 

with the French side with ample goodwill, sincerity and the seriousness 

of mind demanded by the crucial nature of the issues at hand. 

During the process of the talks, involving detailed examination 

of the major issues in question, the French plans, ostensibly conceived 

to lead the people of the territory to independence by "application of 

· f~ll democratic processes", were shown for what they were worth; general 

undefined commitments which, if given the proper democratic framework, 

could insure progress to genuine independence, b~t which if applied in 

the context of present day realities in French Somaliland, as planed by .. 
the French authorities, could only serve the interests of the colonial 

power and their servants. 
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The current situation ·in the territory is not conducive to the 

free exercise of democratic rights. The oppressive colonial laws 

and regulations in force, the existence of the so-called Local 

:Government and the presence of a sizeable military force, would 

certainly impose serious limitations on the application of the peoples 

right to self-determination and independence. So long as these limita

tions exist, the proposed referendum and round-table conference will only 

serve as convenient tools for French designs on the territory. Under 

circumstances where all the odds are agai~st the majority and their 

true representatives, the international supervision of the proposed 

referendum by OAU, Arab League and United Nations observers will only 

serve to further France's diabolical plan to give legitimacy and inter.-. 

national sanction to their ill conceived designs which are calnulated 

to deprive the people of their God-given right to independence. 

During the course of discussions of March 30th and 31st, 1976, 

the French delegation was fully briefed on the necessary pre-requisite 

for a genuine, true, honest and democratic decolonization which should 

enable the people of the territory to realize their just aspiration to 

independence. 

To this end, the Somali Government made the following ~oncrete 

proposals with utmost sincerity, honesty and seriousness of purpose 

to the French side, in order to create on the one hand an atmosphere 

conducive to the realization of a true decolonization of the territory 

in question as well as to remove the existing obstacles to the promotion 

.of understanding and friendly relations between the Somali Democratic 

Republic and the Republic of France in as much as the issue of French 

·somaliland constitutes an obstacle to the development of su~h under-

standing: 
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I. To convene a Constitutional Conference (not consultative) 

in which all the political forces of the territory, who enjoy signi-

ficant following, shall be permitted to participate with the objective 

, of formulating a just and sound procedure that would lead the people 

of the territory to genuine independence. Members of the so-called 

Local Government should not be allowed to attend the Conference in 

their official capacity. 

2. To permit the repatriation of all deportees expelled from 

the territory since 1966 to-date. Within the territory of the Somali 

Democratic Republic there i~ presently a sizeable refugees cornm'll.Ility 

from French Somaliland. As happens before every anticipate referendum 

the rate of people being forcibly thrown out of the country is 

increasing at an alarming proportion. 

3. That the French indentity papers ah6\l]]. by no means eons-

ti tute the determing criteria for the right to vote in the proposed 

referendum as well as subsequent elections. According to the existing 

laws and procedures, t~e right to ~ote is conferred upon non-indige-· 

nous elements and foreigners including members of the French Army, 

while the true nationals of the territory are arbitrarily denied their 

electoral rights. Even these who may validly possess their identity 

papers are often liable to have them destroyed by French colonial 

authorities. This inherently unjust and undemocratic. system should 

be reformed and the right to vote be granted to all persons of vbting 

age indigenous to the territory without discrimination. 

Some of the basic regulations governing the civil status of the 

people are oppressive and had been enacted solely to serve French 

colonial interestso For example, the citizenship law now in force 

does not provide for the transmission of nationality rights neither 

to the wife nor to the children of marriage. This invariably leads 
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to the tragic consequence whereby wives, sons or daughters are arbitrarily denied 

citizenship and could therefore be liable to deportation from the territory. 

Hence the cruel application of this legislation may result in the separation of 

husband from wife, or sons o.r daughters from -the legitimate father whose 

nationality may be recognized as proper and legal. On many occasions the 

citizenship of persons from the indigenous populations may be arbitrl!J'ily denied 

or their nationality put in doubt. The phrase "Nationality undetermined" appearing 

in the passes granted by the High Commissioner's Office demonstrate explicitly 

the arbitrariness and discriminatory nature.of the nationality lawe and procedures 

enforced by the French authorities. These should be abolished before holding 

the proposed referendum ana elections. 

4. That the public order authorities including the national arnw should be 

composed solely and exclusively of nationals of the t0rritory and that the French 

colonial forces such as the Army, Foreign L9gionaires, Para-troops and French 

mobile Gendermaries should in no way be entrusted wi'IT, the responsibility of 

maintaining law and order in as much as they constitute an object of terror and 

moral and pyschological violence to the national population of the territory. 

The presence of units from French Armed Forces, rather than keeping the peace, 

could get involved in-the systematic application of suppressive measures against 

the nationalist and pro-independence ele~ents. 

5 To dissolve the so-called Local Government and to repeal all the colonial 

repressive legislations and measures, particularly the so-called Electoral Law 

in force wit~in the territory. The basic electoral law now in force in the 

territory ~s, in view of the unjust and irregular procedures it entails, clearly 

undemocratic and colonial oriented and as such cannot constitute a valid legal 

basis for the proposed elections in the territory.· 

6. To remove the land mines and the electrified barbed wire surrounding 

the city of Djibouti. 

It is significant to note in this connection that a ship "Banftas" called at 

Djibouti on 2nd April, *976 and unloaded 243 tons of barbed wire which is clearly 

intended for use by the colonial authorities to further reinforce the already 

existing fep.ce. 

7. The unconditional release of all political prisoners. 
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8. To recognise the fundamental and inalienable right of the nomadic 

population to exercise their full political rights and insure their re-integration 

into society. 

The French colonial system weighs heavily against the nomadic population 

who are invariably subjected to constant fear, intimidation, arbitrary detention 

and mass deportation •. They are, above all, denied their legal right to vote on 

elections and referenda. The Frenoh colonial authorities do not recognize•the 

nomadic population as indigenous although thtJY constitute an integral part of the 

people and have no other home except !i'rench Somaliland. It is alsQ important to 

observe that the nomadic people are strictly prohibited to reside or live in 

Djibouti as if Djibouti was the capital of a foreign country, One wonders aren•t 

the nomadic people the original founders of the oity of Djibouti? 

9, To stop the existing practices of allowing the entry into the territory 

of foreigners in large numbers. 

The colonial laws in force permit the conferring of the privilege of_ 

nationality on certain ethni~ groups domiciled outside the territorial limits 

of French Somaliland. This resulted in the influx of a large number of foreigners 

from a neighbouring country into the territory. Their settlement in the territory 

is made oonditional upon the acquisition of membership in the Pro-French Party 

led by head of the so-?alled Local Government. 

10. That the foreigners residirlg_in the territory, including all French 

troops, should not be allowed to participate in the proposed referendum as well 

as subsequent political elections, 

As ~ppened in the previous referenda of 1958 and 1967 and in subsequent 

elections, the French troops as well as other privileged foreigners will be allowed 

to exercise their voting rights unless the relevant legal provisions are abolished. 

Since the number of French troops presently serving in the territory is significant 

in proportion to the total population, their participation in the proposed 

referendum and subsequent election will have a negative impact on the exercise 

of the right of self-determination by the people of the territory. This should 

again serve as an additional justification for the withdrawal of all French 

forces prior to holding the proposed referendum. 
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The French Government, as evidenced in their reaction 

t'o the vronosals stated above, is totally unnrP.':>ared to 

consider, let alone acceryt, to institute the necessary 

changes in the legal and administrative machinery so as to 

create a climate conducive to the full exercise of the 

neonles democratic right whibh alone can ensure the realiza

tion of their legitimate asnirations. 

Instead of addressing themselves to these fundamental 

issues which are basic to the free and unfeltered exercise 

of the peCJ?les inalienahle right to self-determination, 

the French Government has embarked on a concerted effort 

to create a false imryression on OAU and Arab League countries 

that the territory's independence could be at stake in the 

absence of French protection. This has in turn set in motion 

an active di,lomatic camnaign by France and others on the need 

for an international guarantee aimed at "safeguarding the 

security of territorial integrity" of the would be sovereign 

state. 

The French Government's call for an international 

guarantee is nothing but an eye-wash ryurposely engineered 

to occupy international efforts on false issues and 

divert them from real su1'stahtive issues to which the 

colonial power should address itself in effecting and 

accelerating the nrocess of immediate decolonisation of the 

territory. The French search for guarantees neither stems 

from the existence of a real danger or threat to security 

of the people of the territooy on the ?art of Somalia nor 

is it in resnonse.to the exnress desire of the neonle of 

'the territory nor, for that matter,' is this French move 

consistent with relevant OAU and United Nations Resolutions 

calling u?on France to grant immediate.and unconditional 

indenendence to the territory. It has, as its sole objective, 

the creation and pronagation of a non-existent fear aimed 

at Derpetuating French 1n:esence in the territory. A threat 

exists and indeed will continue to prevail in the territory 

as long as France persists in maintaining her military nresence, 

thereby posing a danger not only to the neace and stability 

of the neonle of the territory by forcible denial of their 

basic human rights but also ·to regional and international 

neace and security. 
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Within a very short neriod, France almost doubled the 

strength of her military force in French Somaliland with 

concomitant augmentation of its sophisticated military weanons, 

communication systems and logistic material. French naval 

fleet in the Red Sea and Indian Ocean comnrise over a dozen 

shins of varying classes inclnllling an aircraft carriero with 

Mirage nlanes on board; a Missile carrying shin and two ,. 
Submarines. These massive military nreparations hy France 

is a clear demonstration of her colonial designs and long 

term strategic plans on the territory. We are confident 

that all the states in the Region which had been an?roached 

or are to be approached by the French Government on the 

so-called "Guarantee Issue" will no doubt a'J!)reciaie the 

serious danger posed by this sizeable French military involve

ment in the territory, which is. aimed nrimarily to create 

confusion in Africa, Arab and international circles in an 

attemot to cover up and camouflage the real source of tension 

and conflict in the area. 

In view of what has been stated above, the 9overnment 

of the Somali Democratic Republic is convinced.that, France 

with the collusion of other interested narties, is deliherately 

misleading international and French nublic ~iniqn on1he 

issue of the decolonisation of French Somaliland, by nrofessing 

on the one hand her intention to grant indenendence to the 

neonle of the territory through her annlic;:ation of "full 

democratic ?recesses", while on the other, nurs:uing a 

nre-determined nolicy calculated to install in power a non

renresentative punpet regime, which will continue to safeguard 

French colonial interests. As has already been amnly 

demonstrated, the true realities of the situation in the 

terriroty, characterised as it is by the intensification of 

colonial repressive measures namely, reinforcements of French 

air, land and sea forces, the extension and strengthening of 

the electric barbed wire, mass deportation, the onening of 

Nazi-tyne torture centres, the keening in.full force and 

effect of t])e repressive and archaic colonial lawa and' 

regulations, mass distribution of identity cards to foreigners 

etc, can by no stretch of human imagination be viewed as the 

anolication of "full democratic orocesses" and the preparation 

of the peo?le of the territory for indenendence. 
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The Somali Democratic Reryublic is fully confident 

that the OAU Fact-Finding Mission will ·objectively and 

realistically aopraise itself of the current situation 

prevailing in the.territory. We sincerely trust that members 

of this Committee, who by virtue of their nrofound wisdom 

and dedicat~d~service in the field of liberation and decolonization 

in our great continent, will s;~are no effort to give their 

full and unqualified co-oneration and assistance to the neonle 

of French Somaliland to ensure their attainment of immediate 

and unconditional indenendence in conformity with the terms and 

nrovisions of the Charter and the OAU Resolution on French 

Somaliland adooted by the OAU KaI11Dala Summit in 1975. 

Mogadishu, 27 Anril, 1976. 
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Statement by the forcibly deported Refugees 

of the Somali Coast, livin[; at Borah"la District Of the 

Somali Democratic Republic to the O.A.U. Fact Tindiii.g 

Corrunittee for the Independence of the Somali 

Coaf>t. 

Distinguished Delegate, 

We, the forcibly deported Hofugees of the Sone.li Coast, 

respectfully have the honour to submit to you this Statement, 

explaining to you our deploraole conditions and teggjng you too 

kindly to consider our.pitiable cases and advocate for our 

returning to motherland. 

We are illegally deport eel Refugees, we have been uprooted 

from our legitimate houses by the French Colonialist Authorities, 
' 

we are wreteched, punished and dispersed people of ;he Somali 

Coast. French Colonialist have imposed upon us alJ brutalities 

and barbaic treatments by sepal'ccting us from our fooilies, thus 

separating daughter from her dear mother, son from his.beloved 

father \fild husband frolil his wife, ti1e crime we haw committed, if 

it is a crime was our resistance to the French CoJonialist 

Government for the purpose of gaining ou:r Nationa: Freedom and · 

Irtdependence. Could you possibly determine our woeful situations 

and find a solution for our returninc; to motherla,nd and reuniting 

with ,our forcibly separated "DL:AE" families? 

We·also used to follow neatly the O.A.U. fruitful re

solution concerning to the deteriorated Political bituation of 

the Somali Coast and its highly needed Independence of the same, 

we also remember well that the Ulil, General Assembly, and U .N. 

decolonization Corrunittee, the A.A.P .S.O. the ISL.AIUC CONFERENCE, 

the ARAB LEAGUE, all the International Organizations and all the 

peace loving Peoples of the '\forld have 1.mservedly supported the 

immediate and unconditional ]'reedom and Independence of the Somali 

·Coe.st. 
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Therefore, we wonder and it is, 'of course', one wonder 

of the wonders why I<'rench Colonialist Government is always 

turns to a deaf ear and refuso to accept and implement the famous 

resolutions issued and passed o;y the above-mentioned Supreme organs 

of the World and still dominatos our fatherland, at where fol

lowing points were also contained: 

, (a) That French should grant immediate and 

unconditional Freedom and Independence 

to SOMALI COAST. 

' 

(b) That French should release all the 

Political Prisoners. 

(c) The French should acce:!?t the return of 

all depo:rted Ref'ucees. 

(d) 'I'hs:(; French should t<:1lcc off the deathly 

ru.1d I"iined Barbed-Hire encircling D' JIBOUTI. 

(e) That French should stop tl1e illegal 

Deportations. 

(f) That J!'rench should a1lo':l the people to 

forra freely t:n.eir Political Parties and 

express freely their as:::iirations. 

(g) That l!'rench' sh01.'!.ld stop the arbitrary 

arrests and illegal condemnations, etc., etc. 

But unfortunately as you are well aware the 

French Imperialist Government is still 

maintains its dirty colonial Policy and 

quite contrary to the above quoted reso

lutions imposed upon us.and our Freedom and 

J?eace people of the Somali Coast every 

bmitalities and barl)aric actions. 
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Regarding the Inde9endence \\"hich the French Colonialist 

Gover=ent has promised now after long and repeated pressures 
caused by the Worll1' s U Supreme organs and m?stly by the O.A.U. 

which you distinc;uished D<o1lego.te have the honour to represe:q.t 
here to-day and empowered.you as r... "FACT FINDING COl"ll"lITTEE" to 
investiga.te the problems of the Somali Coast in order that a 

peaceful solution should be found for the long awaited and highly 
needed Independence of the Jomt.li Co2,st. 

We, the forcibly _dei'lOrted :;'{efugees of the Somali Coast 
/ 

residing here in the 3orama District, wish to announee loudly 

that we accept 2.lld welcome the French Colonialist Gover=ent 
announced l!,reedom and Ind.ependo:nco of -:::>ur Somali Coast, out we 
wish to ask what kind of Independeace which Fren•h Colonialist 
is prepared to grant; is it a real Independenwe or is it a so
called one? l If it is a real ono as we eX'_i?ected we shall a°"ept 
with pleasure and with· open hru"J.d.s, &"1.d the:L'efore 1 we only ask 
that thing should go into tho proper hanc1s of the legal Political 
parties under tho justful system of the "MAJ.ORI'.I:Y RULE." 

In conclusion we unfortunate refugees of the Somali Coast, 
request you Distinguished Delegate of the O.A.U. to do your utmost 

_preparation anc1 judgement to aclvocate for an immediate and un
,conditional Independence of our Mot:10rland in order that we 
Refugees would bo able to return freely to our Legitimate homeland. 

Distinguished Delegate, wi1ile we are thanking you in 
anticipation for your justful judgement, we the oppressed punished 
and dispersed illegally deported. Refugees of the Somali Coast are 
ea:r;nestly 
returning 
separated 

awaiting for 

to homeland, 
Families. 

' 

your tinely and positive decisions for our 
regcining and reuniting with our unjustly 

GOD and history will record anc1 remember your justful 
judgement! 

LONG L1VE THE .AFRIC.l\N UlTITY! long live the justice. 

BOORAJ.'1A, 29/4/1976 

WE ARE THE :FORCBLY DEPORTED 
R~·;FUGEES OF THE SOM.ALI COAST. 
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Thanks bu to God, who gave ua.thiscuice opportunity to address 

yoi:.. on behalf of the rest of my Somali Brothers who were beaten out 

of their homes in Djibouti and exiled to Somalia, I have to thank your 

Delegation in return, who are shouldering this great responsibility to 

wi tnes1:1 with your own eyes those innocent oi tizens wlw lost their home and 

their p~operty in their struggle for independence and in their right to 

be free, 

Dear Guests: I cannot express in more words how cruelly and how 

foolishly the french imperialist had tortured us, but I should say in 

short the Frenoh Government ,acted savagely and relentlessly as the NAZI 

and FASCIST regimes of the 1940-S. I was a member of 5 ,ooo or more 

refugees which the Legigns 8f France had deported from Djiboati an~ had 

put them in the frontier Somali in 1967 at March 21st on behalf of 

all those homeless Somali Refugees I have to tell you that we have ~een 

receivo~ Mgdibal Qare and different profeg~ions to support onr Living. 

I have i;., mention in hore, that we <I.id. not loose our h"pe to gt> 

baok to our Nati11<i land and try it hard i;:everal times, bat I ausn.r<> yoa 

that many .,f as had~& mnltiliated to death by mines, ma~ had diod bn 

daggerg point by merb1Aang m<irb~naries an~ indeed many others had been 

arested and put. to ~ail ngver to see the sunshine anymore. 

' Furthermore, the French imperialist had tried the utm~st level 

of its effwrt to deceive the world opinion that the majority of the 

Somali Coast People were in favour of the French Rule and every while 

this fabricated newg was f.,llowed by another contradicting event. At 

last this colonial powe;t' tried to import fdreign settlers so then he 

could gain majority of the coming so-called Referendum and in this 

respect it har\ sllpplied birth certificates to thousands of Ethiopian 

pe~ple deman~ni:: for them that they were born in Djibouti. Why 

&ouldn't this happen beforo? Dear Guests the answer behind this 

intention and daring the re~ont Political turmoil as follows: 
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l. To gain the majcrity vote in his favour 

2. To create problems between the Ethi<0pian and Somali Gove:rlJlllent 

so that he could stage to the world the ]'ranee is staying in Djibouti 

for the welfate and safety 0f the Djibouti citizens. 

3, To fix deep rootedly a legacy of enemi ty between Somali and 

Ethiopia if at all his efforts to stay in our Coast becomes futile. 

Dear Honourable Delegation, we know that history_ had taught us that 

freedom oa.nn~t be denied and that HUt~an Rights can never be alleniated 

by a more ool~nial rower, a::id although victory lies behip.d. a l"ng 

perilous journey, we demand before the OAU delegation that our 

grievances should be conAidered deeply, and that our right should be 

guarded by the African brothers who tested all how bitter is col<mialism 

we demand the following grievances;! 

' 

la All Political Prisoners should be freed. 

We have the right t•.• be taken back to our native home in 

Djibouti. 

; 3. The French· imperialist should stop the illegal referendum. 

4. 'rhe Barbed Iron Wires around Djibouti should be eradicated. 

5, Down with the Ali A.~if Puppet. 

o. The ]'renr'h imperialist should sto.r importing f~reign settlern 

in th<> S·'mali C0as t. 

7. The Fren<'h Mercenarien should qui-'; "'"-r Somali C·~ant. 

LONG LIVE 'L'HE Afi'RICAN SCJLIDARI·rY - DOi1N WITH THE FHENOH 

Iii!PERIALIST AND DOWN WITH 'J'IIB ALI ARIF PUPpET RJi]GIME! ! ! ! 

T0 EXILLD CI'rIZENS m' TJIB SOMALI COAST, 
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AFRICAN PEO"LE 1 S L€AGUS FOR INDEPENDENCE - L.P .A. I. 

To thP Chairman, 

OAU Fact-Finding Mission, 

DJIBOUTI. 

Mr. Chairman, 

Members of th~ Fact-Finding Mission; 

DJIBOUTI 29 Anr.il 1976. 

The '.)r.Psence of your Mission in Djibouti constitutes 

a great victoty for our '>eoryle in the.ir sttucigle for national 

liberation. It. is also a victory for your Otganization 

in its duty to liberate our Continent. It bears testimony 

to the fact that the last nhase of the liquidation of the 

clannish French colonialism has really begun. 

The French Government, aware of the in<>vitablP. 

liquidation of the clannish colonialism, has exnressed her 

readiness to lead our nation to indenenctence. This statement 

has not yet be<"n hacked U'> by· any nractical arinlication _.,. 

One is therefore led to believe that Franc<" does not inten~ 

to agree to withdraw her colonial and imnerialist nresence, 

but only wishes to change the form of that nresence. She 

eXDects to succeed in this change, purely in farm, with the 

comrilicity of local elements wory to her side for many years 

now and also with the' dinlomatic sunnort she exryects to get 

from outside. 

The active and enthusiastic complicity of the 

so-Ca·lled territorial government has now enabled the French 

administration in our country to:-

(1) establish new brigades of the gendarmerie 

soecialised in breaking into homes and in 

fierce witch-hunting for our y@uths considered 

to be notential freedom fighters; 

(2) bring in a continuous stream of weanons and war 

materials through the Djibouti harbour and airryort; 
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(3) increase the numerical strength of the French trooos 

in order to have a firm grin on our country, dominate 

our neoryle and nose a threat to our neighbours; 

(4) intensify thP. oopression, ·imr:>r
1
i:sonl!1ent 

mass eXPulsions and deportations; 

of noliticians, 

(5) strengthen thl?. mined ba:cbed wire fence made more 

imnassable and more deadly to nrevent any covert 

return of the deportees; 
' 

' 

(6) imnort from Israel fantastic quantities of barbed wires 

to_ strengthen further the old fence or build a new one. 

The latest delivery of barbed wires was taken on 

2nd Anril, 1976, aboard a British cargo shi?, 

SIS BENFTAS, coming :from Eilatl!.", -

The increasing isolation of her orote.ge, the so-called 

territorial government, the increasingly resolute andddete~lb:i;Ed 

struggle of our neonle and the growing and constant nressure 

exercised by States and Organisations which sun~ort our cause 

have comoellP.d the ,French Government to seek dinlomatic su9port 

in Africa and in the Arab com:1tries with a view to reducing 

the oressure and making her pol_icy succe<ld. 

It is with this design in mind that the French 

Government is making moves to prove her readiness to seek 

Deaceful and democtntic ways and means for our coun_try to accede 

to independence. 

Tq this epd: 

(1) 'she has undertaken to negotiate with the States of 

our reg ion whereas we are the primary and. only 

narty concerned with whom she should have, for 

that matter, initiated negotiations on our independence 

- we who have always asked fo:;:- negotiation.with her, 

but she has always refused. "!Je do not see, therefore, 

how the French Government nlans to associate our 

neon le with the. outcome of the negotiations, without 

our involvem<mt, between he:c, ·c_h<" .coloniser who 

does not want to negotiate with us, and third-Darty 

St.ates which are not colonised by her and do not 

colonise us, but are our neighbours geogranhically; 
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(2) she nrofess~s to have agreed to a constitutional 

conference, but in practice refuses to convene it 

and recognise its real role. The French Government 

contends illogb1:ally that the colonized ryeople 

themselves must meet tb~choose together their 

rightful renresentatives while making ennty statements 

about her role to lead the country to indenendence 

under agreed conditions; 

(3) The French Government intimates that she intends 

to hold a referendum and agrees to the sunervision 

hy the OAU·and the Arab League to ensure orderly 

voting. 

That is a real plot aimed at perpetuating the present 

structures by "legalizing" them through the usual narody of 

referendum. The obvious 0eculiarity about this future 

referendum is that the French Government is holding it out as 

a· siI1Jr>le formality intended to give her a "legal withdrawal'.' 

in compliance with her constitution and to ha"'.e "YES" vote!i, 

for independence.by a neo?le who have already opted for 

ind~endence. 

The j5511e , s m11ch mprp seriq115 and 511b+Je than a 

Siiwil e referendmn, and these are the reasons: 

Referendum means voting, and vot;i.ng is done on the 

basis of an electoral roll, ballot paners, identity or 

nationality cards. In a nutshell, it means one must be a 

full citizen of the country whose destiny is involved and 

whose nationality must be established for the enjoyment of its 

rights and the discharge of its dut·ies. 

Un till now, ho,.1ever, our country has never had its 

own nationality. It is French nationality that substitutes 

for citizenshin of.the country. 

The right to French nationality has developed over 

five distinct neriods: 

1st neriod - 1Q85 - 1937 

2nd " - 1937 - 1953 
3rd II - 1953 - 1963 
4th " - 1963 - 1972 

5th " - since 1972. 
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\lie do not want to desc:r.ibe, examine or ·comment 

on each ver iod as was done by Mr. Michel BOUCHET in 

July 1974, in a mi:miograuhed document of 46 Dages. This 

officer who has been dealing with nationali,ty issues for 

20 years states in his document that the issue involves 

a comr,ilexe and rB·tN">graci'e legislative change which has 

today resulted in the establishment of ~ too-tight a system 

of determining nationality; .. Citing still Mr. Bouchet, 
I 

Director o£ the Deuartment of State for ?oryulation and 

Nationality Affairs: " ... However, since 1951, the aDDlication 

of univergal adult suffrage has made it necessary to determine 

who ·is French and can therefore vote. He then conducted 

an extensive census camuaign and issued French identity 

cards ... ·,\Tith the develovment of electoral rolls, the ques± 

for French nationality became increasingly keen. In princinle 

in Djibouti, only those with French identity.cards were 

registered on the rolls. In the countryside, however, few 

or no cards at all were issued. ExceDtion was made of 

those coming to Djibouti and had oeen registered on the 

recommendation, somewhat verified, of the traditional 

chiefs. It was quickly realized that this nrocedure for 

ascertaining l"rench nationality was infinitely extensive 

and dangerous, and by 1960 (when Somalia acceded to 

independence) efforts were being made, at least, to seek 

every ryossible negative interDretation for the e.nacted 

legislation, but~ care being taken not to jeovardise the 

already existing situation It was then, in varticular,that 

it· was··rea1ized· that there was an astonishing situation 

" in the territory whereby almost all the nat~onals had dual 
n'ationali ty" at least under control. However, the indigenous 

1'.)e<J?le who were not assimilated were denied maturalisation. 

The process was continued to give French nationality to a 

chosen few. 

"In 19.53, a decree was first issued to abrogate this 

procedure for acquiring French nationality,,followed by a 

major event, that is the Law of 8 July 1963, cancelling 

the mode of acquiring or granting French nationality by 

jns SqJ js in the territory". 
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"1'11.e Law of "! July 1963 is the brutal result of 
' a retrograde change as evidenced by the following examples: 

"An indigenous uerson b:orn in 1943 in FTAI of narents 

not likely to justify their French nationality: 

- is virtually a French subject at birth (decree 1616143) 

- is citizen "under control" as at 1st June 1946 

(Lat., of 7 h;/ 46); 

• is a foreigner on 1st July 19.53 (decree of 24/2/19.53); 
but can nossibly become French at the attainment 
of adulthood (article 44 of the Nationality Code) 
if he continues to reside in the territory batween 
the ages of 16 and 21; 

• is a foreigner on 1st August 1963 (Law of 8 July 
1963) and loses all ~rosnects of acquiring French 
nationality. 

Many families in Djibouti are divided: the elder 

children born before lst_August 1942 are generally French 

but the younger ones born after the same date, and whose 
' birth had been recorded under the Law, are still foreigners· 

The Law of 8 July 1963 which affects those whose 

Parents had no birth certificates or identity uaners could 

only turn to be aliens in the country. Evidently the entry 

control instituted after the events of August 1966 nosed 

the ;:iroblem of free movements of neonle without identifi

cation :-.aners in the southern part of the territory. The 

Law of 2 June 1972 on civil status also tended' to COlllPlete 

the closure of avenues for acquiring nationality (by marriage) 

since every t)'De of marriage, be it civil or conducted before 

the Imam of Charia, was subject to .1.)rior authorization 

by t.he Representative of the State, if such marriage was 

intended for the acquisition of nationality. 

We shall anpend to this Me~orandum the document 

referred to here, and end the quotation from the eminent 

jurist, which shows that a deliberate and systematic 

policy was being anplied to rid our country of its true 

citizens through mass deportations and retrograde laws on 

nationality. 
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By pro2ns ing tQ hnld a rpfgreprj11m 11nder 511cb 

CQDdjtjon5, Frapcp i5 5pekjpg to DPTDPt113te 3 f3jt accqmnJi 

whjch has 11nset all the political, d~mogra..-,hjc and h11man 

realjties qf 911r co11ntT'jT. 

She is also seeking by this means to set u'J 111i th the 

a>.Dproval, nermission or collaboration of the OAU and the 

Arab League, the retrograde and reDressive structure 

that we have just nointed out (quotation from the 

official document) to be headed by men and institutions 

who have asked and have heen allowed or have been given 

the cover to legally rid our DeODle of their citizenshin 

and deport them en masse from their country. 

The DeoDle deported have always attemnted to come 

back home but each of these attemryts has heen considered 

by the French Government as ari infiltration of hostile 
' -

elements bent on breaking >:>eace and order in the ~our,itry 

at .the instigation of the Somali.Democratic Reryublic, 

the ' neighbouring country where ,to begin with,ou.r citizens 

had been deported or eXDelled to. 

After this Drojected ref~rendum intended to settle 

the question of the right to vote, in other words the 

question of citizenshin of our country, the attemnts 

to return home· by the deportees already regarded as 

"undesirable elements", shall now be considered as 

"aggr~ssion" against an inderiendent African State by 

another inde>:>endent African State. 

The French Government riroposes therefore to.create, 

with the e>ermission of the OAU.and the Arab League, a 

conflict in a region of Africa, between two African 

ryeo~les, by maintaining a military. and strategic base to 

arbitrate and fan the flames of the conflict. 

This is why we strongly O'DDOse the holding of 

the r·eferendum based on unjust laws. This is why we 

appose the Dresence of foreign trooDs who can only create 

troubles and insecurity in·he region and engender the risk 

of intervention by the hig powers in that same region which 

prays for Deace and rirosnerity for Africa and the Arab 

countries. 
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T11e F' renc!:. Cc.ve.~·nrne·_Qt a11d :'le;.:· n::otege -~ell us t11at 

the F:re11ch troons, ntu$t l'Gmairl ::~.n the co11::1t~;r ·;:o ":t'ec~d0 

our rye op le w·ho ~vou:Ld ·:: ace;o:.:-O.i11g to :tI1em, 11 dic of :·:n .. u1ger" 

if eve~:~· ttl2 F.rcI1cy _~,;:_~~-in:~: lei",,;,. 

arid notl1ing sP.cl'.· t of national li1:.1e:ration. A1 thougl1 it is 

tru2 tl1at we are a :;1na11 countrY, v1e cannot for: that :natter 

acc.;tpt a small ~.-,'lde'"")en.d.e11ce mi.Jtilated by the n2·ese.:i.ce of 

:fo:rei0:n n15.lit c1.::-;r h-=.1~:;-es. 

i~ealitics. 

0-.~~: s<::.trld c:·l t:f·~e }.:--1G.ependence T)l:'Ocess .i.s as :follov1s :
c 

(1) Convening cf a Constitcctional Conference involving 

(.\11 th<~ Do~1.itical grouns :i:ery:ceser1ting tI1e peor:11e 's 

a~JD ir at io11s . 

n.eut·rnl a~~;::~ cot.J.-Jetex1t ??er.$OI1ality VJl10 does :~-~~- ·.: he long 

to <.".r.0=1 T"":<):i.:~. tic.:::.l groun. 

TI12 (_:"o~.1..fCJ_·er1ce s1"1all have the oo~ve:c needed t'o 

i¢Ie:1.1tif:,.r ..._f1d Ger:..ide o:i.-1 all present co11trovers:I..al 

is3ues, i::1 ... ~Juding in '?al:tic:ilar, the question of 

11ationalit~v, el,,.2ctoral l:olls and hallot rya'Jers. 

I"t Tir..ist 1-,e t~1e 0;1ly hody emryovlered to hold elections 

?Ti tf1 o.r fft/~~·f:~'l01.:.t inte:cnat ional o1!se:rvers. French 

Of.f·1·c··,.a1- ...,..,~,, '-o ........ T"e"'e·1+ 4.0 ensure r-·~~--·ct a·1°d -· -- .-J.. ...; ~;AU> :J,_ •~ .. ~ l v '-'" ~I,:_,-'.... .A 

Ob~,~:.:..0•.·,,:::.'"l.~1 ·>:12 f>:.miJ :Les dis:.:.ntegrated b)t :l!e: J.."~trograde 

lavvs or1 r:.:.~i:~on~_:_.:.:ty- mu,;;+ l"')G :..7e-"L'!::J.ited by h:Lir1ging back those 

ex::->2'.:'_1~~c1 ::...rJ.ci -3.~~~'oJ:·~.eC. "tO tl1ei:r 1:1omes and cou.11t:.:~.r of bi:rtfl. 

Oh,;:1-ou.£,J.:J also O't..~·~:· :f<-JJ_lo'IN ccu.r1t..c).rm.er1 living i11 tl1e co;.intry 

' wi thm:;·t the legal :::2.:i.ns to shaDe their own deutilly and that of 

tl1eir co:int:i::v lC.~:'..::;t 1:8c-OtJer tI'!cSe natural 1:ights hy be:ing 

issued witl1 authentic ci tizen!:-;l:i? ce:rtif:Lcates. 

our nat ~~.or1al~;. 
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If we consider that the convening of a Constitutional 

Conference involving all the political grouns is absolutely 

needed to lead our country to indeDendence, it is because 

our oeople have never been governed by a govP.rnment elecred 

by Doi:>ular consensus or by universal adult' suffrage. We 

attach to this Memorandum ".:he official documents, not 

written hy us, which prove that the so-called Government 

of the country was brought to newer tilrough fraud and 

violence. 

For the rest of the sitt<tion, we hone that your 'sher t 

stay here will r~nable you to gras" all the ohjective 

realities. 

We wish you warm welcome and successful mission 

for our freedom an«lt:'·:f-Pr'.:::tne liherat:i.on of Africa. 

Paryer by Michel BOUCHET on French Citizenship in the 

FTAI. Laws. and Comments ·- see Dag<~ 10. 

Document hy :Jacque MAHAN!', £orD1er Manaqer of the 

Government Printi;-,g ?ress in Djibouti, Chairman of 

the Electoral Office, ciescr ibing the rigging of the 
' votes which brought Ali A:r:ef to 'Jc~ve::. 

Minutes Droving that the Op":lositio11 was barred from 

travelling hy sea to Ali Aref's constituency. 

:._.;ir-.-~ .. ~-

Document submit·ted to the Council of State ':>roving 

how the regist:·at:'.on of voters was faked in Ali Aref 's 

constituency to .,liminate every ormosition so that 

he could be :;::e·tm:ned uno::nosed. 

Document showing the denortation to Ethionia of our 

brothers qualified as EthioDians with the consent of 

.the Ethioc>ian authorities. 
I 

This document which is. the barest minimum sul)mitted, does not 
J 
include nress cuttings pert.·s agency reC>orts or 0olitical 

comments. 
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addressed to l"Iessrs the Delegates of the Organization of 
African Unity 

by 
the National Union for Independence Party 

As its name suggests, our Territory is really the mother 
country of the Afars and Issas. These people, and these pe•ple 
only, were here when the Frenchmen arrived and of course it is 
with them th6y negot.iated for their settlement. 

The French presence has for its starting-point the treaties 
of 4th March 1862, 14th December 1884, 2•d January 1885, and 26th 
l"Iarch 1885" concluder!. with Afars and Issas tribes. 

The French had founded their administrative headquarters 
and the center of CO!OID.ercial activities in Obock. They thought 
later that "Ras Djibouti", which was then a desert and an uninha
bited peninsula, offered a better site to create a port, and above 
all, to bind connecticns with Ethiopia, of which the harbour was to 
become the natural out~et. 

Thus they transferred their centre of activities to Djibouti 
where gradually administrative and commercial activities of the 
port were extended. So Djibouti became first a big village 
(5.000 inhabitants in 1895), then a little town, and at last the 
city of 1301 000 inl1abitrutts we know to day. 

This urbanization gave rise to the arrival of many foreigners 
Ql3omalis, Arabians, Europeans, Sudanese, Pakistanis , Hindus 1 and 
others) who were absorbed into the town of Djibouti where the 
different ethnical and religious communities cohabited in good 
understanding during three quarters of a century, with very few 
exceptions. 
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If we recall these basic facts, undisputed by anyone, 
it is not to conclude that foreigners, and especially Somalis and 
Arabians who constitute the strongest minorities, are undesirable 
in our country.· On the contrary, they are our brothers, and 
citizenship was conferred on many of them •. Through marriages and 
kindred, blood has tied us and we could not think of 
the presence of Somalis and Arabians in our country. 
gained the right to live here as much as we. 

questioning 
They have now 

But Afars and Issas will never have another fatherland 
outside what is today their Territory, and what should become 
tomorrow their independent State. As a matter of fact the area of 
habitation of Issas concerns T.F.A.I., Somaliland and Ethiopia, 
the Afar one extends in T.F.A.I. and Ethiopia. Wherever.they are, 
in Somaliland or in Ethiopia, both of them will merely be more 
or less u,nconsidered minorities. In this Territory only can they 
hope to find a mother country. So they want this Territory to 
become a really independent Nation, since they refuse to be 
coloniaed by one or the other of the two neighbour States. 

That is the reason why our Party object,s to the former 
name of the Territory, called in 1896 "French Somaliland". This 
appellation is the. legacy of the world 1 s di vision between the 
colonial states, it was assigned by the French colonialists with 
reference to the British settlement in the "British Somaliland 11

• 

When in 1967 the independent destiny of the Territory beca.nie 
clearly evident, France restored truth by giving to our country 
the name of its native inhabitants, Afars and Issas. 

Such is the doctrine of our "National Union For Independence" 
and it is what opposes us to L.P.A.I., which is nothing but the 
executive arm of Somali Democratic Republic. 

Of course L.E.A.I. will take care not to drop the mask 
about its real intentions early, but everybody here knows 
perfectly well that its leaders receive their instructions and 
huge financial means from Mogadiscio, and that the Somali annexa
tion plan is based upon three means of action : 
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- the Somali army, strongly equipped by the So:viet 
Union, and which could if necessary be opposed to 
the Ethiqpian Army. 

- the F.L.C.s. (Somali Coast Liberation Front), based 
~n the Somali Democratic Republic, and charged to 
activate terrorist actions in Djibouti ; this Front 
tried on three occasions to kill President AREF 0 

- in the Territory, the L.P.A.I. who will delude the 
People by pretending they work, as we do, to build 
an independent State, and which will drop the mask, 
when the time comes to become the instrument of 
Somalian colonization. 

This is what opposes us fundamentally to L.P.A.I. of 
course this Party will say they are an internal opposition Party 
to the Government of Mr. ALI AREF BOURH./\N. But this is not the 
whole truth. They are, rather, the tool for the realization of 
the Grand Somaliland dream. If their aims came to success, Afars 
and Issas would be deprived of their land, and after the bloody 
struggles between their two neighbours in their country, they 
would return to the condition of everlasting wanderers, to inherit 
regression and maybe eventual disparition. 

Our Party, the "National Union for Independence", 
will be strongly opposed to this perspegtive of genocide. We want 
our Territory to become our fatherland and we place all our hopee 
in the Organization of African Unity to rea~h this purpose. The 
O.A.U. only can obtain from the Somali Democratic Republic pro
mises o~ the same nature as the ones Ethiopia has already give~ 
toward us. 

It is the future of o~r People which is concerned and 
/ we earnestly beg the Liberation Committee of Africa and the 

Organization of African Unity to help us in protecting our survival 
and our liberty. 
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HIS'rORICAL ANALYSIS 

The evolution of tho 2nd half of the 2Gth Century 

is characterized by the collapse of tho colonial system, 

imperialism and tho impetuous development of national Liberation 

Movemc:mts of peoples struggling for liberty, It is an irrevocable 

process taking place all over the world, 

Imperialism consti"Gutes tho last stage of capitalism which 

is the most hoinous aystem of exploitation, oppression and slavory 

that history has ever known, 

Colionalism docs not only m13cm absolute power for 

some administration and their indigenous stooges, but also the 

establishi110nt of capitalism as a means of production cmd the 

introduction of the commercialization of human relationships. It 

is by'' such people and for such people that colonialism has 

developed in Africa, 

If colonialism after having seized by force vast 

African countries had:. maintained itself in power thanks to an r 

unapoukable violence it was to impose' those capitalist relationships 

Since 1885 (Berlin Conference) to tho 2nd World War, capitalism 

held undivided sway" In the wake of this war, the formation 

of a world socialist system, the deterioration of the general 

capitalist crisis and the increasingly bitter contradictions be

tween imperialism and the colonized countries hav; given an 

unprecedented impetua to the national liberation movement, 

The oppressed peoples especially those of Africa who 

had largely contributed to tho victory over Hitlerite fascism 

were decided not to accept any move to be bound by the same 
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chains that they hc.d just broken elsewhere, Imperialist and 

colonialist forces emerged frcm tl1is war enormously weakened.;;" .. In 

Africa especially, the peoples enslaved fi;;r centuries, and 

subjoot.ed. to the ::-elentless co:).onial whip, organized themselves 

in clubs, associalions, unions, political parties and through 

mass mo~ilizations intensified the stru;;gl0 for national in

dependenc'c, / 

. If by the sixties, Europo(;ll .. colonio.lism 1 ·oopoc_ia.lly 

the French, granted fonnal independence sometimes by force 

(Senghor?) it was ·oecause, on tho one hand thori;i was 

·complete political, economic and ·social submission and on tho 

·ot11or the i:c1·worsi.ble will of tho li.frican people for liberation 

had to be complied with. 

Thus the colonialists have been able to stem tho 

African peoples' movements, contain them an\l defraud thorn of 

what they had achieved through stru:;gles to the benefit of 

indigenous valets with neocolonial independence, 

No longer able. to maintain their domination directly, 

the colonialist's adopted a new masked approach to perpetuate 

their hold in African in .a different =nor: ~'neocolonialism. 

By the installation of indigenous bourgeois 

forces (for~er local_ valets) to manage thoir 

sordid interests, 

, - By using these antipopular forces to liquidn.to 

and diversify and thereby sap the strength 

of all popular and revolutionary forces, 

\ 

\ 
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- By organizing aggressive military blocks 

and installing military bas3s. 

By including these so called independent 

countries in economic blocks of an imperialist 

nature (LEE OCAlil). 

We were saying then ths.t France by the sixties had 

hurriedly set up republics and pretended to pack off her traps 

under the violent thrust of African mass movements. 

In fact these formal independences aimed only at de

priving the masses who had struggled against colonialism cf pow6rs 

to the benefit of local valets and imperialist powers. 

Colonialism: Still alive. 

The rivatry between Frenh imperialism driven to the 

wall in a most reactionary manner, the U, S. A, which have 
I 

just widened their zone of influence in the region and the 

Soviets preoccupied by the Amerioan break-t;hroucJ:i·on the Horn 

of Africa and the two sides of the Red Sea, has now turned 

Djibouti into a zone on which the future of the whole region 

depends. 

The collapse of tho muribond Kingdom of Haile 

Selassie, the development of tho Erythrean liberation struggle 

on tho one hand, the outbreak of Anglc).{JS offensive for 

!Dhoffar and the Popular Republic of S oµth Yemen on the other, 

have usher---:.<:l in a new phcoo in the. -..:itruG.;k botween imperialist 

powers and distorted the reality cf western bandit:cy. Consequently' 

this phase, as far as these powers are concerned, would result 
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in a distortion of facts concerning the real si·tuation of 

our territory more in conformity 1·rith the new balance of power 

that would rx:t in.-

The danger on tho onG hand of a poli tioal vanguard 

snatching independence in Djibouti and placing it in the hands 

of popular masses, and on the other ·Ghe possibility of the 

Erythrean Liberation Movement seizing power in the regions tl1ey 

are claiming would lead to the- closure of a.ll possible outlet to 

the sea for Ethiopia. 

This, clearly enough for us, explains why in such 

conditions, a tough strubgle led by pro-US liopcrialist elements 

is going on with a view to removing Djibouti from Frcnoh colonial 

authority and· placing it under Ethiopian protection, 

At the head of these pro-imperialist clements is the 

puppet Al"IBF' who, according to all probabilities, would be ready 

to change master. A parallel situation however exists in the 

Soviet strategy which aims at annexing Djibouti to the Republic 

of Somalia thereby checkmating American expansion. 

In both oases, the imperialist moves of the two 

super-powers have one immediate result: the threat to the 

maintanance of French colonialian. 

The operation was already well on the way; while. the 

colonial statl).s of Djibouti was, as far as the various powers 

are oonoerned1 at worst a feeble reference in moralizing 

discourse 

The poli tioal changes that occurred in Ethiopia and 

in all tho region have resulted in a spectacular h1Kl.and cry 
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on the pe.rt of all OAU ~phitryouo u:,o uoizod by o. liberiition 

fever, began to clamour fer the independence of Djibouti, 

Hence, the question of toppling French colonial 

authority was already contemplated even before the popular re

volutionary forces had time to sei:Je the matter, to raise the· 

flag of strne;gle and impos" their conditions as tho elomcmt to 

be reckoned with in this matter, 

It is no longer, as we are aware, a matter of 

pursuing th0 strut;glc of 1959, A"~ that time all the imperialist 

powers, uith tho approval of t,he Fr0nch authority in the territory, 

were exerting pressures for the maintance of colonial status, 

while iGolating the nascent popular movement and bringing its 

bourg7ois clements to ~1g their hopes ~o the integration of the" 

status of overocao to.ritory w1~ilo tp0 nationaliDts wore largely 

o1:pr-.:cscd-{-i•lr, Harbi ). 

Toda,y the noooolonialist bourgeois f oroes speaking 

as fu-Guro puppets intend to forestall the popular movement and 

have very quiokly made up their mind to change their former 
' stance adopting the language of champions of ii;idependence, The 

LPAI has already changed its stand a ye2.r ago, The mercenary· 

Aref and the Djibouti democratic and co1.1mercial bourgeouci0s 

did the s:::mo only tv10 months ago. 

Under such conditions, it is evident that tho term 
' 

"independence", used by the op;:•crtn1iat -luaders• of .LPAI ·.or .the 
puppet clique of Aref who is on the payroll of settlers:·, 

is gc·ing to becqme if it is .net o.lready so, the most ambiquous 

most oulliod and mast dccitful rul;_i.ying ccy 

These forces have alreudy embarked upon this' campaign 

to win popular support and assume control of all possible action 
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coming from popular forces. The legitimate but still not 

fully developed stru6gle of our people (expressing themselves 

in a categorical thou{;4 .. disorganized ma.nnor and often spontaneous 

does ·not in any way affect French colonialis:i and its creeping 

creatures who mean appropriate total power to servo the same 

interests. HencE> the puppet ArE>f seem. ·ho have be won over with· 

groat difficulty to the idea ( mid ho has taken much time to 

do so) of an eventual change of fonn being assured that he is 

to prescrv:ethis mattore and their protection. 

This change of for.n will remain absurd in the ;tight 

of the evil we have to combat and Nhich the puppet Aref and his 

UNI (which he has set up on the a~vico of a certain Foccart) 

are not ,in a position to assess objectively. 

Howew'r it is the s8I'.le with the LPAI (that speaks 

a somewhat dcnocratic-1.nngup.ge) .-r:;ich hr:.s not only foroot11llod 

the Aref clique but also an eventu1-c<l :popular ·mcvomont rnilitating 

for true independence; and has decided with great spood for a ~total' 

independence with scarcely any political programme. This 

independcmce which would prove to be "Vital for us, honourable 

for Africa and prestigious for France•: ·hhe LPAI pretends to 

claim from France but also with the srnno France, 

This reformist organiz11tion has plnv'ed a role which is 

not negligi le in tho j_nternationalization of the Djibouti 

question; inspite of its limited perspective due essentially 

to the interests of. its opportunist leaders. 

But in f11ot, tho fhiou. of Djibouti and the LPAI 

represent the same danger for the popular masses which they were 

prepared to use to integrate the nee-colonialist project and 

were on the point of winnin.> to ·their -lll<lll0€UVT.e -a .ccnside:Mh-1e 
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section of the population (had we not been on our guard), 

specially thoso who precisely sue only tho form and the 

illusory oharacter of the nominal independence. 

What the Aref clique and tlrn LPAI o.re claiming 

for the territory is not so much the> genuine independence to 

which al most all our people a.spire as a vast mirage meant to 

mislead a whole nation with the complicity of some estate 

owners. 

DEl!iARCATI0N POLH'ICAL TASKS 

In fact, for a~l anti-colonialist popular force 

in Djibouti, the question of 'its capacity to organize the masses, 

to define the poli i;ical c contents independence, to lead 

the struggle peli tically 1 to c::mtor.ipluto .of o.lont; with the 

question of independence the concommitant deep rift with co~ 

nialism and its vnhitn on the one hand and the local bourgeois 

forces on the other, is not an .o.bstrwetion but o. conor.ete 

reality. This rift is to be confined to the concrete questions 

concerning the political contents of indcpwdencei the clearly 

outlined organization of the interests of the oppressed people, 

and the denunciation of tho neocolonialist and imperialist 

strategy. 

In the present context no force claiming to be re~ 

volutionary can content itself only with the rallying cry far 

independence without being in a position to give it a concrete 

meaning for the popular masses of ~he Afars and the Somalis 

and if it is not in a position to offer them clear per

spectives en these questions: 

I. Political contents of Independence: 

( 

) 
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The fundamentally popular nature of our independence 

should be clearly brought out in tho following elements: 

Social and Political transformations. 

- Power of the People. 

- Policy of Education. 

- Policy of Health of Labour and~ou~ing 

·- Status of Women. 

Development of Cultural horitut;e of the_two 

nationalities. 

Regulation of Commerce. 

II. Place of two Nationalities in the Struggle 

for independence: 

AFFIRMATION without ambiquity of the-existence 

of two nationalities. 

Restitution to each one of them "of identity, 

history and national culture. 

Complete opposition of the interests of each 

one of them those of colonialism and 1 ooal 

boungeoisies of whatever nationality. 
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Recognition of the national rights of each 

component. We set the affirmation and the 

defence of these national.rights as one of 

the components of tho struugle of the entire 

populer masses. 

These elements co"rectly appreciated in conjunction 

,.i th the necessity of the stru.oglo for independence ·would no 

doubt favour the active participation of the two nationalities 

in the fight against colonialism and its solutions. 

PQIJTIQAT. pI.ATFOWli 

J.warenoos ·cf tho da.ily-humilietim ~:md -exploitation 

of our people. 

Awareness of tho "divide and role"- policy-of F:ronch 

colonialism and thuir local valets. 

in10.rcmoos of tho ·prci:mnt noocolonial project oalcula.ted 

to deceive our people with a view to keeping them 

in social, economic and intellectual poverty. 

~v:.i.iCt:i.Cn thc.t i:t io only th0 con:t;ents of 

independence that matter 

Conviction thn.t tho loc:>.l vnloto =not -incai'niate 
' 

the legitimate aspirators of the people. 

Jlll~ion to.fight. Franch colonialiom and its 

neocolonialist solutions. 
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That is why we have or(ia,,ized aasser.1bles in a 

van f>Uard political party called: "'fhG People's Liberat-ion 

~lovementa. 

This party, leading organ of tho people, will 

operate nncl.cr tl1e enlightened lo::clorsl1ip 

and anti-imperialist elements of tho country. 

1. Tho party must strutt;le to 'liberate our country 

from colonial yoke to bring about 12. democratic national 

revolution and build up a progressive state, 

II. Djibouti is a binational territory which must re-

main united. The nationalists should have equal rights and 

duties. 

All nationalists must h,.vo the freGdorn to use 

their spoken ahd written language. 

The party will fight tho 11w:_;Or.JC11y of one culture. · 

over 2nothor 

III. Will abolish all ethnic discrimination and all forms 

of e.."ploitation of man by man. 

IV. Will abolish tribalism and the domination of one 

tribe by. another to increase and develop national conscience, 

V. Will abolish all laws and customs which degrade women 

and will work for tho Liberation of women 

social and political oppression, 
) 

against family, 

VI. Will ensure full employment, 311arantee 0qual wage for equal 

work, establish a social security scheme to protect workers in 

case of old age,invalidit~ loss of work and that under tho 
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Will take in charge of families and children by 

providing family allowances to all no productive members.of' 

the family nnd will set up a system of price control. 
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Djibouti 27 April ·1976 
/ 

~he Chief l'!inister, 

Bir 1 

The debate uhich determineCJ the future of the territory opposes today 

th~ supporters of a supposed "non-aligr:ment policy" strongly inspired and 

supported by comm11nist regimes to ·Ghose who, like me, are in favour of a liberal 

society well disposed towards the West and working in a spirit of cooperation 

with France. 

This debate has no doubt a mai'ked political rc..spoct -but. i.t o.lso involves 

major cho;i.ces of an economic nature, because on the outcome of it depend 

not only tb.e institutions and the regime of the future state but also the 

standard of living and the welfaril of its inhabitants. 

In addressing this letter to you today, I am appealing not 

' so much to the citizen as to the cadre ana. the consumer that you are, in 

order to see together with yoc1 the economic consequences of the political 

choices you wtll soon be called upon to make. 

This reflection cannot but be based on facts. What are these facts? 
\ 

The first is that the territory produces nothing, It has absolutely no source 

of energy (petroleum, coal or river), There is no agricultural or 

industrial production whatsoever. Independence will not change in anyway 

the situation. Some o;ood apostles are incriD.inating ·"colonit.lims\', whJ.oh 

supposedly has deliberat~ly slackened the exploitation of the country's 
' resources to perpetuate oppression and preserve the r.iarket for European 

products. And yet people, according . to the LPAI report of March 25 1 

1976 speak of gypsum, salt, diatcmites, or obock lime deposits which will 

bring about prosperity, Who wol.lld digest this type of absurditieo? 

And why has not the famous colonialism, and by nature for pro~it, exploited 

this supposed wealth for its own benefit? 

It is better to look at the situation clearly: theseyot-entials 

resources, granted that they exist, are not economically via:ble. Their 

exploitation would entail enormous investments, considerable technical 

and material difficulties all this for an insignificant output. Who 

would approve such a senseless effort7 Is it Somalia which has one of 

the lowest standards. of living !Ln· the world and which is now competing 

with Bangla Desh for the record of under-developm~nt? Is it Ethiopia 

which is wallowing in an almost sir.1ilar situation? Or is it the Socialist 
' countries which are lagging 30 years behind Europe in accumulation of 

capital and in consumption? Or is it the oil producing countries which, 

' 
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though undoubtedly rich, are however parsimonious: in their generosity 

towards the third world? Let us not delude ourselves with dreams, 

Whatever may be the team that assumes power, whatever may be the regime, 

the territory will remain one of the most underprivileged countries of the 

planet, 

Colonialism can at least claim the credit for having created here out of 

nothing an economic infrastructure, It has since 60 years constructed 

a railway line from Djibouti to Ethiopia1a commercial port which ·is being 

constantly modernized, and an airport so situated as to be a good stopooover 

between Europe and the Indian Ocean; and between Africa and the Arab 

Peninsula and India, Lastly, thanks to a. privileged monetary regime 

granted by France, a commercial and bo.nkbg sector has developed despi'j;e 

political changes, Through patents, direct and indirect taxesit 

pays, this sector is contributing largely to the resources of the 

territory, All these achievements will benefit the future state, But 

we always have to come back to truths: An economic infrastructure has nc; 

meaning except in a liberal regime, I.ii 8. state of "socialist" inspiration, 

banks cease to function, societies and companies fold up business, 

armaments change home port; general economic activity comes to a stand still, 

We cannot refrain from citing the example of Aden which before 1963 was a flo-
' urishing country and which became a dead city when communists came to power, 

Another truth to be considered is that although an economic infrastructure 

has an undoubted employment capacity, the number however is limited, 

Everybody knows that the harbour, the railway and the airport cannot in 

thllmselves cater totally to the needs of the town. If the standard of 

living has reached its present level, it is because other resources, 

have being brought in, · These complementary resonrces. came from a strong 

european minority ,of about 101 000 people, in Djibouti, who haye 

a high purchasing power and who consist mainly of army people,· The household 

expenditures of these europeans largely feed, through internal taxes 

on purchase of goods, the budget of the territory, These taxes 

presently bring in 38,~t of ·ordinn.ry revenues. Their revenue 

in turn is subjected to a solidarity tax to which they are the main 

contributors, This tax levied on their salaries and wages, brings 

in 380 Millions, that is 6.7% of our revenues, Lastly they 

'constitute initially the source of a considerable number of .jobs some 

directly such as house servants .or .indirectly such as commercial and 

building employees etc, 
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Furthermore, the French Armed forces have integrated in their ranks 

hwidreds of indigenous people of the territory who ere now assured of permanent 

employment with decent salaries. 

In total 855: of the rev·enues of the territory come from the french armed 

forces stationed here, from officials and commercial companies of metropolitan 

origin. In our cowitry where the pudget is dedicated almost exclusively 

to the running of services, that is, the emoluments of civil servants and 
· withollt these reventles 

other1 staff/from- the european minority, local administration wotlld have 

no alternative btlt to close its offices and sack its personnel. 

It is enough·: to look at what happened in the Comoro islands where owing 

to the irresponsibility and the rashness of the leaders, the 

officials have not been paid since six months. 

The high standard of living that i;e have reached in the territory 
' 

thanks to the presence of an economic "ector.t both administrative and 

military of metropolitan origin, has moreover made :Lt possible to establish 

a social scheme wit' .otlt parallel in the third world, and 1'bich caters for those 

who retire fr.om service on grounds of age, gives free medical se,,.vice to 

wage and salary earners and their dependents, family allowances, and 

compensat.ion in the case of accidents occurring in service. Such a large 

covering of social hazards is possible only thanks to the contriblltions 

paid by the busine~o concerns, aclministrati.onc and the household expenditures~ 

It therefore also depends on the level of economic activity and on a l iboral 

regime. 

I am quite awa1'e that this situation :ia f= f:rom being iclyllio, that th=<> 

is an important unomplo;frnent problem in Djibollti, that vast problems remain 

to be taoli:led, in connection with lodging, town-planning and education. 

I 11ould like an important fact in this connection be given due attention: 

throllgh tho influx of foreigners, the inhabitants of Djibouti increase by 8,.000 

every year. Which europcan only cotlld cope with such a constant pressure? 

And what to say of those irresponsible persons who, dictated by foreigners, are 

promising the return of 30,000 11refugees 0 , a number o:f political manoeuvres 

without any connao+.io"' with ollr ·country, but which vrould not ,fail to make 

life uabearable to all, including tho indigenous people. Lastly, to complete 

my argumont 1 I rrill add tha.t frencl"I nolc.nial.iRm in taking under its l-.Jing our 

eoono1111c o.nd. s.ocial oquipinents is coraplHting its action in ·favour of oo~· territor·;y. 
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The assistance from FIDES, the cooperation of the Treasury and direct 

financing of tho s:tatc have made it possible to set up the essential 

infrastructures which the territ.ory throllgh its own resOL'.rces wollld 

by no means have been able to do. The South breakwater of the harbour, the 

new air terminal, ·the ministerial cHy 7 to mention a few, are graciolls gifta 

from France• To thiswe may add tho french aid in running our services, the 

direct assumption of the responsibility of our seconclar~r edllcation, and 

the strllggle against tublilrculosis, which ~as spared the territory considerable 

ex.pens es. 

' In this long list, which I collld still have developed further I have 

tried to prove to you that our independence if it chimes in with a political , 
necessity felt, by all, has no economic' srmction nnd that .. tho relative 

prosperity of the territory depends upon external assistance. 

We shall now try to see together the economic aspects of the two 

concepts of independenc~ which the African Peoples league for independence 

(I,PAI) has brollght up against my government. 

. ' 
The African people'•s leaglle for I~dependence (I,PAI) has not shown 

I 

in a clear manner the oconomic: tenor of its programme. It has recently 

set llp an Economic Committee whose reports have not yet come Ollt. But 

iis leaders have dropped some lltints here and there as t'o their ideas 

in that direction. Its sources of inspiration are equally revealing.: 

" sllpported openly to the point of interferencG by the Somalian Commllnist 

regime, the league enjoys the sympathy of the so-called progressive 

collntries in Africa, and, in ~'ranee, the sllpport of the Communist party 

and the socialist party, bolllld together in the famolls lef·tist "common 

programme", claims to be 11.on-aligned, That is to say,. its choices are a 

prior diametrically opposed to all economic liberalism, and are going' 

towards a controlled economy and the consequences that ensure theref.-om: 

nationalisatipn of means of production, control of external commerce, 

exchange control and capital movement; authoritarian planification of 
' 

development. Slloh a system, which' has already proved to be disastrous 

in developed colllltries, would here shortly lead to a oatastophe. 

The leagLle can no dollbt challenge this analysis, bllt wil~ it then 

justify itself to its friends if not by keeping silent or indlllging 

in ambigllities as usllal, It can eqllally p1'etend that aft'or its accession 

to power through demooratfc means, it will resume on its own accord 

cooperation with ou·tside collntrios especially with France, This however, 

wollld be taken because the .league has already refused to cooperate with France, 
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In this connection I refer to the despatch No. 102 of Agence France Press, dated 

13 April, i-1hich indicates that Mr, DIVI declared that the (LPAI) does not 

approve the maintenance of a French base in Djibouti and does not even want any 

cooperation agreements to be signed. What will our fut·ure state be without 

such agreements? 1-bo is going to cuarantee our economy? Who is going to give 

it the financial assistance indispensable for its development and daily survival? 

Once the "colonialists" arc gone, who is going to ensure our economy? Who is 

going to invest hero? who will dare trust leaders who openly give rent 

to their socialist leanings mf not their ~onophcbia? 

I have made, since long1 and most clearly, a sounder proposal. I said 

that I was in favour of maintaining ties of friendship and c operation 1•ith 

Franco, while publicly opting for a liberal system, largely open to foreign 

capitals and investments, based on a moderate fiscal policy, and 

in which th~ state would in no measure renounce Hs prerogatives and its 

sov8l'eignty1 but wou~d work, in close collaboration with a private sector 

secure ·-- its rights and activities, for the r,r.ogrecrq and welfare of its inha

bitants. Since Jarua.ry 1976 at Paris, french cooperation has solicited and 

favourable prospects fer the conclusion of future agreements emerged. 

Behind these prospects taere looma reeaonable hope of negotiated collaboration 

with liberal Europe. 

We have now reached tile end of this reflection on our future, 

Over and above the pol:.tical questions of the tUoment, ·I have tried to 

.' 

expose to you ti:e essence of the debate, which boils down to a choice of system~ 

either the maintenance and development of a liberal system, which will ensure the 

development of our, future nation, or social and economic re.;ression or(Sanised 

in the context of totalitarian collectivism. Such is the nature of the real 

problem: I am sure that you will not fail to appreciate the gTavity of this 

problem for our country, 

I request you, Sir, to accept the expression of my highest consideration • 

Ali Aref Eourhan • 
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Th~ objective assessment of the general situation 

in our country on the eve of its national indenendence, was 

made hy the Parliamentary oDDosition during a debate in our 

Assembly on 17 April 1976, on the motion of censure tabled 

against the Government of Mr. AREF. 

'/Je are forwarding to you im':lortant extracts from the 

~eeords of the debate to give an accurate ':licture of the 

situation, and wish to Doint out that the.motion was sunported 

by a majority made UP of sixteen dee>uties, with only twelve 

indigenous denuties voting for the Government which has 

managed to cling to Dower with the four votes cast hy the 

deputies of metro?olitan ~ranee and eight other votes by 

minister deputj es and members of the Government censured who 

had to vote for their own survival. This 'Shows that the 

so-called majority government is sunnorted only by a minority 

of deryuties in the Assembly. 

We hone that, in regard to nonular sunDort, you have 

seen for yourselves the magnitude of the isolation of Mr. KREF•s 

government which does not renresent the country's interests or 

its asnirations . 

. To delude you into thinking that it enjoys noDular 

suoDort, Mr. Aref's Government has asked the Ethionian 

Government to infiltrate thousands of sunporters in the 

Territory to chant "long live Aref" and protest against 

another foreign neigh1'our ing country. This obviously creates 

an ominous tension which borders on nrovocation at this 

time of your visit to our country. The debate on the motion 

of censure shows clearly also that the nresent Government 

holds on to nower thr<llnigh acts of ,,rovocation and that it is 

nrenared even to cause a civil war. 

·' 
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This is why its resignation is necessary if we are 

to achieve national unity and inde~endence. 

':'1e are convinced that your visit to our country shall 

hel•, establish detente, understanding and national unity 

and bring about indenendence in stability; justice and 

reci?rocal co-onetation. 

• •11e ho':le that France will heed your advice and withdraw 

her sunnort for the Government with civil war instincts. 

1. 

2. 

The Par1iamentary O:>nosition nronoses: 

resiqnatioh of Aref 1s GovernmP-nt. 

susnension of the nrojected referendum for self-

determination in order to give us ti~e to make better 

nrenaration for it. 

3. The ahrogation of the ')resent laws on citizenshi".l and 

their re-drawing un. 

4. The revision of the electoral law, and its electoral 

rolls and registers. 

5. The formation of a Coalition Government com".lrising 

all the nolitical forces of the Territory. 

6. The setting UT) of a Constitutional Committee chaired 

by a neutral nersonality. 

7. The conversion of the nresent House of Denuties 

into a Constituent Assembly in order to avoid 

any nolitical machination likely to falsify the 

realities. 

Q The holding of a referendum to annrove the Constitution 

of the future State. 

30 Aryril 1076. 
0000 
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The House of De?uties of the FTAI, 

Considering that the historical Dhase reached hy the 

Territory and in the light of the atmOSDhere of· 

tension and mistrust ·-,revailing within all. the 

ethnic grou".:>s and all the ,olitical grouns, 

Noting that the nresent Government is incaµable of 

creating the atmos')here of confidence needed for 

concord, 

HAS tabled this motion of censure aimed at overthrowing 

it and making room for the formation of a Coalition 

Government in which all the ryolitical trends will be 

representerl. 

Which honourahle members would like to sneak? 

MR. BOURHAN KANANO DAOUD mounts the ros,trum. 

Mr. SDeaker, Honourable Deryuties, 

Before I sneak about the M~tion of €ensure tabled 

before us, I would like to sr.ieak about myself. I did not 

ask to become a De·-,uty, but when it was DrODosed to me, 

I agreed to it in protest, but I agreed to it all the same. 

The electorate which elected me 1'1ould like to know 

how I have fulfilled the mandate they have entrusted to me. 

I have been a member of this Assembly f9r nearly 

seven months. Elected without excessive electoral ?romises, 

I have tried to discharge my duties normally as a De?uty 

by seeking to bring the Government, not to satisfy individuals, 

but to work wi thOut ,.,re~ice ·for -the general lnte:e:ests· of 

the country Darticularly the youth t'Tho re".:>resent the future 

of the nation and the hooe of the country. 
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Since I could not influence the' action of the Government 

in favouring its clients and .,unishing the rest of the nation, 

the region and the 'Jeo?le, I have had to withc'!raw from it. 

r have given the reasons for wi't:hdrawing from the groun 

that gives sunnort to th0 Government in a message ~roadcast 

over the radio on 29 March, which was contradicted hy the 

same radio station urd er circumstances that eel led into nlay 

the authority and nrestige of the traditional chiefs. 

!t!y nolitical Conviction and concern ove:: the. general 

interests have :hot changed since .I joined the omosition groui:i. 

I shall vote for the Motion of Censure arid call on my 

colleagues to do the same - (a>nlause). 

l'(R. YOUSSOUF ALI YOUSSOUF1 

Mr. Sryeaker, Honoural:ile De-iuties, look around you in this 

hall! You will see nolice!llen armed with -,istols and 111achine-9uns 

and you will see the 1'.Jlain-clothed body guards armed with 1::>istols 

All this frightful army in the Assembly Hall is to 

nrotect the body and life of Chief I"iinister AREF. 

Why, i"l.r. AREF, do you need constant ,..,rotectici, at hone, 

in the office arr! in the streets? It is hecause you 1re afraid. 

You are afraid because you are aware that the neonle co not 1il<e 

you. Because you have turned hatred into a national feeling, 

tribalism into nolitical doctrine and have chosen nrov:icatian 

as your method of action. 

The·· neon le as;:iire to brotherhood, friendshi".' a1d civil 

1::ieace. You are the main enemy .. That is why, day and night, 

you live in a besieged residence, covered by machine-gms and 

Distols. No .Head of Government worthy of· the name, anyvhere 

in the world, governs a r\e<nle he hates and is hated by under 

such conditions. Tl:le machine-guns and .-,istols will no1 win 

you 6onular sunnort, They will not 'nrotect you from ir.evitable 

but ignominous nolitical defeat. You must resign 111hile there 

is still time. You will not die of hunger. You have already 

taken precautions in this regard. 
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The corrupt administration which serves you, dares not 

tell you the magnitude of the discomfiture of your regime. 

The few corru.-,t indivicuals around you cannot tell you the 

extent cf your imPcmularity. You have become synonimous with 

all t'hat is not acce9table and your actions, as the Head of 

this country, engender a feeling of repulsion ·among the 

majority of the oeople. 

Honourable Deryuties, 

This man is too dangerous for our country since his 

slogan is Power or Death! He tells our ryeo"?le: "either you 

elect me or there will be civil war." He is another Suleiman 

Frangie creating another Lebrtnon here. 

Let us Preserve the integrity of our country and the 

unity of our oeoole by getting rid of this man who is 

9sychologically and politically irremeciable. Let us censure 

him in the general interest of the country! 

The general interest means,first of all, unity - that 

is unity of the 1Jeoole 1iving in our country. Thus unity 

is necessary and ineluctable. 

In order to hold on to power, ''•r. AREF tells the Afars 

that they will be annexed and exterminated by Somalia. This 

is obviously far from the truth, for Somalia is a neighbouring 

'Re1Jublic, African and brotherly, militating for the indei;>endence 

of Djibouti, but a se.-,arate and foreign State which will not 

annex us. 

The Afars and Somalis living together here, shall togethef 

build a fraternal and egalitarian State which ensures peace 

at home and sovereignty abroad and enjoy indeoendence in full 

integrity of the national territory -. (applause). 

ALI AREF did not conjure U1J the Afar Deo'"lle. The 

Afar ?eonle shall not disao.-,ear with the fall of the AREF 

Government - (aoolause). 
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It is the mistrust and hatred created by AREF among 

the people which will disappear with the fall of the 

malevolent government. Let us vote for the disa:,i1?earance 

of that regime by voting for this Motion of Censure - (an::ilause). 

MR • !BRAH IM A.fili~p BOU~!&: 

Mr. Speaker, Dea:.: Colleagues, 

We have come to a moment of our history when our future 

is more than eve:r before at stake. 

In such circumstance:>, it is diffirult, but it is the 

duty of each of us in na:ctici.:lar and each citizen in general, 

Honourable Denuties, to assume his :resnonsibilities. 

As you are aware, the days ·and mor:-:"i1s to come will be 

decisive for the destiny of our country and I am'convinced that 

you already see the scove. •·-id imno:;:tance of the decisions that we 

are being brought to -~ake, let alone their consequences for 

the country. 

The clannish ?Oli~:ics have outlived their term; national 

unity must take ':>recede::icc over any other interest. 

A pol~cy of understanding and unity must :.:enlace a policy 

of discord nractised fa;: more than fifteen years by the AREF 

Government to the detriment of our coun·i.ry and our neoDle. 

Indeed, at this. time when our accession to international 

sovereignty is itnminent, it is necessa;:y :for us to transcend our 

internal squabbles and t:ci'::lal diffe:r,mces. 

The time· 'has no·c come a ddy too soon to remove from 

the shap?ing of the destiny of our country, one man whose ?Olicy 

would inevitably lead us to ruin. I 

To do this two conditions must necessarily be fulfilled 

so that our independence may not become a myth: 

Dissolut.Lon of the Government of AREF; 

Fo.i:mation of· a Coalition Government in 
which all the nolitical grou'>s will be 
r eo·:.7 es errt od. 

Jn voting for this Motion of Cens•.lre, you are saving our 

children, ou"· brother:s ., ·om: sister.s. You a:re S':>aring our country 
the dang<i!r nnsP.0. hy an c.m:.ch:roni'~ a;:::d hlind .-,olicy. ' 

Thus, I ask you all ·to vv'.·e ro;:: this Motion - (ae:mlause). 
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MR . ABDOUL KADER ";J ABEP I ASKAR : 

Since our last meetings in November - December, 1975, 

we have come a long way, we have made several contradictory 

statements. Manoeuvres'have been made to cling to '!0!11er. 

The Territorial Governmeat does not bow to anything. All that 

yields good results is g~od. But the Chief Minister is aware 

that he is only nrolongin, the government's agony, for the 

peo~le as a whole are det0rmined t 0 get rid of the Government 

which :i.s kept in 't)Ower by promises, intimidation, acts of 

horror, in brief by the gtn, not to mention the hayonettes. 

If the secur:i.ty of ~he territory .deJ::>ended only on you 

and your Government, Mr. Chi.ef Minister, the Territory would 

have been .on fire, there woul(l have been bloodshed. But 

thank God, you are not fully :.n control and we do not intend 

to entrust all to you. 

On 28 March, it was one of your Ministers who in 

District 7 boasted about the d~struction of BALBALA and had 

threatened the inhabitants of District 7 with a similar act. 

You told a journalist of "Le Figaro" yourself on 2 February 1976 

that nobody lived at BAL~ALA be=ause you had decided to raze 

the area with b1flldozers, whereas there were 7 ,500 inhabitants 

there. 

Thank God, we have seen, before it becomes too late, 
a saffi?le of what you envisage as your future State. The 

cold-blood murder of innocent rieo't)le at Arthur Ra;i.mbaud Square 

on 18 December 1975. The' destruction of BALBALA, the armed 

attack on the C.E.T. and the TADJOURA Lycee. And you dared say 

when leaving Matignon that
11 
if my fellow countryrr.en return me 

to Dower, I shall be at the head of the future State. Fortunat'ely 

you said 11 if" . 

Internally your Government has only aroused hatred 

and rancour. You have always nlayed one ethnic group against 

another. The tribal leaders who came from the countryside 

to see you were themselves shocked at the statements you made 

during your talks with them as uart of.your methods to cling 

t'o '?ow er. As far as you are concerned, a Denuty is a tool, 

he is someone you can keen around you through promies or 

intimidation or through tribal affiliation and kinshin. 
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shocked by your statements because 

had a different language for each 

the unity on which the future State 

If the Deputies were free and were not afraid to 

injure the ciride of their tribes - the trit>es you have yourself 

:-iut on alert - two thirds of the House would have voted against 

you. / 

Honourable Deputies, you see that we shall be the future 

leaders of the future State. It devolves on us therefore to 

assume our responsibilities! 

Hr. Chief Minister, you want to change the FTAI at 

will. \'ou have been abroad to atte'l!pt to 'llislead world uublic 

opinion, but you ,must dis::iel your oPm illusions, for you deceive 

no one but yourself! 

The OAU and Arab Mission~which shall visit the territory 

will only confirm that the ,,eoule of the FTAI do not want you 

and that these neoole, contrary to your sermons and those of ycur 

agentll at the various Ministries in Paris, are not anti-French 

but anti-AREF and OD':'OSe your Government. You are the only 

obstacle to friendshiu between the Territory and France. 

You have certainly read some of the passages of 

the reports of the UDR-RI Nission led by Mr. DEPRECMCND. You 

are certainly goirig ·to make us believe that that was a confirma-

tion of your good Policies. In brief, so much the better if 

it satisfies everybody. However, you must certainly have said: 

"The time for close-knit politics has passed", that summs uo 

everything.:-

Mr. Chief Minister, all your speeches delivered from 

the rostrum of this House have always smacked of wickedness 

vis-a-vis the Renublic of Somalia. Are you allergic to 

the name 'Somalia'? Is this how you intend making friends 

with Somalia? Do you realize that your majority government 

comorises Somalis? Is this the neutral policy that will place 

the two "neigl:)'Jouring States - Ethiopia and Somalia - on. an equal 

footing? Or, are you simnly trying to strike a balance, because 

before November 1975, you were o:)enly anti-Ethionia - (applause). 
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· This is not surprising, you usually travel on 

sailing-boats driven by the wind. 

You.said in your sneech at the ~lenary Session of 

15 April, that: "France had also pronosed that the 

talks be held in ?aris with all the various nolitical 

grouns of the Territory". 

It 'is true that on 31 December 1975, France made that 

statement, but who has thwarted it? Is it not you, who, 

under cover of the territorial institutions for which your 

Government has constantly.shown no respect; is it not you 

who vetoed at Rue Oudinot, that the various political 

grouns must be nut aside and that you declared yourself 

the only legitimate negotiator on the destiny of this 

Territory? Do not accuse the others! 

Still from your sneech.of 15 April 1976, you talked 

about "freedom o:f e.X".lression", but the only weekly newspai;:>er 

in the Territory, '.'Reveil" is constantly censored, sabotaged 

by your Government, thus creating great difficulties for the 

journalists who would have much liked to discharge the duties 

worthy of their nrofession. 

In conclusioA, the ryeople of the Territory are sick 

and tired of your demagog;r- and are exnressing their 

mistrust through their elected representatives because they 

are fully aware that your 16-year rule has not improved 

the destiny of the Territory. lbe people ·who were united 

under the classical colonial rule from lR63 to 1960 are now 

totally divided because of your misrule, and you are saying 

that you count'on them to entrust you with the resryonsibility 

to shape the future State. They are asking you, before it 

is too late to see the realities in their true persnective. 

(Applause). 

--oo--
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Djibouti, 26 April 1976 

To: The Consul General of 
Ethiopia, Djibouti. 

Dru::ing our political struggle for national independence 
' wo defined and clearly specified the dimensions of that independence, 

V'le beli.,ve we have said all there is to say on the subject, 
before national and international bodies and during official 
talks we have held at tho appropriate timo with the appropriate 
auth~rities of your country. 

The details and clarifications we have given are more than 
QUfficient to know exactly whero we stand as an African state in 
the concert of Nations and the Non-Aligned Group. They are a1~rn 

sufficient to allay the fears, if any, of those who have interests 
in our. country because of its geographical posj.tion. We have 
formally undert~ken to respect and protoct those interests 
without prejudice to ~ur sovereignty and our independence. 

The assistance and support we have requested from regional 
and international organizations and from all peace and freedom
l~ving countries falls necessaril~ and strictly within the 
framework of tho charters governing those organizations and of 
the principle of non-interference in the internal affairs of 
other states. 

According to those principles, each c0untry is free to 
assist or not to assist us; by virtue of those same principles 
and depending on its alliances, sympathies or interests, any 
c·ountry is also free to be openly hostile to us because each 
nation is free to choose its frLends. 

/ 
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If we have so far tolerated, without protest, a number 
of characterised acts of interference by your country in our 
internal affairs, it is bec~use such interference could not 

change the course of events in our country and because we wished 
' to leave the way open for good'neighbourly relations in future, 

We are now compelled to take a stand because. of the 

magnitude and gravity of your interference in our internal 
\ 

affairs. 

!~deed, since a few days, the attempts made by'thousands 
of•your nationals to cross our borders illegally with instruc

tions to disguise themselves as our nationals constitute an 
act of aggression to which we demand an.immediate end, 

These thousands of citizens of yours are transported 
to our borders by 18 Mercedes lorries which go to and from and 

belong.to the Ethiopian Army which had previously distributed 
autJmatic rifles to them; one thousand five hundred have gone 

to-the border post, under the command of Habib Mohamed Yayo 
and Mohamed Saad, saying that they want to enter the territory 

by force to assist Ali Aref. 

No external aid can replace the support of the people 

which Ali Aref lacks; your interference will achieve absolutely 
nothing ·and is obviousiy detrimental io future bilateral 

relations between us. 

Please accept, Your Excellency our high consideration, 

Signed: Hassan Gouled Aptidon 

President 
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DELEGATIOif OF FRONT FOR '1':1E LIBERATION OF THE 

SOMALI COAST (FLCS) 

1. Dr. Saleh Nur - President of Political Bureau 

2. Mr. Abdullahi ~rdeye - Deputy to President 

3. l'llr. Dahir Ibrahim Issa - Member of Poli tioal Bureau 

4. Mr. Omer Osman Rabe - Member 

5. Mr. Hashi Abdullahi Orrax - Member 

6. Mr. Omer Ahmed Yusuf - MerJber 

7. Mr, Ali Hussein Buh - Member 

8, Mr, Mohamerl. Jama Galombi - l'1ember 

9. Kr. Musse Ali I.ile - iVlili tary Section 

10, Mr. Abcii Hussein 

LIST OF SO!ILALI DELEGATION 

1, Dr • .<\.bdurruunan Jama Barre - Director-Genoral, Ministry of Foreign .ii.ffairs 

2, Mr. Abdillahi Said - Legal Advisor 

3. Mr. Abdurabma.n Ahmed Ali - Somali .dlµbassaaor to bthiopia 

4. Mr. Hashi Abdalla - Somali Amba8sador to U5anda 

5.. Mr. liussein Haji Ali - Somali i>inbassad"r to Xenya 

'· Mr. Mohamed Ismail 

7. Mr. Hassan .Abdille 

3omali Ambassador trl China 

Director- "f.'oroign Affairs 

8. Mr. Mohamed Sherrif - Director i:1 Foreign Affairs 

9. Mr. Husseil). Hassan - Director in Foreign Affairs 

10. Mr. Abdillabi Haji Aboker - Ambassador in Foreign Affairs. 

DELEGATION GF LE.>GUE POPULiill .I.FRI CAN FOR INDEPENDENCE( LP AI) 

1. Mr. Has~an Gouled - Director 

2. Mr, Ahmed Dini - Secretary-General 

3. Mr. Ibrahim Harbi 0 Vice-President 

4, Mr.·Idris Farah~ Political Secratary 

5. Mr. Omar Kamil - Vice-President 

6, Mr, Ji.limo Bel ..,. J/1ember Poli·oical Bureau 

7. Mr. Said A. Haitah - Member Politioal Bureau 

8. Mr. Saleh Ahmed - Member of Political Bureau 

9, Mr, Omar Daba.r - Member of Political Bureau 

10, Mr. Mohamed Ahmed Isa - Secretary General 
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DELbGA'l'ION OF UNION FOR NATION.AL INDEPENDEfl!CE(U:NI) 

1. Mr. Omar Farah Iltireh - President· 

2. Mr, Mohamed Abdoul Gamil - Vice-President 

3, .l'.Vlr. Mohamed Djama Ela be Seoretary-Genoral, inoharge of External 

Relations 

4. Mr, Ahmed Youssouf Seoretary-General 

5. M.r. Mohamed Aden 

6. Mr. Ch eh em Daoud Chehem 

7, M:r. Ismael Youssouf 

8, i~l!. Hassan Youssouf 

9. Mr, El Haj Mohamed 1-amil 

l,O. Mr, Abdillahi Abmed God. 

11. Mr. S~ad Farah Kha.ire 

12. Mr. l\mar Mohamed Ka.mil 

LIST OF GOVERNMENT DELEGATION 

1, Mr. Ali A.ref Bourhan - President of Council !If Government 

2, Mr, Mohamed Djama Elabe - Minister of Public Works, Transport an~ 

•ruurism 

3, Mr. Hadji Mohamed Kamil - Minister of Interior and Moslem Affairs 

4, Mr. Omar Mohamed Ramil - lliinister of £.lucation, Youth and,Sp~rts 

5, Mr, Ali Arreh Khaire - Minister of Labour 

6, Mr. Chehem Daoud Chehem - Minister of Public Heaith 

7. Mr, Ahmed Aouled Ali - Minister of Pub~ic Offices 

8, Mr, Hassan Mohamed Moyale - Minister of RUJ1al Economy 

9, Mr. Ismael Ilalaya Ra.gush - Minister of Bconomic Affairs 

lifAil\iES OF l!iEliDlJDRS 01 OPPOSITION 

DJIBOUTI-1/5/76 

1, Mr. Barkat Gourat Hamadou - PrGsident 

2. Mr. Abdelkader llaberi Askar - Vice-President 

3, Mr. Alitaher Liban - Rapporteur 

4, Mr, Saad Warsama Dirie 

5, Mr. Djama Djilal :Oja.ma 

6, Mr .• Ibrahim Ahmed Ilourale 
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